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Opposition
To Rezoning
Request Heard
Highway 641 North. A public hearing on
Strong opposition was heard last night
issue failed to produce strong opthe
a
at
by the Murray Planning Commission
to the project, but conditions were
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public hearing on a rezoning request for a
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for compliance within a few
spelled
Main
and
lot at the corner of Williams
days.
Street.
Rezoning requests were also heard for
The request came from Bill Coker, who two houses north of Roberts Realty on
owns the lot, requesting a zoning change to South 12th St. Public hearings were
allow the construction of a duplex apart- scheduled for the two separate requests
ment.
for the next planning commission hearing.
professional
Several area residents appeared before The requests asked for a
houses.
two
the
for
designation
office
change,
the board, opposing the zoning
A discussion was held on the progress of
saying it would increase the population
Street through
density and traffic of the area, and would the four-laning of 12th
was given by
decrease property values in the neigh- Murray. A progress report
Grimes, who said that the
Dan
planner
borhood.
date would be
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report was
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,
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them
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HOUSE DAMAGED BY FIRE—A Penny dwelling owned by Wes Fulton
sustained heavy damage in a fire this morning The house, located just east of the
Penny store, was gutted upstairs and sustained heavy water damage downstairs.

GALVESTON, Tex. (AP — Under a
federal court order, longshoremen here
resumed loading grain today aboard a ship
bound for the Soviet Union.
The longshoremen had stopped loading
wheat aboard a Yugoslav freighter, the
Bosanka, in the Port of Houston late Monday, contending the sale of U.S. grain to

Calloway
FFA Wins
Ribbons

the Soviet Union would eauSe domestic
food prices to increase.
U.S. District Court Judge James Noel
granted the West Gulf Maritime Shippers
Association a temporary restraining order
Tuesday night after being told by lawyers
for the international Longshoremen
Association — ILA — the workers "would
not return without a court order."
Noel then scheduled a hearing for today
on the shippers' plea for a permanent injunction aimed at preventing future work
stoppages involving the loading of grain

Cloudy and Warm

Eight members of the Calloway County
High School Chapter of the Future Farmers of America participated in Tobacco
Grading, Dairy Judging, and Seed Identification contests at the Kentucky State
Fair in Louisville this week.
The Tobacco Grading Team composed
of Darrel Bean, Patrick Webb, and Shea
Sykes won first place in air-cured tobacco
grading and third place in dark tobacco.
The Dairy Judging Team composed of
Ailene Paschall, Sandra Stark, and Kerry
Wyatt placed second in state competition
and will represent Kentucky in the MidSouth Fair in Memphis, Tenn., in September. Ailene had a total of 370 points out
of a possible 400 and was second high individual of the 175 participants.
Brad Cook placed in the top twenty per
cent in the Seed Identification contest.
Accompanying the FFA members were
Larry Gilbert, Carmon Parks, and Mrs.
Carves Paschall.

Partly cloudy and very warm with
isolated thundershowers tonight and Thursday. Highs Thursday in the upper 80s.
Lows tonight in the low 70s. Winds variable
and less than 10 m.p.h. tonight. Outlook for
Friday — cloudy and warm with a chance
of thundershowers. Rain chances are 20
per cent tonight and Thursday.

purchased by the Soviet Union.
ILA officials said Tuesday their international headquarters had said to halt
loading such grain "until there is assurance the sale of this wheat would not be
inimical to the American people."
Noel's order applied to longshoremen

One of two Murray men accused of the
shotgun slaying of Henry County community leader Travis Lax waived
preliminary hearing in General Sessions
Court in Paris, Tn., Tuesday. The hearing
for the older was ppstponedjo Aug. 28.
Paris attorney Brown'Hawley, appointed to defend Terry M. Compton, 22,
was granted a continuance by Judge
Millard Kesterson Jr. to allow more time
for preparation.

A

from lake Charles, La., to Brownsville,
Tex., but those in Houston were the only
ones immediately affected.
The shippers asked Noel to order the
longshoremen to live up to the terms of
their contract, which forbids work stoppages

Jury List For Court Released
The Jury List for the September term of
Calloway Circuit Court has been released
byjhe Calloway County Sheriff's office.
Those included on the list, to appear
Sept. 8 at nine a. m. at the Circuit Courtroom, are:
Mrs. John L. Tucker, Johnny
Youngerman, Coleman Reeder, Leon
Adams, Donnie Ross, Anne Wood, Larry
Thweatt, Mrs. Max Bonner, Eugene
Rogers, John 0. Pasco,
Milton Outland, Mrs. Bill Perry, John
Brinkley, George Steele, Mrs. Bill Barker,
Mrs. Wilburn C,avitt, Altie Carson, Harry

Hearing Held In Murder

S. REPRESENTATIVE Carroll Hubbard was in MUrray Tuesday to discuss local
problems with area citizens. With him are Dyrus H. Stubblefield, Route Four and
Brent' McNutt, Route Four.
A StaH Photo by David P4i11
U.

Members of the Calloway County Fire-Rescue Unit answered the call. Ten men
and three units responded.
Staff Photo by David Hill

The other defendant, Donald Ray Scott,
20, waived his right to a preliminary
hearing. That sends to the Grand Jury the
evidence against him on four charges•
first degree murder, assault with intent to
commit murder, and two counts of seconddegree burglary.

M. Sparks, Teddy Beane, Sylvia Miller,
Willis Pritchett, James Kuykendall,
Jean Adams, Stan Key, W. P. Russell,
Walter Byers, Wade Green, Mrs. Pierce
McDougal, Phillip T. Nance, Bobby
Adams,
Joe Buddy McDougal, Mrs. Hamp
Brooks, Jr., Clover Boyd, Jerry Bibb, Mrs.
Billy Dan Crouse, Phillip Murdock, Willie
Joseph, Billy Smith, Gene Brandon, Mrs.
Robert Hahs,
L. A. Richerson, Mrs. Hiram B. Smith,
Mrs. Prentice Dunn, Mark A. Parker,
Floyd McClure, Novella Robertson, Ovie
Ward, Billy Joe Kingins, Addie Scott, Jack
Cain,
Ada Mae Perry, Mrs. John Bartholomy,
Mrs. Clinton Burchett, Tommy Alexander,
Jonathan Kimbro, Joe Pat Winchester,
Elisha Orr, John D. Calhoun, Lee Imes,
Gussie Adams.

The first copy of "This Is Kentucky" a
book by atrthor-artist Robert A. Powell
depicting Kentucky's heritage since 1774 in
pen-ink drawings, has been presented to
Murray State University by former Lt.
Governor Harry Lee Waterfield of Frnakfort.
Seventy-five places and activities
significant to the development of Kentucky
are pictured in the 148-page book along
with accompanying essays by the artist.
They represent considerable investment in
research and travel time across the state
securing the information and inspirations
for the drawings.
Waterfield, a 1932 graduate of Murray
State and a former member of its board of
regents, calls the book ,'-ka BiCentennial
Masterpiece in words and pictures, an
invaluable history' book for the home
library."
"This Is Kentucky" is an outgrowth of
Powell being commissioned by the Investors Heritage Life Insurance Company,
Frankfort, to do a series of historical
drawings for the company's home office.
Waterfield is president and chairman of
the boards of Kentucky Investors, Inc.,
and Investors Heritage Life Insurance of
Frankfort. He also is chairman of the
boards of Investors Heritage companies in
Ohio and South Carolina.
The popularity of the original exhibit in
the company's home office has prompted
Investors Heritage officials to share the
art by releasing collector prints. Investors
Heritage holds the copyrights on each
drawing and is releasing a limited edition
of only 50 copies signed and numbered by
Milillilti
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the artist, a native of the Bluegrass
country of Kentucky.
The subjects depicted in the book have
been carefully selected to cover all areas
of Kentucky to include extremely important, but often overlooked, bits of the
state's heritage. The drawings and topics
are indexed according to subject matter
and by prominent individuals involved.
They also are plotted on a map for easy
geographical reference.
The first printing of "This Is Kentucky"
is a collector's edition of only 500 copies.
Each book in this edition has been personally numbered and autographed by the
artist-author. A general release of 5,000
copies will follow the collector's edition.
The first-copy book will be placed in the
University Library at Murray State
among Waterfield's collection of personal
papers and mementos from his 30 years in
public service and politics. They were
deposited at the University in 1969

Stella Stars
Win Ribbon At
Kentucky Fair
The Stella Stars 4-H Club members
participated in the Kentucky State Fair
Variety Show on Friday, August 15, at
Louisville. "A Bicentennial Birthday
Party" was the title of the Club Act perfol'lied by the Stella Stars who received a
blue ribbon for their performance.
This act was performed by the members
playing the parts of entertainers and
famous people of the last 200 years
Participating in the act were Brad Bryan,
Stephanie Wyatt, Ronnie Wilson, Timmy
Barrett, Johnny Gammon, Paula Gammon, Larry Satterwhite, Donnie
Hargrove, Jimmy Hale, Lisa Hale, Terry
Sledd, Dawn Sledd, Renee Sledd, Jimmy
Scruggs, Marie Armstrong, Cheryl
Tremblay, and Richard Tremblay.
Leaders for the Stella Stars are Mrs
John Bryan and Mrs. Joe Sledd with Renee
Sledd as Junior Leader.

Scott is represented by Marvin Morton,
Paris attorney.
In a surprise development, Hawley also
presented a motion asking General
Sessions Judge Millard Kesterson Jr. to
step down from the case since he had
already issued warrants in connection
with the case and, in so doing, had heard
some evidence that would give him prior
knowledge of the case.
Kesterson denied the motion and said he
would remain on the bench for the
preliminary hearing.''.
Compton and Scott are accused of fatally
wounding Lax and seriously injuring his
wife,,, Dathel, on Aug. 4 as the Lazes
returned from a night community
meeting. The Lases allegedly surprised
the two attempting. to burglarize the Lax
home on Rabbit Creek Road, near
Buchanan.
Lax was killed with two shotgun blasts in
the front yard of his home. Mrs. Lax itas
shot once in the shoylder.
,
Compthn and Scott were 'arrested later
tbat night in Kentucky from a description
of their car supplied to sheriff's deputies
by a couple who happened on the scene of
Ithe crime.
Both Compton and Scott are being h,
without bond. The hearing for Compti''.
'
scheduled for 1:30 p.m. Thursday, Aug

GREAT LAKES KICKOFFJ-The Great Lakes Regional American legion Tournament got its sendoff luesday night at
Murray State as a large crowd turned out for the banquet. Hillman Lyons of Murray was the featured4speaker: Complete
Ledger &Times.
'coverage of the banquet is in today's sports section of The Murray
(man Photo by MAI. Brandon)
1
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Golden Anniversary

Senior Citizens)

Thursday, August 21
Historical Drive of old home
sites, iron furnaces, and other
points of interest will start at
ten a.m. at the South Information Station in the Land
Between the Lakes.

. '•,. •
.1

•

Senior Citizens Hold Picnic At
Home Of Mary Gupton Recently

Ellis Center will open at ten
a.m. for senior citizens with a
puppet show by Calloway
County Library staff at 10:30
a.m., lunch at noon, and square
dancing at one p.m.

A group of Murray-Calloway
County Senior Citizens enjoyed
an inside picnic at the lovely
home of Mary Gupton on
Kirksey Route One recently.
Those attending were Novie
Hale, Thyra Crawford, Charlie
Marr, Lectra Andrus, Lalla
Boyd, Meda Jackson, Lottie
Bowden, Amy Wilson, Treva
Washer, Lillie Farris, Tommie
Thorn, Willie Emerson, Flossie
Snow, Hazel Locke, Alma
Cooper, and Mr. and Mrs.
Brown Tucker.

Murray
Business
and
Professional Women's Club will
meet at the Murray Woman's
Club House at 6:30 p.m.

- ••

Mrs. Robert W. Hahs' home was chosen as August Yard of the Month by the Garden Department of the Murray Woman's Club.

Dorcas Sunday School of First
Baptist Church will have a
potluck supper and installation
of officers at the borne of Mrs
A. C. Sanders at 6:30 p.m.

307 N. 4th

Baptist Young Women of
First Baptist Church will have a
Pines and hollies provide a
Vinca-covered
mounds family picnic at the home of Mr.
background
hostas, provide contours, as do areas and Mrs. Jim Rudolph
for
at seven
marigolds, and golden glow planted with azaleas and p.m.
which border a shallow bricked evergreens marked with logs,
drainage ditch. A walk leads to and cross ties. Bamboo grows
a circular bricked sitting area along the back fence, and two
Women of the Moose will
near the wooded back of the large crepe myrtles and a hack- meet at the lodge
building for
lawn where a bed of tansy and berry tree add color to the the executive
session at seven
daylillies,is located.
peaceful atmosphere.
p.m. and business at eight p.m.

7:15,9:35, 4- 2:30 Sat., Sun.
,

The terrifying motion picture
from the terrifying No.I hest seller.

JAWS

PG ...MAY BE TOO INTENSE FOR YOUNGER CHILDREN
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•••••••••...••••. .........

Ends Tonite
Return of Pink Panther(PG).:.i.ii.ii

Starts TOMORROW,
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Ends Tonite
"Sharks Treasure"(PG)

Starts TOMORROW!
for 2 BIG WEEKS!!
l'Acti‘e

'Tommy
7:15,9:15 + 2:30Sun.

inURRAY
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Open 7:30-Start 8:00

Ends Tonite

"House of 1,000 Pleasures"(R)
Plus—"Working Girls"(R)

Starts TOMORROW!
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PATIENT AT PADUCAH
Henry Doron of Murray Route
One has been dismissed from
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.

Thomas II

75M194

NEEDLE
VPORK

Mr. and Mrs. Orval Humes

Mr. and Mrs. Orval Humes of 612 Broad Street, Murray, will observe their golden wedding anniversary with a reception on Monday, August 25, at the Community Room of the Federal Savings
and Loan Building,608 Main Street, Murray.
Their children will host the reception and all relatives and friends are invited to call between the hours of 6:30 to nine p. m. on
Temple Hill Chapter No. 511 Monday. No formal invitations are being sent.
order of the Eastern Star is
The couple was married August 23, 1925 at Metropolis, flh., with
scheduled to meet at the the late Charlie Darnell and Josie Kimbro, uncle and aunt of Mrs.
Masonic Hall at 7:30 p.m.
Humes,as the attendants.
Mr. Humes is the son of the late Bell Humes and Jo Ann Quertermous Humes of Metropolis, 111. Mrs. Humes, the former
Church in the Murray area were
. Friday,. August.it
_ Lavine Hartvisthedaughter ettheiate Albert Hurt and &de Hutmade. Mrs. Davis Dixon, vice-Shopping for Senior citizens of chens Hurt of Murray.
president of Wesley Church of
Dexter to Murray will be from
The couple has three children who are Mrs. Stanley Henry of
near Fulton_is in-charge. It will 9:30 to 11:30 a.m.
Murray, Jerry Humes of Mayfield, and Gary Humes of Elgin, Ill.
be September 14 starting at 2:30 ol
They have seven.grandchildren and five great grandchildren.
p.m.
. Shopping for Murray Senior
Mrs. McCord announced that Citizens to
downtown and Roses
•
"Financial Interpretation" will be at 12:30
p.m.
workshops would be held in
September. These are planned
Final Twilight golf will be,,
jointly by Dyersburg, Paducah held at
the _Murray Country"'
and Paris Districts. The time Club at
5:15 p. m. with Tom
places
and
will be announced Muehleman
as chairman.
The Gardner and Henson Ernstberger, and A. T. Barnett,
later.
families held a reunion at the Paducah; Mr. and Mrs. Edwin
The Memphis Conference
-End of Summer" party for
Hardin Senior Citizens Building Lassiter, Mr. and Mrs. Dexter
Annual Day will be held at fourth,
fifth, and sixth grades to
honor guests from California Clayton and Luck Henson,
Lambuth College in Jackson, will be
at Murray Country Club on
Benton; Mr. and Mrs. Pete
Friday, August 8.
Tenn., October 25.
from 6:30 to eight p. m. Each
The morning was spent in Henson, Murray; Mr. and Mrs.
At noon a delicious meal was member
may invite three
greetings and conversation. At Lonnie Henson, Huntingdon,
served by the hostess assisted guests and
the charge is fifty.
noon a basket lunch was spread. Tenn.; Mr. and Mrs. Joe Dunn,
by Mrs. T. J. Oliver of Dresden cents per person.
Mrs. .Sue
California guests present Mr. and Mrs. Clint Skaggs, Mr.
and Mrs. Eli Meador of Gleason McCoart
is chairman.
were Mrs. Ola Griffin, Mrs. and Mrs. Wade Scherader, Mr.
to the sixteen attending. Two
Millie Wentworth, Mrs. Polly and Mrs. James Gardner and
vistiors present were Mrs.
Griffin and son, Gerald, Mario son, Carey, Mr. and Mrs.
Monday, August 25
Koska Jones of Hazel and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Orval Humes Nove, Jr., and Richard Mathis. Raymond Wrather, Mrs. Eva
Corbit Farless of Murray.
Others present were Mr. and Gardner, Mrs. Nannie Gardner,
Mrs. Oliver, the coordinator will be honored on their golden
of Christian Personhood, gave a wedding anniversary with a Mrs. E. L. Barnett, Mrs. Annie Mrs. Mary Etta Puckett, Mrs.
Ruby Haley, Mrs. Royal
devotion entitled, "Friends," reception at the Community
Parker, Mrs. Oeda Faughn,
before the business meeting and Room, Federal Savings and
Mrs. Nettie Burkeen, Mrs.
asked the invocation before the Loan Building,from 6:30 to nine
p. m.
Thelma Nanney, Peter Gardmeal.
The M.
ner, Cress Gardner, Paul
Burkeen, Miss Kate Gardner,
and Miss Neale York.
M.

M.

M.

M.
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Gardner And Henson Families
Honor California Visitors

Food Co-op Started;
Now Sells Art Work

O.

Hours 9:30 to 5:30 Mon.-Sat.

Paris District Meet
To Be Held At Goshen

Thur 9/4
No Reserve Tkts. Needed

Others attending were Mr.
and Mrs. Troy Bean, Clyde
Rowland, Della Frazier, Sue
Kline, Elizabeth James, Patty
Harris, bus driver, and Verona
Grogan, director of Murray
Senior Citizens.

ao 1111111111111111111111111111111111

Chosen For August Honor
The lawn of Mrs. Robert W.
Hahs, 105 South Eighth Street
has been chosen August Yard of
the Month by the Garden
Department of the Murray
Woman's Club.
An example of a controlled
natural setting, the yard is
marked with attractive cypress
fences at the front, back, and
one side, with a privet hedge
running the length of the other
side.
. Pyracanthas are planted
behind the front fence, with
yuccas at each side of the circular driveway which is bordered with liriope. Walnut; • The Executive Committee of
oft4---4ogwee4 • treesa-,-,the. Paris.4:iistriet.-Uni4e4
,provide shade, and foundation Methodist Women met Thurplantings include yews, hollies, sday, August 14 at 10:30 a. m. at
the home of the Mission
azaleas, and leatherleaf.
.A .deck. with foundation Coordinator of Christian Global
plantings of bush honeysuckle, Concerns, Mrs. H. L. Hearn at
shelters a -great variety of Ore Springs on the Dresdenpotted plants and overlooks the Paris Highway.
The president, Mrs. L. E.
back. This area 'has several
interesting focal points 'in- McCord of Cottage Grove,
cluding
feeder welcomed each one present and
a
bird
surrounded
with
wooden -presider over the business
planters of red geraniums and session. She was assisted by the
impatiens. Many additional secretary Miss Torrunye Hunt
pots of ferns, begonias and and the treasurer, Mrs. M. R.
other plants are placed at Duke, both of Dresden.
Plans for the annual district
differing levels near or hanging
from the high fence at the side. meeting to be held at Goshen

f

Of Interest To

cg

SAN BRUNO, Calif. ( AP) — operative which they operated
About VI years ago Pat Coates out of their homes.
It started with 17 families
and her daughter, Sandi Piccini, got interested in doing and has reached its goal of 34.
As the food co-op blossomed
something about the high cost
of food. To sidestep the con- several artists contacted the
sumer traps they feel are set women and requested that they
by the big food conglomerates, promote their art works in adthey started a modest food co- dition to handling food. Soon
the home was inadequate for
the operation. Now they are installed in a nondescript South
San Francisco warehouse. Dozens of artists use their services.
* 4 In addition to the paintings
w.
there are sculptures, antique
furniture and even an aquari'OW
um.
In consumer circles they
have become such experts in
handling food cooperatives, that
they have become consultants
for other groups who want to
get into that money-saving
business.
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Knitting & Crochet Yarns in Wool & Acrylic
Cross Stitch Quilts
Crewel Embroidery
Gross stitch
Lath & Hook.Rugs
Paint & Needle Point & Afghan Kits
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COOKING
IS FUN

Miss Kip Mason, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Neale B. Mason,
is at West Chester, Pa., this
week attending the 14th In47P.
•.11
ternational String Conference
_
Chamber
and
Music
By CECILY BROWNSTONE
Workshop at lmmaculata
Associated Press Food Editor
College. August 16-24. The
EVENING REFRESHER
Ice Cream Nog
Conference, held annually, atFrench Wafers
Salted Nuts tracts
student
and
.
ICE CREAM NOG
o
professional string players
Requested by a reader.
from a wide area. While there,
3 large eggs
Miss Mason will participate in
1,4 cup sugar
string trios, quartets, and
I/2 pint vanilla ice cream,
chamber groups, attend
slightly softened
clip white rum
SEEING
master classes in viola, and
DOUBLE—A
trend in this summer's L4 teaspoon vanilla
perform in concerts of chamI4 cup milk
re a d y -t o -w e a r
ber music. She is a junior
and
Nutmeg
tomesewing fashions ifs
In a medium mixing bowl music major at Murray State
two zippers in front...It's beat the eggs until thickened University where she is a
said to give rashions a and lemon color; gradually member of the M.S.U.
slimmer line with accents beat in the sugar until very Smyphony Orchestra, the
at the waist. Of tourse it's thick and ivory color. Add ice Wind Sinfonietta, various
cream and beat gently to com- studen1 ensembles, and
is acalso the functional closing
bine. Gradually and gently beat
tive in S.A.I., professional
of
garment. in rum, then milk. Makes
the
1
Homesewing
pattern quart — 8 one-half cup music fraternity. She is also a
books show it in skirts; servings. Grate a little nUmeg member of the Owensboro
these
are over each serving in punch Symphony Orchestra and ihk
jeans
(ups or small footed glasses. Jackson, Tenn.,Symphony'
readymade
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Program On "Africa Presented
At Locust Grove Nazarene Meet

This Week In LBL----

School Girl Fashions- Adivities Planned For Campers In Area
44.

The Locust Grove Nazarene
Women's Missionary Society
held its August meeting at the
church with Carl Usrey leading
the opening song, "Send A
Light."
Prayer was by Christine
Tabers followed by group
singing of "The Light of the
World Is Jesus."
A study on "Africa" was

ntly
re Mr.
, Clyde
er, Sue
s, Patty
Verona
Murray

Miss Sue Fairless, Assistant
Professor in the Home
Economics Department of
Murray State University, was a
resource person for one of
the concurrent sessions held
at the State Vocational Conference at Western Kentucky
University Bowling Green. Her
presentation entitled "Shape
for Garments" gave Home
Economics teachers up to
date information on all types
of interfacings used in
clothing construction. The
sessions were attended by
540
Home
Economics
teachers from across the state
in attendance at the conference.

',WAR
ty Route
ml from
icah.
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conducted by Bro. William
Doan, pastor. Those taking part
in the pr"gram were Iva Edwards, Christine Tabers-, Bryan
Staples, LaNelle Usrey, Frocie
Miller, and Debra Tabers.
The closing prayer was by
Bro. Doan The public is invited
to attend all services at the
Kirksey Locust Grove Church of
the Nazarene.

discover thetiountiful table set
CALENDAR
The last week of August in
by Mother Nature. Center
OF EVENTS
Land Between The Lakes
August. 21 — WOODLAND Station at nine a. rn.
provides a last chance vacation
before school begins for the FERNS AND 'MOSSES - Join
August 30
SERENDIPITY
our naturalist for a 45-minute STROLL - Join our
entire family.
naturalist
Outdoor activities such as walk to discover some of our for a 45-minute walk to discover
usual
plants. Center Station at the historical and natural
walks to discover ferns, mosses,
edible plants, and wildflowers six p. m.
features of the area. Meet at
August 24 — NATURE'S Center Station at 10 a. m.
are on tap at Center Station in
the 5,000-acre Environmental RAINBOW - A slide show and
For further information
discussion of the colorful concerning events and special
Education Center.
Family campers will find wildflowers and birds of the programs at Land Between The
their element in any of three season. Center Station at two p. Lakes write: Land Between The
family campgrounds in Land m.
Lakes, TVA, Golden Pond,
August 27 — NATURE'S Kentucky 42231 or telephone
Between The Lakes. Hillman
Ferry and Piney, open year- PANTRY - A leisurely walk to 502-924-5602.
round and Rushing Creek,
closing in early September are
available with electricity,
shoviers, tables and grills, and
sanitary facilities.
This will be the last week for
luncheon
A
for
the covered with cloths of linen lace
planned recreation programs bridesmaids and special guests and centered with ceramic
by college students in the of Miss Kathy Crider was held baskets of yellow daisies.
campgrounds as they are at the home of Mrs. Conrad H. Places were set for ten guests
returning to classes for the fall Jones on Wells Boulevard on including Mrs. Albert Crider,
term.
Friday, August 15. Miss Crider mother of the bride, Mrs. Bob
Day Camps wind it up this was married to George E. Long Long, Sr., stepmother of the
week as September 1 is the final II on August 16.
groom, and Mrs. Bob Long, Jr.
day for organized groups to
Miss Crider wore an aqua knit
Hostesses for the prenuptial dress and
register for programs at Camp
was presented a
Energy, Brandon Spring, and occasion were Mrs. Howard corsage of daisies by the
Piney campground in Land Titsworth, Mrs. Jack Beale hostesses. As a momento•of her
Between The Lakes. Contact Kennedy, Mrs. Rex Alexander, wedding, Miss Crider gave each
Recreation Services at 502-924- and Mrs. Jones.
of her attendants a silver
The luncheon tables were bracelet.
5602 for reservations.

4
4
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Bridesmaids Luncheon Held At
Jones' Home For Miss Crider

Ophl

Teacher in School Daze
A Problem for Family

SCHOOL GIRLS—The newest knits keep right in
step with busy young ladies, left Skirt and top
come in a printed plaid warp knit fabric that's easy
to wear and care for. It has a contrasting white
collar and yoke and an elasticized waist for
growing girls. Tweed pants and turtleneck, right,
are teamed with a checked cardigan jacket in a
flubbed double knit of 100 per cent polyester that
keeps looking top-class all day.

By Abigail Van Buren
C 1975 by CAlc•go
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Party Planned
At Country Club

mks

DEAR ABBY: We have been married for five years
and
have two children. Ward is 26'and I'm. 25.
Ward teaches sixth grade students, and he
loves his
An "End of the Summer"
work. That's the trouble: he loves it too much. All
summer,
he
mooned
party for the fourth, fifth, and
around like a lovesick calf saying how much he
missed his' kids." He has two children of his own who
sixth grade members of the
could
use a little more of his attention.
Murray
CountrY CL
ubj
ill
.,_„L
e
...Wastitalleed endlessly about one of Ins
FUM
student§. e would even call her on the phone to
visit with
6:30 to eight p. m. at the club,
her in the evenings. He says it's not exactly a
"physical"
Mrs. Sue McCoart, chairman, , attraction, but he
would like to see her mature and blossom,
said a charge of fifty cents per
and he would even like to have a hand in
choosing her
person will be made, and that
husband! is this .uprmal for_a_husband and father,
Abby?
eh- inertibir- may invite II-wee
On weekends he'd get "the blues" and could hardly
wait
for
Monday
so he could get back to his "kids." Aixd on
guests.
Fridays he would get the blues again. I think it's
wonderful
for a man to love his work so much, but he makes
rhr Nurstow
me feel as
though the children and I are a drag.
Ledger h rumor.
Do you think his feelings for his -kids" at school
have
reached a dangerous point? Please tell me what to
do about
this.
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WORRIED WIFE
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;peed
loice

BLANCHING IS IMPORTANT
When it comes to freezing
vegetables, UK Extension food
specialists emphasize that
blanching is one of the most
important steps to keep that
just-picked flavor. If you don't
do it, enzymes in the fresh
vegetables will cause them to
keep right on maturing, even
when they're frozen. Dipping
them in boiling .water for the
recommended time stops this
enzyme action. For blancing
most vegetables, use at least
one gallon of water for each
pound of vegetables. Peppers
are that only vegetable that
doesn't need blancing. Start
counting time as soon as your
lower vegetables into the
boiling water. When blanching
time is up, plunge them into
cold running water right away
to cool.

For Information g
Regarding

Electrolysis
(Permanent
Removal of Hair)

Call 753-8856

Contest Routines
*Dance Twirl
Fire Baton
Basic Fundamentals

wity
t-toiris
osy

Flag Instruction
11.- Hoop Baton
Porn Porn
1"-- Basic & Fancy Strut

Private, Semi-Private or Group
Lessons

Enroll at the American legia Hall
Thurs., Aug. 28 from 2:00 p.m. till
6:00 P.M.
All Twirling Supplies Available
For Information Call
753-8862

HARPER GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Steve Harper of
Murray Route Three are the
parents of a baby girl,
Stephanie Lynn, weighing sevea.
pounds ten ounces, born on
Friday, July 25, at 10:22 p.m. at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The new father is employed at
Northside IGA.
Grandparents are Rayburn
Harper, Murray, Mrs. Claudine
Darnell, Evansville, Ind., and
Mr. and Mrs. H,oward Downs,
Murray. Great grandparents
are Mr. and Mrs. Woodrow
Harper and Mr. and Mrs. Irvin
Downs, all of Murray.
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Recoil
Pad
477

REG. 2.54

Made of strongest aluminum alloy. Palm-rest,
nandle, extra long sleeve
type joints.

Small-Medium
& Large

Water repellent standard field
trousers are made of the same
heavy Army duck. _Fully rubberized front and seat. Has 4
large hanging front pockets, a
protective flap on left rear
pocket. Hunter brown, S to XL.

MENS
INSULATED

RUBBER
PAC BOOS

Hunter's
Favorite
Vinyl

Gun Casses
• 477
One For Every
Size Gun.
POWER -

88

4

REG 6.99

Practical
hunting
boots
have
selfcleaning
gussett
with drawstring top.
steel shank and reinforc.ei4 toe. Sizes 7
to 12.

SO-RIM FIRE
CARTRILGES
NO,510

TRUCK

2-GUN RACK

24R

2.97

PERSONAieg
PADUCAH PATIENT
Thomas Farmer of Murray
has been dismissed from the
Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah.

Lace-on

933

A3IRTHS

REG
77

4

for all gauges

FIELD TROUSERS

E4e4ryone has a problem. What's yours? For a personal
ceply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069.
Enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope, please.
Hate to write letters? Send SI to Abigail Van Buren, 132
Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212, for Abby's booklet
"How to Write Letters for All Occasions." Please enclose a
long, self-addressed. stamped (20e1 envelope

SHOTGUN
CLEANING
ROD

67

Everything you
-need tor cleaning 12-. 1620- or 410gauge gun'

MENS STANDARD

DEAR ABBY: No one would think of dropping in on his
minister without calling first to set up an appointment,
right? So why do ministers think they have the right to drop
in on their parishioners without any advance notice just
because they happen to be in the neighborhood?
One afternoon last week, I entertained some out-of-town
friends and served some of my homemade appla cider. I am
not a big drinker, but it was very warm that day, so I had
more than I should have—and on an empty stomach, yet.
Well, no sooner had my guests departed when my
minister rang the -bell. I don't remember what I said, but
do recall that I babbled on and on tend just couldn't quit
talking. The minister couldn't get a word in edgewise I am
sure I made a perfect fool out of myself.
Anyway, new I can't look him in the eye. I hope you put
this in your column because I know he reads you, and I
want him to know that I don't usually sip cider in the
afternoons—also, if he ever calls again, to please phone
first.
EMBARRASSED

OUTERS

i6111111"-r2-1--

Made of heavy 2-ply Army duck.
Water repellent, rubberized
game pocket. Ventilation eyelets under sleeve. -license
pocket under collar. Breast
pockets with 12 elastic shell
carriers.
In hunter brown..
Sizes 36 to 46.

DEAR JUST: No one, regardless of his age, appreciates
criticism from a 14-year-old kid in front of others. Your
intentions may be good, but your timing is poor. Cool it.

Ages4& Up

4

FIELD COAT
1166

DEAR ABBY: My father makes a lot of mistakes when
he talks. He says, "He don't,"' and, "They was."
I am only 14 and happen to believe that it is never too late
for a person to learn. My father is only 34, and he was born
in this country.
Sometimes I correct him in front of people because if I
wait and tell him later, he claims he never said it, and a fight
develops. My father has a hot temper and hates to be
corrected, especially in front of people.
Shouldn't adults take criticism with a smile and
appreciate it even if it does come from a 14-year-old kid?
JUST ASKING

Member National Baton Twirling Assoc. and National
Academy of Accredited Twirling Teachers

OUTERS
UNIVERSAL
CLEIlING

MENS STANDARD

DEAR WIFE: Your husband is either very immature
or
dangerously involved (emotionally! with his work. He needs
counseling to get his priorities in order. Urge him to get it,
fast.

Sandy Coleman
Twirling Academy

COS

Or ill111 N

ADJUSTABLE
SHOTGUN SHELL

FEDERAL POWER FLITE
.22 LONG RIFLE

BELT

CARTRIDGES

*able, with
ive, clamp-

Web belt for any
guage shells'

4'

'

50 cartridges to a box

9-9 Mon.'Fri.
1-6 Sun.

Bel-Air Shopping Center
Equal Opportunity Employer
Acres of Free Parking

Limit Rights Reserved

753-8777'
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R. Gene McCutcheon,editor

Editorials and opuuonated articles on this page are presented fur
the purpose Of providing a forum for the tree exchange of differing
pununs Letters to the editor in response to editorials and
,pinfunated articles are encouraged.
The editors of this newspaper strongly believe that to limit
,pinionated articles to only Moe Wads parrallid the editorial
philosophy of this newspaper would be a disservice to our readers,
therefore we urge readers who do not agree with ail lediariod stand or
the lakes presented by an individual writer in a Mow be resound
with their feelings on the particular issue being discussed.

Today In History

Sensing The News

Ifi The Ls..

By ANTHONY HARRIGAN
Executive Vice President

United States Industrial Council

t
w

/7/
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Copley News Swrv.ca

oss Of Liberty
Freedom is never lost except
ftrt vrhat-passes for good reason.
Indira Gandhi has made it clear
how easy it is for a presumably
democratic government to justify the destruction of liberty in
the name of ,national security.
Her government issued a code
of censorship recently so restrictive that it was forbidden even to
publish the code itself.

Double Standard
-
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TWAT LADY / SAWED Wff/4 r: ?

0
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It's nice to find a country that
doesn't hold a grudge. After running all our people out, Laos says
it will still accept our money.

Most fore;in correspondents
in /ndia re-fused to agree to the
code and consequently face deportation. But Indian newsmen
have nowhere to go to escape the
censorship.
Mrs. Gandhi argues that a free
press causes unrest and that domestic stability must be protected from the rough and turn_41e- of irresponsible criticism.
But public order purchased at
the cost of liberty can be deceiving. It can quickly become very
unstable indeed.
Repression deprives the government of the healthy corictive of public debate and discussion. Pressures can build up and
finally burst out in a violent upheaval.

TODAY'S TOPIC: MORAL CONSENSUS THREATE
NED
Dr. John Howard, president of Rockford
College in Rockford, Illinois, is an
educator whose views command respect
far beyond his campus and state, in
recognition of his courage, moral insight,
and trained intelligence.
The moral dimension of the educational
process in American is sadly neglected in
many institutions and by many so-called
educators. At many famous colleges and
universities, the name of the game is
grantsmanship. The "educators" are
chiefly concerned with obtaining federal
subsidies for university projects. Not only
is Dr. Howard opposed to federal control of
higher education, but he addresses himself
to the fundamental questions of public
morality with which an authentic educator
should be concerned.
Recently, Dr. Howard took issue with
the type of material offered on the networks. He registered a formal complaint
with the Federal Communications Commission.
In his appeal to the FCC, Dr. Howard
noted that "television has become the
foremost educative force in the land, affecting the attitudes and actions of the
citizens more directly and more
profoundly than any other single
He added: "I submit that if most parents
were to visit a school they were considering for their child, and found the
Curriculum composed of the subject
matter which is presented on television,
they would judge it completely unacceptable."
Dr. Howard's underlying concern in this
matter is that "in the realm of human
conduct, the broad consensus about what
is right and what is wrong which
characterizes our society until quite
recently is disintegrating."
The following is an excerpt from Dr.
Howard's statement, which touches on this
basic concern:
That disintegration must be cause for
the gravest concern on the part of all intelligent citizens if it is the result, as I
contend, of forces other than rational
analysis. The educational principle urges
that our society make its decisions on the
basis of past experience in matters of
human conduct as well as in scientific and
technological matters. However, the
rapidly spreading rejection of our
traditional concepts of morality is being
brought about, not by rational analysis for
the most part, but by the phenomenon of
the technological capacity to multiply
cultural products intended as entertainment.

HARRIGAN

"Through the universal availability of
the cinema, the phonograph record, the
radio and, above all television, songs and
stories and dramas created primarily to
entertain and appeal to the senses have
become the foremost influence in shaping
the attitudes and judgments of the young
about how they conduct their lives, and are
not without a forceful influence upon older
generations as well."
Commenting on the electronic media,
Dr. Howard asserted:
"In television broadcasting, the largest
portion of time is clearly allocated to what
is, I am sure, regarded as entertainment.
Within the context of the entertainment
purpose, the entertainment is not surprisingly devoted to subject matter which
Is out at the edge of what is morally acceptable to the population. However, as
that which is at the edge today is presented
over and over again through all the above
mentioned entertainment media, the
barely acceptable rapidly becomes
commonplace and the new edge moves
further out into what was formerly totally
unacceptable. This change, beCause of the
pervasiveness of the entertainment media,
has generated great momentum."
'arzItcriliard has Of
:
formed a Nalable
public service in focusing attention on the
way in which televisied "entertainment"
is eroding the moral consensus in our
society. The sordid and the bizarre are
commonplace on television -and have
become familiar in the imagination of a
new generation.
No more serious problem exists than the
breakdown of the moral consensus in
America, for this consensus is the only
barrier to barbarism inside a
technological society.

"Newly Discovered Evidence"

Let's Stay Well

Stresses In The Life
Of College Students

Today is Wednesday, August 20, the
232nd day of 1975. There are 133 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1791, a Danish navigator,
Vitus Bering, discovered Alaska.
On this date:
In 1776, George Washington eluded the
British in Brooklyn, N.Y., and moved his
army across the East River to Manhattan
in dense fog.
In 1833, the 23rd American President,
Benjamin Harrison, was born in North
Bend, Ohio.
In 1914, during World War!,German forces occupied Brussels, Belgium.
In 1941, in World War II, the Rusians
blew up their Dnieper Dam as German
troops swept across the Ukraine.
In 1955, hundreds were killed in antiFrench riots in Morocco and Algeria.
In 1961, the East Germans were busy

building a wall along most of the 25-mile
border between East and West Berlin.
Ten years ago: President Lyndon Johnson denounced Black rioters in Los
Angeles and said they must be exposed
and dealt with in the same way as Ku Klux
Klansmen in sheets and masks.
Five years ago: Israel informed the
United Nations that it was ready to begin
peace talks with Egypt, preferrably at the
foreign minister level.
One year ago: President Gerald Ford
announced Nelson Rockefeller as his
choice for Vice President.
Today's birthday: Former baseball
manager Al Lopez is 67.
Thought for today: My life's dream has
been a perpetual nightmare — Voltaire,
French writer, 1694-1778.
Bicentennial footnote: Two hundred
years ago today, Gen. George Washington
requested Gen. Philip Schuyler to submit a
speedy report on plans for Schuyler's northern forces to attack Canada.

"Low Down,'
FROM THE

Congressional
Record
By JOE CRUMP
(A Column for Readers Who Haven't
Time to
Review the Congressional Record
Daily)

WHY PUBLIC SERVICE
- -"-ACT-S766 WAS VETO"
To the Senate of the United States:
"I am today returning, without my
approval, S.66 a bill to amend the Public
Health Service Act to provide support for
health services, nurse training, and the
National Health Service Corps program...
"The bill would authorize almost $550
million abpve my fiscal. year 1976 budget
request for the programs involved, and it
exceeds fiscal year 1977 levels by approximately the same amount resulting
ma total increase of $1.1 billion. At a time

HEVILINE

HEARTLINE
HEARTLINE is a service for Senior
Citizens. Its purpose is to answer questions
and solve problems—fast. Write to
HEARTLINE, 8514 North Main St.,
There are only two kinds of
Dayton, Ohio, 45415.
opinion polls — highly regarded
Heartline: I am a patient in a state
The censorship order only inand the others whose results
hospital and also work for the hospital. Are
creases the danger to Indian demy services covered under Social
don't agree with your thinking
mocracy.
Security? P. B.
Answer: No. Services of an individual
for a public hospital or other public institution in which he is a patient I or inThe Family Lawyer
mate ) are not covered under Social
Security in most cases.
Heartline: Should a Social Security
beneficiary report changes in work status
only when starting or stopping work? J. A.
Harry was found guilty of covered evidence." It seems that
S.
Another man was convicted in a
uncovered, a new trial is clearly in
mugging an elderly woman. A few although the woman had menmorals case after failing to pro- order.
Answer: No. Any change in expected
months later he demanded a new tioned feeling raindrops on her duce any witnesses to support his
In a murder case, years after a
earnings by a beneficiary ShOuId be
trial on grounds of "newly dis- face, the records of the Weather
alibi. Afterward, seeking a new
man had been convicted and sent
reported as promptly as possible. Even if
Bureau showed no rain on the day
trial, he claimed he did indeed
to prison, important advances
beneficiary continues working, benefit
the
of the crime.
have three alibi witnesses that he
were made in the science of ballispayments can still be 'made sometimes
had failed to summon.
tics. Experts, rechecking the fatal
Was this enough basis for redepending upon the amount of earnings for
"I just didn't think I'd need bullet, decided that it could not
opening the case? The court said
the year. Just telephone, write, or visit any
have been fired from the defenthem,"
he
explained.
no, because such an error—by itdant's gun.
Social Security office for information as to
self—was not serious enough to
But the court ruled that since
This was one of those cases,
how earnings may affect benefits.
indicate a miscarriage of justice. he had known about the three wit- said the court, where
"subsequent
Heartline: How do I go about organizing
Generally speaking, courts are nesses from the start, he could not developments cast
serious doubt
Gray
Panthers group in my community?
a
leery of reopening a case that has call this newly discovered
evi- on the justice of the conviction"
already been closed. They say it is
S. L. S.
dence. The court said a defendant —so the verdict could not stand
too costly in. both time and money_ cannot keep an "ace in the hole"
Answer: The Gray Panthers have
A putlie service feature of the
to do so without good reason to
just in case he loses the first time
developed a preliminary copy of an
American
think that a second trial will have
Bar Association and
around.
organization manual. It costs $1.00 per
a different outcome.
Of course, if a real injustice is the Kentuely Bar Association.
copy. Also, anyone interested in
organizing can receive from the national
office a list of names of other persons in his
or her area who have expressed interest in
joining the Gray Panthers movement.
Heartline: I have sent six exactly
identical claims into Medicare for the
exact same treatment. Each time a different amount was allowed as reasonable,
except for the last time, when the claim
was turned down completely. In this
By F.J.L. Blassingame, M.D.
common,or does someone at the carrier's
BLASINGAME
office dislike me? P. D. H.
Answer: This is a very common and
The college campus and build- may be so advanced and de- times higher than the 1,000
Q: Mrs 0. M. asks it glaucoma
very serious problem that seems to be
ings often appear to be modeLstif manding that he feels hopelessly suicides which annually occur occurs in children.
getting more serious. The carriers decide
beauty, serenity and stability. frustrated and perhaps incapa- among our college students.
Yet, college students commonly.. ble of the intellectual competiGlaucoma can occur at any which doctor charges are reasonable. The
College life needs to be comexhibit tension, restiveness and tion. Some students become
age.
Though the disease is less doctors are going to continue to charge
impatience, both as a group and severely depressed when they petitive socially and common in
children, it is serious what they want to and most doctors do not
as individuals.
agree with what the Medicare carrier
feel that they cannot measure up academically to a wholesome and should be treated
promptly
degree. Such competition enCampus life usually is filled to the demands and that they courages maturity and dis- by an opthalmologist Surgery considers reasonable.
This situation does nothing but create
with pressures. The student, will be a source of embarrass- cipline, both of which prepare may he required to try to relieve
often away from home for the ment to their parents, who may the student for the struggles in glaucoma and prevent blind- hardships on the person in the middle,
you' it is becoming a pretty popular
first time. may hot be fully pre- be making a financial struggle the real world after graduation. ness.
pared for new liberties and to pay the cost of their going to
Parents, faculty, and students
Q. Mrs. R. N. wants to kn.lw
responsibilities. Adjustments college.
Problem areas, among others, must recognize also that. com- the difference in fat
must come fast in his living, lovand in
in student life relate particularly petition may becorne too inten- cholesterol in
ing and learning.
hitterstoculate.
to self-identity and career sive and destructive, leading to
His high school preparation choices, to relationships with breaking even persons conA: Flitter chocolate contains
The Murray Ledger. & Times is published
may have prepared him so well other students, sex, religion. sidered to be normal.
aboot 50 per *cent fat,
every afteipoon except Sundays. July 4. Christ,
that he is bored by the easy de- drugs and money.
An awareness on the part of
mos Doy, New Year's Day and Thanksgiving by
mands of his college course. This. ,1 Physicians who care for col- all concerned, including the stu- sweet milk chocolate contains
Murray Newspapers Inc
103 N 4th Si
less
varying
-from
boredom exposes him to tempta- lege students find them often in dents, will help to understand
apis-o
,Murray. Ky . 42071
tion. careless habits and experi- peed of pSychiatric care. The in- that college life should be con- imately- 25• per cent to 40 per
Second Class Postage Po,d at Murray, Ky
42071
• mentation with nonacademic cidence of suicide among college structively stressful, but that it is cent. Chocolate as manutactorisi
students is alarmingly high, and a period of life that usually is far from cocoa.bean and contains no
SUBSCRIPTION RATES In erects served by
cholesterol
On the other hand. the college suicide attempts run about 100 from tranquil
f

Good Judgment
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opinion in many areas that some carriers
are off base, and behind tirres in what they
consider reasonable. This also Heartline's
opinion. You should request a review of
your claim at your Social Security office.

Bible Thought
Whosoever shall fall upon that
stone shall be broken; but on
whomsoever it shall fall, it will
grind him to powder. Luke 20:18.
A broken ear of corn is just two
pieces, but when it's finely ground
it becomes the bread of life.

How To Reach
Your Elected Officials
Federal Level
U.S. S.ti. Wafter "Dee Neddlestoa (DI
3327 Dirlises ;gilding
Washington, D C 20510
U. S. Sew. Wendel N Ford (D)
4121 Dirks** litilifiwg
Washington, D. C. 20510
U. S. lee. Carrell ilablierd, Jr.(D)
423 Cameo Noose Office leading
Washington, D. C. 20515
All U S Senators oncl Representatives
may be reached by telephone by dialing
202 224-3121 where a U S Capitol
operator will connect you with the official of your choice

State Level
Stine Sao. Richard Weiseliberger (D)
Stele Capital Rending
frankfort, ity. 40601,
or
Ise* 7, Mayfield, Ky. 47066
State Res Realist% C. Imes ID)
State Capitol MMus
initialer', Ky. 40601
Sr

201 S. 3rd St., Miserey, Ky. 42071
State Rep. Lloyd C. Clapp (0)
State Capitol Ileildiag
Freueliferl, Ky. 40601
Sr
P 0. Bei SS, Mug., Ky. 42061

The Murray Ledger & Times
carriers, $2 25 per month ,payable in advance
Sylmail in Cellos...1n County and to Benton Nor
On Mayfield Sedalia and Farmington Ky and
.Poris Ruchondn and Purystor Tenn II?50 per
year Ry moil to other destinations $27 50.per
ye.or

Member of Aksocioted Press KenturRy Press
Association
and
Southern
Newspaper
Publishers Association

when We overall_ Federal deficit is
estimated a $60 billion, proposed
authorization levels such as these cannot
be tolerated...
"Bills currently being considered ,by
Congress would add $25 billion to the fiscal
year 1976 deficit and $45 billion to next
year's deficit: If they were to become law,
they would lock us into a permanent
policy_ of excessive spending and
make
the Federal budget a primary cause of
inflation for years to come. To avoid,this, I
have no choice but to veto these bills if the
congress insists upon sending them to us...
"As early as January 1973, the American
Nurses Association stated thal," ...it
appears that the shortage of staff nurses is
disappearing," Our failure to limit growth
now could result in our training an excess
of nurses creating the same kind of
oversupply that has left thousands of
elementary and secondary schoolteachers
disillusioned with the lack of teaching
opportunities...
"The genera: nursing student assistance
provisions contained in this bill are largely
duplicative of existing under-graduate
student aid programs offered by the Office
of Education, and represent just one more
unnecessary categorical program...
-I am convinced that legislation can be
devised to accomplish our common objectives which does not adversely affect
our efforts to restrain the budget or
inappropriately structure our health care
system...
The White House, July 26, 1975,
Gerald R. Ford.
++++++
CRUMP'S GRASS
ROOTS COMMENT
Congress then proceeded to override the
President's veto by 384 YEAS to 43 NAYS;
7 didn't vote. Congress promptly voted
itse)f a pay raise, and took off on a months
va ation. No attempt was made to find the
tax dollars to pay for S.66.

10 Years Ago
Ronald Jones and Jimmy Williams of
Murray are now serving with the U. S.
Navy aboard the USS Coral Sea in the area
of Vietnam.
William
Jeffrey, instructor in
Distributive Education at Murray High
School, explained the program at the
meeting of the Murray Rotary Club held at
the Murray Woman's Club House.
William N. McElrath, native of Murray,
has written a Bible Dictionary for
Readers, released by Broadrnan Press,Nashville, Tenn,
Miss Anita Josephine'Colley and •John
Woodfin Hutson were married August 7 at
the First Methodist Church, Mayfield.
Mr. and Mrs. Emmanuel Rowlett will
observe their 50th wedding anniversary on
August 72.
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20 Years Ago
Capt. Otis H. Erwin, on duty as a
helicopter pilot with Air Rescue Service in
Korea, was recently awarded the Commendation Ribbon for meritorious service.
He was cited for his skillful rescue of
survivors of a Northeast Air Lines plane
that crashed _in- New Hampsitire in
November 1954.
Bill Furgerson has accepted a position
as football coach in the Murphysboro
School System at Murphysboro. Ill., where
he, his wife, and two daughters are now
, residing.
Dr. John C. Quertermous announces the
opening of his new offices in the
Professional Building, 204 South Fifth
Street,
Miss Bette Wiggins and Sgt. Charles E.
Houston were married August 13.
Capt. and Mrs. Thomas R. Sammons
and children sailed last Sunday frbm New
York on the USS General Patch for
,England where he will be stationed for
three years with the Air Force.
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Editorials and opuuunated articles on this page are presented for
the purpose of provithng a forum for the free exchange of differing
opinioss Letters to the editor in response to editorials and
optiellieled articles are encouraged
TIse editors of this newspaper strongly believe that to limit
articles to only those which parrallel the editorial
of this newspaper would be a disservice to our readers,
thimble we urge readers who do not agree with an eddonal stand or
tee is presented by an individual writer in a column, to respond
with their feelings on the particular issue berg discussed.
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Today In History

Sensing The Yews

The

By ANTHONY HARRIGAN
Executive Vice President

United States Industrial Council
TODAY'S TOPIC: MORAL CONSENSUS THREATE
NED

HARRIGAN

Dr. John Howard, president of Rockford
"Through the universal availability of
College in Rockford, Illinois, is an the cinema, the phonograph record, the
educator whose views command respect radio and, above all television, songs and
far beyond his campus and state, in stories and dramas created primarily to
recognition of his courage, moral insight, entertain and appeal to the senses have
and trained intelligence.
become the foremost influence in shaping
The moral dimension of the educational the attitudes and judgments of the young
process in American is sadly neglected in about how they conduct their lives, and are
many institutions and by many so-called not without a forceful influence upon older
educators. At many famous colleges and generations as well."
universities, the name of the game is
Commenting on the electronic media,
grantsmanship. The "educators" are
chiefly concerned with obtaining federal Dr. Howard asserted:
subsidies for university projects. Not only
"In television broadcasting, the largest
is Dr. Howard opposed to federal control of portion of time is clearly allocated
to what
higher education, but he addresses himself is, I am sure, regarded as entertainme
nt.
to the fundamental questions of public Within the context of the entertainment
morality with which an authentic educator purpose, the entertainment is not
surshould be concerned.
prisingly devoted to subject matter which
Recently, Dr. Howard took issue with is out at the edge of what is morally acthe type of material offered on the net- ceptable to the population. However, as
works. He registered a formal complaint that which is at the edge today is presented
with the Federal Communications Com- over and over again through all the above
mentioned entertainment media, the
mission.
barely
acceptable rapidly becomes
In his appeal to the FCC, Dr. Howard
noted that "television has become the commonplace and the new edge moves
foremost educative force in the land, af- further out into what was formerly totally
unacceptable. This change, beeause of the
fecting the attitudes and actions of the
pervasiveness of the entertainment media,
citizens more directly and more
has generated great.momentum."
profoundly than any other single
. influenee.-"
Dr. -Howard has performed a valuable
public service in focusing attention on the
He added: "I submit that if most parents
were to visit a school they were con- *ay in which televisied "entertainment"
sidering for their- child, and found the is eroding the moral consensus in our
society. The sordid and the bizarre are
curriculum composed of the subject
Most foreign correspondents
Freedom is never lost except
matter which is presented on television, commonplace on television and have
for what passes for good reason. in India refused to agree to the
they would judge it completely unac- become familiar in the imagination of a
Indira Gandhi has made it clear code and consequently face denew generation.
ceptable."
portation. But Indian newsmen
how easy it is for a presumably
No more serious problem exists than the
Dr. Howard's underlying concern in this
democratic government to justi- have nowhere to go to escape the
breakdown of the moral consensus in
matter is that "in the realm of human
fy the destruction of liberty in citisorship.
conduct, the broad consensus about what America, for this consensus is the only
barrier to barbarism inside a
" Mrs. Gandhi argues that a free
the name of national security.
is right and what is wrong which
characterizes our society until quite technological society.
Her government issued a code
press causes unrest and that dorecently is disintegrating."
of censOrship recently so restricmestic stability must be proThe following is an excerpt from Dr.
tive that it was forbidden even to
tected from the rough and tumHoward's statement, which touches on this
publish the code itself.
ble of irresponsible criticism.
basic concern:
That disintegration must be cause for
But public order purchased at
The gravest concern on the part of all inthe cost of liberty can be deceivtelligent citizens if it is the result, as I
ing. It can quickly become very
It's nice to find a country that
contend, of forces other than rational
unstable indeed.
analysis. The educational principle urges
doesn't hold a grudge. After runthat our society make its decisions on the
ning all our people out, Laos says
Repression deprives the govbasis of past experience in matters of
HEARTLINE
it will still accept our money.
ernment of the healthy correchuman conduct as well as in scientific and
HEARTLINE is a service for Senior
tive of public debate and discustechnological matters. However, the
Citizens. Its purpose is to answer questions
sion. Pressures can build up and
rapidly spreading rejection of our
and solve problems—fast. Write to
finally burst out in a violent uptraditional concepts of morality is being
HEARTLINE, 8514 North Main St.,
There are only two kinds of
heaval.
brought about, not by rational analysis for
Dayton, Ohio, 45415.
opinion polls — highly regarded
the most part, but by the phenomenon .of
Heartline: I am a patient in a state
The censorship order only inthe technological capacity to multiply
and the others whose results
hospital and also work for the hospital. Are
creases the danger to Indian decultural products intended as enmy services covered under Social
don't agree with your thinking
mocracy.
tertainment.
Security? P. B.
Answer: No. Services of an individual
for a public hospital or other public institution in which he is a patient ( or inThe Family Lawyer
mate ) are not covered under Social
Security in most cases.
Heartline: Should a Social Security
beneficiary report changes in work status
-only when starting or stopping work? J. A.
Harry was found guilty of covered evidence." It seems that
S.
Another man was convicted in a uncovered, a new trial is clearly in
mugging an elderly woman. A few although the woman had men- morals case after failing to pro- order.
Answer: No. Any change in expected
months later he demanded a new tioned feeling raindrops on her duce any witnesses to support his
In a murder case, years after a
earnings by a beneficiary should be
trial on grounds of "newly dis- face, the records of the Weather alibi. Afterward, seeking a new man had been convicted and sent
reported as promptly as possible. Even if
Bureau showed no rain on the day trial, he claimed he did indeed to prison, important advances
the
beneficiary continues working, benefit
of the crime.
have three alibi witnesses that he were made in the science of ballispayments can still be 'made sometimes
had failed to summon.
tics. Experts, rechecking the fatal
Was this enough basis for redepending upon the amount of earnings for
"I just didn't think I'd need bullet, decided that it could not
opening the case? The court said
the year. Just telephone, write, or visit any
have been fired from the defenthem,"
he
explained.
no, because such an error—by itdant's gun.
Social Security officC for information as to
self—was not serious enough to
But the court ruled that since
This was one of those cases,
how earnings may affect benefits.
indicate a miscarriage of justice. he had known about the three wit- said the court, where "subsequent
Heartline: How do I go about organizing
Generally speaking, courts are nesses from the start, he could not developments cast serious doubt
a Gray Panthers group in my community?
leery of reopening a case that has call this newly discovered evi- on the justice of the conviction"
already been closed. They say it is dence. The court said a defendant —so the verdict could not
S. L. S.
stand
too costly in both time and money cannot keep an "ace in the hole"
Answer:, The Gray Panthers have
to do so without good reason to just in case he loses the first time A public service feature of the
developed a preliminary copy of an
American Bar Association and
think that a second trial will have around.
organization manual. It costs 81.00 per
SP a different outcome.
Of course, if a real injustice is the Kentucky Bar Association.
copy. Also, anyone interested in
organizing can receive from the national
office a list of names of other persons in his
or her area who have expressed interest in
joining the Gray Panthers movement.
Heartline: I have sent six exactly
identical claims 4nto Medicare for the
exact same treatment. Each time a different amount was allowed as reasonable,
except for the last time, when the claim
was turned down completely. In this
By F.J.L. Blassingame, M.D.
common,or does someone at the carrier's
BLASINGAME
I office dislike me? P. D. H.
Answer: This is a very common and
The college campus and build- may be so advanced and de- times higher than the 1,000
Q. Mrs. 0. M. asks if
ings often appear to be models of manding that he feels hopelessly suicides which annually occur occurs in children. glaucoma very serious problem that seems to be
getting more serious. The carriers decide
beauty, serenity and ptability. frustrated and perhaps incapa- among our college students.
Yet, college students colnmonly ble of the intellectual competiA Glaucoma can occur at any which doctor charges are reasonable. The
College life needs to be comexhibit tension, restiveness and tion. Some students become
age. Though'the disease is less doctors are going to continue to charge
impatience, both as a group and severely depressed when they petitive socially and common in
children, it is serious what they want to ?nd most doctors do not
as individuals
agree with what the _Medicare. carrier
feel that they cannot measure up academically to a wholesome and should be treated
promptly considers
degree. Such competition ento
reasonable.
the
demands
and
that
they
by
an
•
Campus life usually is filled
opthalmologist. Surgery
courages maturity .and disThis situation does nothing but create
with pressures. The student, will be a source of embarrass- ipline, lxith of which prepare may he required to try to relieve
glaucoma and prevent blind- hardships on the person in the middle,
" often away from home for the ment to their parents, who may
student for the struggles in
making
be
a
financial
struggle
‘010 It is becoming a pretty popular
ness.
- first time. may not be fully prereal world after graduation.
pared for new liberties and to pay the cost of their going to
Parents, faculty, and students
Q. Mrs H. N. wants to komk.
responsibilities. Adjustments college.
Problem areas, among others, must recogniae also that com- the difference- in _fa
must come fast in his living, lovand in
in student life relate particularly petition may become too inten- cholesterol in hitter
ing and learning.
chocolate
'self-ident
to
ity and career sive and destructive, leading to
His. high school preparation choices, to relationships with breaking even persons conA: Bitter chocolate contains
The Murray ledger S Times is published
may have prepared him so well other Students, sex, religion. sidered to be normal.
every 0-1(arisoon except Sundays. J
about 50 per cent fat, while
- uly 4, Christthat he is bored by the easy de- drugs and money. ' An awareness on the part of
mas Day. New Year's Day and Thanksgiving by
-. ma rids of his college Course. This
Physicians who care for col, all concerned, including the stu- sweet milk chocolate contains
Murray Newspapers Inc
103 N 4th St .
boredom exposes him to ternpta- lege studentslind them often in dents, will help to understand less -- varying from approxMurray. Ky 4207 I
: taxi careless habits•and experi- need of psychiatric care. The in- that college life should be con- imately 25 per cent to 40 per
Second Class Postage Paid at Murray, Ky
42071
mentation with nonacademic- cidence of suicide among college structively stressful, but that,it is cent thocolate is manulactoriA
.
'. activities.
. Students is alarmingly high, and a periPd of-life that usually is far from cocoa bean and 61111:1111.,
suescowrioN RATES In areas sorved by
On the other hand the college suicide attempts run -about 100 from tranquil
cholesterin

Loss Of Liberty

1,4041

1•1

Prrs..

Today is Wednesday, August 20, the
232nd day of 1975. There are 133 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1791, a Danish navigator,
Vitus Bering,discovered Alaska.
On this date:
In 1776, George Washington eluded the
British in Brooklyn, N.Y., and moved his
army across the East River to Manhattan
in dense fog.
In 1833, the 23rd American President,
Benjamin Harrison, was born in North
Bend,Ohio.
In 1914, during World War!,German forces occupied Brussels, Belgium.
In 1941, in World War II, the Rusians
blew up their Dnieper Darn as German
troops swept across the Ukraine.
In 1955, hundreds were killed in antiFrench riots in Morocco and Algeria.
In 1961, the East Germans were busy

"Low Down,'
Congressional
Record

Let's Stay Well

Stresses In The Life
Of College Students

,

tv
Readers Who Haven't Time to
Review the Congressional Record Daily)

WHY PUBLIC SERVICE
ACT-S.66 WAS VETOED,
To the Senate of the United States:
"I am today returning, without my
approval, S.66 a bill to amend the Public
Health Service Act to provide support for
health services, nur;e training, and the.
National Health Service Corps program...
"The bill would authorize almost MO
million above my fiscal year 1976 budget
request for the programs involved, and it
exceeds fiscal year 1977 levels by approximately the same amount resulting
Ma total increase of Ell billion. At a time

opinion in many areas that some carriers
are off base,and behind times in what they
consider reasonable. This also Heartline's
opinion. You should request a review of
your claim at your Social Security office.

Bible Thought
Whosoever shall fall upon that
stone shall be broken: but on
whomsoever it shall fall, it will
grind him to powder. Luke 20:18.
A broken ear of corn is just two
pieces, but when it's finely ground
it becomes the bread of life.

How To Reach
Your Elected Officials
Federal Level
U.S. See. Wolter "Deo" Noidillostoo (DI
3327 Dirtset SuiIdisq
Wosaiegtois, D. C. 20510
U. S. Soo. Week* N. Ford (Di
4121 Dirks** Belida%
Weselsigton, D. C. 70510
U. S. Rep. Carroll Habitant, kr.(0)
423 Canso Ness. Office
Wssitimems, D. C. 20515
All U S Senators and Representatives
may be reached by telephone by dialing
202 224-3121 where a U S Cop Poi
operator will connect you with the official of your choice
/

State Level

Steno Soo. Ricked Woisoieborgor (0)
Ste. Capitol %Mop
Frenkfort, Ky. 40601,
Se
linde 7, Meyfieid, Ky. 4704e
State Roo Konnotti C. 1.1.1(0)
State Capitol floiWitip
Frsektoet, Ky. 40601
sc
201 S. 3rd St., Morrey, Ky. 42071
Stets top. Lloyd C. Ospp(D)
State Capitol Ilailding
Frankfort, Ky. 40601
0 los Si, Mops. Ky 421111111

Corners. 12 25 per month payable in advance
By Mtiol on Calloway County and to Kenton. Nor
don Mayfitild Sedalia and Farmington Ky ond
Paris flu;'
. honon and Puryear Term S 12 SO per
yew- By mail to other destinations S27 50 per
ye or
Member of Atsciciated Press, Kentucky PressAssociation
and
Southern . N•wspoper
Publishers Association
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By JOE CRUMP

.

"Newly Discovered Evidence"

•

FROM THE

Double Standard

Good Judgment

building a, wall along most of the 25-mile
border between East and West Berlin.
Ten years ago: President Lyndon Johnson denounced Black rioters in Los
Angeles and said they must be exposed
and dealt with in the same way as Ku Klux
Klansmen in sheets and masks.
Five years ago: Israel informed the
United Nations that it was ready to begin
peace talks with Egypt, preferrably at the
foreign minister level.
One year ago: President Gerald Ford
announced Nelson Rockefeller as his
choice for Vice President.
Today's birthday: Former haseball
manager Al Lopez is 67.
Thought for today: My life's dream has
been a perpetual nightmare — Voltaire,
French writer, 1694-1778.
Bicentennial footnote: Two hundred
years ago today, Gen. George Washington
requested Gen. Philip Schuyler to submit a
speedy report on plans for Schuyler's northern forces to attack Canada.

when the overall Federal deficit is
estimated' a $60 billion', prapdauthorization levels such as these cannot
be tolerated...
"Bills currently being considered by
Congress would add 825 billion to the fiscal
year 1976 deficit and -845 billion to; next
year's deficit. If they were to become law,
they would' lock us into a permanent
policy of excessive spending and make
the Federal budget a primary cause of
Inflation for years to come. To avoid this, I
have no choice but to veto these bills if the
congress insists upon sending them to us...
"As early as January 1973, the American
Nurses Association stated that," ...it
appears that the shortage of staff nurses is
disappearing," Our failure to limit growth
now could result in our training an excess
of nurses creating the same kind of
oversupply that has left thousands of
elementary and secondary schoolteachers
disillusioned with the lack of teaching
opportunities...
"The general nursing student assistance
provisions contained in this bill are largely
duplicative of existing under-graduate
student aid programs offered by the Office
of Education, and represent just one more
unnecessary categorical program...
"I am convinced that legislation can be
devised to accomplish our common objectives which does not adversely affect
our efforts to restrain the budget or
inappropriately structure our health care
system...
The White House, July 26, 1975.
Gerald R. Ford.
++++++
CRUMP'S GRASS
ROOTS COMMENT
Congress then proceeded to override the
President's veto by 384 YEAS to 43 NAYS:
7 didn't vote. Congress promptly voted
itself a pay raise, and took off on a months
vacation. No attempt was made to find the
tax dollars to pay for S.66.

10 Years Ago
Ronald Jones and Jimmy Williams of
Murray are now serving with the U. S.
Navy aboard the USS Coral Sea in the area
of Vietnam.
William Jeffrey, instructor in
Distributive Education at Murray High
School, explained the program at the
meeting of the Murray Rotary Club held at
the Murray Woman's Club House.
William N. McElrath, native of Murray,
has written a Bible Dictionary for Young
Readers, released by Broadman Press,
Nashville, Tenn.
Miss Anita Josephine Colley and John
Woodfin Hutson were married August 7 at
the First Methodist Church, Mayfield.
Mr. and Mrs. Emmanuel Rowlett will
observe their 50th wedding anniversary on
August 22.

20 Years Ago
Capt. Otis H. Erwin, on duty as a
helicopter pilot with Air Rescue Service in
Korea, was recently awarded the Commendation Ribbon for meritorious service.
He was cited for his skillful rescue of
survivors of a Northeast Air Lines plane
that crashed in New Hampshire in
November 1954.
Bill Furgerson has accepted a position
as football coach in the Murphysboro
School System at Murphysboro. Ill., where
he, his wife, and two daughters are now
residing.
Dr. John C. Quertermous announces the
opening jot his new offices in the
Professional Building, 204 South Fifth
Street.
Miss Bette Wiggins and Sgt. Charles E.
Houston were married August 13.
Capt. and Mrs. Thomas R. Sammons
and children sailed last Sunday from New
York on the USS General Pitch for
England where he will be stationed for
three years with the Air Force.
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Center Cut

PORK CHOPS.% $15
BOLOGNA

lb

Family $1 59

BEANS
lb

16 oz.

.

lb

894

MACKEREL
32...554

PICKLES

BACON

12 oz $1 2

Plus Deposit
or Bottles

SI

694

Bounty
Jumbo

494

15"3/$1

SOAP

3 oz. 1 3C

BISCUITS

8".

4/49'

6 oz.

2/49'

0 $119

Sweet Sue Ham L

DUMPLINGS

49'

11

FRENCH FRIES2401 49'
Jiffy Cubed Beef

PATTIES

lib.89'

139

Chef-Way
Pure Vegetable
48 oz.

*Produce
Golden Bake

Dixie Fresh Grade A
Extra Large
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PASTE

15"

890

*Frozen Foods*

•

Pillsbury

Hunts Tomato

10 lb.

Pepsi or
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5/99'

Cidar

SUGAR Domino

16 Oz. 8 Bot,Ctn.

16 oz

3"

VINEGAR
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4/99 MEAT....
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3 oz $139
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EGGS

doz.

63'

Fresh
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Bread
20 Oz.
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Timeout With Brandon
By MIKE BRANDON
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Great Lakes To Feature Great Talent
Johnny Reagan will be watching,
professional scouts will be watching and so
will hundreds of baseball fans today when the
Great Lakes Regional American Legion
Tournament begins at Holland Stadium.
In the first contes t at 1:30 p. m. today, Indiana will play Wisconsin.
South Bend is fte Indiana champion and
they will carry a 299 record into the tourney.
In post-season tournament play, they posted a
9-0 record. Janesifle is the Wisconsin
champion and they eent 38-5 on the season.
In the second contest, Michigan will play
Kentucky at 5:30 p. m.
Drayton Plains is the Michigan champion
and they are 24-1 on the season. They went 160 on the regular season before losing a game
in the District Tourney. Corbin is the Kentucky champion. They defeated Paducah in a
best two-of-three playoff series. Corbin is 29-9
on the season.
The final contest today will begin at approximately 8:30 r. m. and will feature
Murray's Legion team against Worthington,
Ohio. Worthington posted a 33-8 record while
Murray, the host team, was 13-15 on the
regular season.
The Illinois chair ps, Belleville, drew a first
day bye and will play at 1:30 p. m. Thursday
against the Michigan-Kentucky' winner.
Belleville went 32-10 on the season.
If Murray should win tonight, they would
play at 8:30 p. m. Thursday against the
winner of the Indiana-Wisconsin contest. If
Murray loses, they would play at 5:30 p. m.
Thursday against the loser of the IndianaWisconsin game.
It should be an interesting tournament. The
short fente in leftfield at Holland Stadium will
--be-it—welc.ottle sight fix power.hittess,attio
swing from the right. side. It's 290 down the
line in left but drops back to 310 in right.
Anybody who hits the ball out in dead center
could run around the bases until Sunday.
Both diamonds(Reagan Fteld will be used
for a couple of games) are in super shape.
Hours on top of hours have been volunteered

and the Murray American Legion Post 73
along with Cleo Sykes is to be congratulated
for such an outstanding job.

Looking Ahead
The tun will start next week.
That's when students begin registering at
Murray State University and the annual fall
explosion of sports begins.
Among the sports this fall at Murray State
are football, cross country, baseball, soccer
and women's volleyball. In addition, the golf
team will have several matches and the
tennis team could be playing.
Football?
We'll get into that in the next few weeks but
the outlook at Murray State is very bright.
The major problem will be replacing. AllAmerican tailback Don Clayton but there are
a bundle of super prospects, including freshman Joe Riley of Owensboro.
Cross country will be strong of course but
Western Kentucky will again dominate the
scene with their English Brigade. Murray
should be second in the league this year.
Baseball is never a question mark at
Murray State. Last year, the 'Breds ran up a
40-9 season record before being eliminated in
the NCAA Playoffs in Starkville, Miss. s
They were ranked 12th in the nation among
major colleges and with the addition of
several super prospects, should be outstanding again this season. Coach John
Reagan will soon be releasing those names.
Soccer is always one of the most interesting
and probably the fastest-pace sport on
campus. It's always fun to spend a Saturday
afternoon watching a soccer game. You
usually get. ..to see a couple of boxing
exhibitions,thrown, in free too..
Women's volleyball has always been strong
at Murray and this year should be no exception. And golf, although Bruce Douglass is
gone, will be on the upswing.
It should be an exCifing year 1'6i-sports and
hopefully, it will be as successful as this past
one.

Tigers Sharpen Claws
And Attack A's Again
By FRED ROTHENBERG
AP Sports Writer
The Detroit Tigers have lost
their losing habit but it looks
like the Oakland A's have found
It.
The toothless Tigers, who
pawed their way through 19
straight defeats, have suddenly
found their bite and have
roared back with four straight
victories, the last two at the expense of the A's, who have
scored as many as five runs
only once in the last 12 games.
The reversal in form has
even made a winner of Mickey
Lolich, who contributed four
losses to the Tigers' tailspin
that fell one short of tying the
American League record.
Lolich was losing even before
the Tigers made it fashionable
and his personal slide had
reached eight games. But that
was before the portly left-hander picked on the A's Tuesday
night, allowing them nine hits
and beating them 3-1.
Elsewhere in the AL, Minnesota beat Baltimore 5-2; Chicago beat New York 7-6 In 11
innings; Boston blanked Kansas
City 5-0, Texas shaded Cleveland 2-1, and California edged
Milwaukee 5-4 in 15 innings.
For those looking for a clue
why Lolich didn't lose another
well-pitched game Tuesday
night, he provided it. "I bore
down with runners on base,"
Lolich said.
Alvin Dark wants his A's, 5,1
games ahead of second-place

Kansas City in the AL West, to
do some of that bearing down
too. And he told them so in a
post-game clubhouse meeting.
He said he reminded the players about making fundamental
mistakes. "This was the first
game we've given away in a
long time," the Oakland skipper said.
Twins 5, Orioles 2
Rookie Doug DeCinces was
the most successful Baltimore
batter against Minnesota pitcher Bert Blyleven but he had to
work for it.
"I think Blyleven has better
stuff than Nolan Ryan," DeCinces said after Blyleven had
throttled the Orioles on five
hits, two by DeCinces.
Blyleven, 13-6, retired the
first 13 Orioles en route to the
victory that dropped secondplace Baltimore eight games
behind Boston in the AL East
Division. The triumph was Minnesota's ninth in 11 games.
Rangers 2, Indians 1
Texas Manager Frank Luchessi went against the baseball
book and lived to talk about it.
That famous guide to winning
baseball games warns never to
put the winning run on base but
Luchessi ordered hot-hitting
Bog Powell to be walked intentionally.
The strategy worked when
Ed Crosby flied out to end the
game, giving Texas' Jim Urnbarger the winning decision
over Cleveland's Dennis Eckersley in a rookie pitching duel.

White Sox 7, Yankees 6
Jorge Orta's single scored
pinch runner Nyls Nyman in
the llth inning, lifting Chicago
over New York.
Angels 5, Brewers 4
Mike Miley, whose seventhinning RBI single tied the game
4-4, slugged a leadoff homer in
the bottom of the 15th to power
California past Milwaukee.

ir

Red Sox 5, Royals
Bill Lee, 16-7, hurled a fourhitter and rookie Fred Lynn
slammed a double and a tworun homer to lead Boston past
Kansas City.
Lynn's homer, his 20th,
raised his league-leading RBI
total to 88.

Soft Bnisheti Suede and Smooth
Leather on a teriuine Crepe

- Sole Poidalnd Arch and Instate.
Gold Only Men's Sizes 6"-i2.
*Boys'Sizes 34-6.. $9.90.
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'Use YoureAAStER CHARGE Card
10-7 Mon -Matt.
04 Sat.'

EtatAir Shopping Center
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Get to know us; you'll like us.
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Bill Virdon and the Pittsburgh Pirates are back in business ... but at opposite ends of
the National League.
The Pirates, who had lost six
in a row and 11 of their last 12
games, blanked the San Francisco Giants 4-0 behind Jerry
Reuss' three-hit pitching and
• reclaimed sole possession of
first place in the NL East.
Meanwhile, Virdon, who managed the Bucs in 1972-3, made
his debut as pilot of the Houston Astros — dead last in the
West and the only team in
baseball without at least a
mathematical chance at a division title — and directed them
to a 6-3 loss at the hands of the
New York Mets. .
The Philadelphia Phillies,
who had been tied with Pittsburgh, fell one game back
when the Atlanta Braves beat
them 6-4 on Dave May's tworun pinch homer in the ninth
inning. The St. Louis Cardinals
remained 21
/
2 out by edging the
Cincinnati Reds 2-1 as Willie
Davis returned from five days
of self-exile with two singles, a
double and a triple and Lynn
McGlothen hurled a four-hitter.
Elsewhere, the Los Angeles

Dodgers nipped the Chicago
Cubs 2-1 and, the Montreal
Expos trimmed the San Diego
Padres 5-0:
Al Oliver drove in two runs
with a homer and double and
Richie Zisk also homered as
the Pirates returned f,om a 212 road trip during which they
squandered a four-game lead.
Mets 6, Astros 3
Del Unser and Wayne Garrett
hit solo home runs and Jerry
Grote had a two-run double as
the Mets spoiled the debut of
Virdon, who was fired earlier
this month as manager of the
New York Yankees and hired
Tuesday to replace Preston Gomez with Houston.
Jon Matlack, who hadn't
pitched in 17 days because of
an auto accident and a head
cold, blanked the Astros until
the ninth when he gave up a
double to Enos Cabell and twoout home runs to Cesar Cedeno
and Cliff Johnson.
Braves 6, Phillies 4
May was sent up to bat for
Max Leon, who pitched 6 1-3
shutout innings of relief as Atlanta wiped out an early 4-0
deficit. Rookie Rob Belloir had
singled before May hit his

By PAUL CARPENTER
Associated Press Writer
WILLIAMSPORT, Pa. (AP)
— Today's opening of the 1975
Little League championships
leaves a pair of controversies
in apparent limbo.
Little League Baseball, Inc.,
a federally chartered organization, has been under fire .on
two fronts — its image as a
bastion of male chauvinism and
its seemingly callow decision to
kick out foreign competition.
Little League officials worked
hard to defuse the first controversy — dropping a ban on
female players and devoting
equal time, if not equal passion, to girls' softball in this
year's tournament.
They don't appear too worried about the second flap, dismissing charges that the for-

TORONTO (AP) — Bob
Frampton has been appointed
director of officials for the
World Hockey Association and
veteran referee Bill Friday has
been named referee-in-chief,
league chairman Ben Hatskin
announced Tuesday
Frampton will be responsible
for all phases of the officiating
while Friday will be in charge
of supervising, training and disciplining officials. Friday will
continue to work in approximately 50-60 games this season,
Hatskin said.
Hatskin also announced the
appointment of Frank Palnaszek as director of information
and statistics for the WHA. Palnaszek has been the league's
phief statistician since it was
founded

lilt

game-winning homer off Gene
Garber.
Cards 2, Reds 1
Davis, who had been on the
disqualified list following an
alimony dispute with his exwife,'returned to help the Cards
end Cincinnati's nine-game winning streak. Bake McBride singled and Davis doubled in the
first inning and the Cards got
the only runs McGlothen
needed on singles by Ted Simmons and Ted Sizemore.
McGlothen limited the Reds to
two hits after the opening inning and struck out 10.
Dodgers 2, Cubs 1
Lee Lacy's triple and John
Hale's sacrifice fly in the
eighth inning produced the winning run while Don Sutton and
Mike Marshall held Chicago to
two hits. Sutton was lifted for a
pinch hitter after allowing only
one hit in six innings.
Expos 5, Padres 0
Steve Rogers scattered 10
hits and Montreal scored three
unearned runs in the first inning on two errors, a passed
ball, a walk and Larry Parrish's two-run double. Pete
Mackanin homered for the
Expos.

Veteran Ken Willard Released
After 10 Seasons In League
BY Al-Pi_SACUA
1Y0Uld,Peectost,as _new.
AP sports Writer
tried to convince myself that it
It was cut-down day in the was 100 per cent. so I went out
National Football League, and and really irritated it. There's
nowhere did ,the, axe fall With been le significant amount of
more stunning -impact „than at pain and discomfort.'
the training camp of the St. NFL rosters had to be pared
Louis Cardinals, where 10-year to 55 as of 4 p.m. Tuesday. The
veteran Ken Willard, one of the next cut is not until Sept. 2,
National Football League's all- when the magic number goes to
time leading running backs, 49. Then the numbers are 46 on
was told he was through for the Sept. 9 and the, regular season
year.
limit of 43 on Sept. 15.
Willard, who ranks eighth
Defensive backs Steve Tanamong career rushers — and nen of the New York Jets and
second among active players — Thom Darden of the Cleveland
with 6,105 yards, suffered dam- Browns and linebacker Wayne
aged knee ligaments in the Coleman of New Orleans, all infourth game last season. He un- lured over the weekend, also
derwent surgery and came were placed on the injueed list
back to play briefly in the and like Willard are out for the
Cards' last three games of the season.
season as well as their playoff Running
George
back
contest.
Amundsen, a top draft choice
He was looking forward to a in 1973 as a quarterback at
big comeback in 1975, but in- Iowa State, was among four
stead he was placed on the in- players dropped by the Houston
jured reserve list by the Cardi- Oilers.
nals Tuesday, making him in- Washington cut a couple of
eligible for the season. '
prominent names: wide receivWillard, 32, took the news er John Isenbarger, a one-time
bravely, but realistically. He's Big Ten rushing champion at
not ready to give up just yet. Indiana who played last season
"I had every intention of re- with Hawaii of the World Foottiring until as late as last ball League, and Bill Malinnight," he said. "But I've done chak, a 10-year veteran who
a lot of soul-searching lately, drew attention for his specand I'd decided I would stick it tactular play on special teams.
out and make it work.
A sixth-round draft pick, de'I envisioned that the knee fensive back Rollen Smith of

Little League World Series To Begin

Appointed Director

SAVE 53.07 t

Pirates Snap Losing
Skid, Cardinals Win

eign teams were excluded because they were too talented
for the Americans to handle.
The 1975 Little League Series
—it used to be called the Little
League World Series — will run
four days with competition ending Saurday. Four boys' baseball teams and four girls' softball teams are entered. All
players are 12 years old or
younger.
Today's schedule includes Lakewood, N.J., Against Northridge, Calif., in baseball, and
Medford, Ore., versus Tampa,
Fla., in softball.
On Thursday, another team
from Tampa will meet Davenport, Iowa, in baseball, while
softball play will feature Dix
Hills, N.Y., against Sturgeon
Bay. Wis.
Losers will play consolation
games Friday and winners will
vie for the championship in
each category Saturday.
The potent team from Kao
Hsiang, Taiwan, winner of the
1974 series, will not be in town
It was the fourth straight Nationalist Chinese team to win
the title, and Japanese teams
won it in two of the three preceeding years.
Outcries against the Nov. 11,
1974 exclusion of foreigners
haven't exactly staggered little
League officials.
"In the press we received
quite a lot of opposition to it.
As far as the leagues were concerned, even in the foreign
counties, there wag. not much
reaction at all," said Dr.
Creighton J. Hale, president of
Little League Baseball, Inc.
This week, for example, the
Far Eastern tournament is
being played in Taiwan for that
regional championship, and it's
being played in Canada this

week as well."
Why were the outsiders
banned from Williamsport?
"There was too much emphasis on this particular age group
and this happened in Latin
America as well as the Far
East and other places in which
it became more of an Olympic
type of an activity," said Hale.

.was cut--by
nati. Denver dropped five players, including veteran linebackers Ralph Cindrich and
Rob Spicer.
Four players were cut by
Philadelphia, including thirdyear guard Mark Ellison. Baltimore sent rookie defensive
tackle Paul Linford of Brigham
Young to Green Bay for a draft
choice and released four players, including second-year cornerback Tim Rudnik.
Atlanta reserve center Ted
Fritsch, a three-year veteran,
was another player placed on
the injured list. The Falcons
also dropped three players, including three-year veteran wide
receiver Louis Neal.
Among the trio dropped by
Kansas City was veteran offensive tackle Wayne Walton.

Ti

1

Roy Cothran Wins Club
Championship At Oaks
Roy Cothran won the club
championship at the Oaks
Country Club over the weekend.
Playing 54 holes, Cothran
fired a 215 to edge out Jerry
Caldwell by a single stroke in
the championship flight. Homer

Branch was third with a 222
while Don Cothran's 225 earned
fourth place.
Greg Howard carded a 153
over 36 holes to win the first
flight while Jim White was
second with a 155, Mitchell
Story third with 156 and Mickey
Boggess fourth with 160.
In the second flight, Delmer
Brewer took honors with a 155
while Jerry Hopkins was second
with a 162. In third place was
Kevin Shahan with a 163 while
Amos Tackett was fourth, also
shooting a 163.
Bert Coleman's 172 won the
third flight while Dale Nance
had a 174 for second place.
Third place went to Charles
Caldwell with a 179 while
George Gallagher had a 182 for
fourth.
In the fourth flight, Ted
Lawson had a 176 to win while
Bob Lemastus had a 176 for
second place, Billy Brandon
posted a 179 for third and Bob
Sanderson a 183 for fourth.

Tigers Add
Obion County
To Schedule
John Hina has solved a
problem.
When the Murray High
football coach released his
schedule last spring, the State
Champion Tigers had just nine
games for the coming season.
Finally, after trying for three
months to fill an October 31
open date, Hina has succeeded.
The Tigers will play host to
Obion County, Tn., on that date.
That gives the Tigers 10 games
for this season, six of which will
be played at home in Holland
Stadium.
The Tigers are currently
practicing and are working
double sessions. Next week,
they will go -to single session
practice in preparation for their
first contest for the season
which will be at Reidland
September 5.

FOOTBALL
. .
NEW YORK — New York
Jets free safety Steve Tannen,
who suffered a dislocated shoulder in Saturday night's 14-13
win over St..Louis VMS Placed
on the. National Football
League's injured reserved list.
He will be lost to the Jets for
the entire season.
•
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Beautiful Colors
Hand Painted, Mexican Pots
Just right for your Macreme Hangings. Large,
selection to choose from now. Also good selection
of Macreme Hangings, instruction books and
card. Free classes with material.
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Clayton Cut
By Patriots,
Going To Bell
There's some good news and
bad news for Don Clayton.
Clayton, a native of Malden,
Mo., and the holder of every
rushing record in the football
history of Murray State
University, was cut by the New
England Patriots.
However, Clayton was contacted Tuesday afternoon by
Philadelphia of the World
Football League. That's part of
the good news.
The other part is that he will
be starting in the backfield for
the Bell in their next game.
Clayton racked up over 2,500
yards in his last two seasons at
Murray State and as a junior,
was selected as an AllAmerican.
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All Are Permanent Press-No Ironing Ever

SNOWY WHITE
=

-

DECOR COLORS

50% POLYESTER/50% COTTON

PRINTS•STRIPES•SOLIDS

Needs no ironing, just machine
wash, tumble dry. Stays wrinkle
free and smooth. Long wearing

A decorator touch for your bedroom. Permanent Press.Stripes
not available in fitted sizes.
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Donohue Loses His Last
Race, Snuffed By Death
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PONY LEAGUE CO-CHAMPS-The Astros were the co-thespians hi the Pony Leap,this season. Top row, left to right, are 11Illy
Stanley Thorpe, David Stripling, Joe Rose, manager, Steve Dunn, Dwight McDowell, end Craig Rogers. Front row, Bill Milton, Mark Erwin,
John Denham, Joey Rosey, Steve Gough and Thomas Kendall. Not present were Mike Kurz and coaches Bubba Hughes and Todd Bios.
Stripling, Denham and Kendall were members of the Murray Pony League All-Stars, who captured the State Championship before being
beaten in the championship by Lafayette, Ind., in the Southeast Regional.
men Moot* by Mike Brooks)

Lyons Leaves Hospital
Bed For Banquet Speec
By MIKE BRANDON
gave up, just 18 months ago
Ledger &Times Sports Writer ending his 30 years in
Nothing ,in life comes easy, professional sports"' when he
except troubles and pain._ The moved back to Murray_ to_
rest of thi-thIngs are a cotitintig- askinie airlierifiiti of Rudy's
fight against forces over which Restaurant.
Hillman Lyons was the
we have no control.
Nothing ever came easy for featured speaker Tuesday night
Hillman Lyons. His brilliant at Murray State at the
baseball talent was snuffed out American Legion Great Lakes
by forces which he had no Tournament Banquet. And that
control over, war. But he in itself was unbelievable.
Lyons has been in the hospital
continued to fight and never

for over a week. He received predominately young audience.
serveral shots last night and "But to me, the most beautiful
then got out of his hospital bed people in the world are in
to appear before.. the. large,. sporLs."
crowd and speak at the banquet.
Lyons praised American
A few minutes later, he was Legion baseball: "More players
back again in the hospital. It's come from the ranks of
called courage. It's something American Legion ball than from
few of us have. but many of us any other outlet, including high
want.
school and college.
"You watch all the beautiful
Lyons left sports in February
people
in
movies
and of 1973 because he said the
television," Lyons told the money madness of some
athletes was beginning to ruin
atletics. He told of an event in
his life and urged the young
athletes in the audience to
remember.
"I was in Evansville, one of 85
players trying out for a team
that would have just 16 players
on the squad. Toward the end of
the spring training, I got the
idea I_ wasn't going to snake it.
"So I went to the manager
and asked him if there were a
chance I could be sent down to
the Owensboro farm club. He
told me no. Then he said I was
staying in Evansville. I signed
the contract and was so excited
I didnit even think to look and
see how much money I was
getting paid.
"I ask all of you young men
here tonight to remember that.
People in sports now are
awfully greedy.
"I've had a great life in
TOURNEY BANQUET-The Great Lakes Regional Tournament got sent off Tuesday at Murray State with sports. I've been lucky to have
Calloway
Attorney
master
Easley,
County
of
and
the
a banquet honoring the guest teams. At left is Sid
the chance to know all the
ceremonies. On the right is Hillman Lyons, who checked out of the hospital to speak to the audience and people I do. It was great to
then checked back into the hospital at the conclusion of his speech.
make a living out of something I
(Staff Paoli by Mike &widen) enjoyed
so much."
When he was finished with his
speech, Lyons drew a long and
loud ovation. Then he was
three-set
victory
Monday
dham,
night
Press
Associated
N.J.,
6-3, 7-6 ;in first helped from the building and
By The
Guillermo Vilas credits a to oust Andriano Panatta of round play at the Orange Lawn taken back to the hospital.
Several dignitaries were on
Tennis Club in East Orange,
week's rest with adding some Italy 7-6, 6-2.
hand,
including Congressman
In other matches, fourth- N.J.
spark to his game.
state
Hubbard,
The 6-foot-7, 225-pound senior Carroll
The 23-year-old Vitas, 1974 seeded Manuel Orantes of
Richard
representative
at
Spain
ran his victory string to
Michigan scored the only
Grand Prix champion from Ara
and
gentina and the top seed in the 13 consecutive matches by service break of the match in Weisenberger
the
representative
from
the
whipping
Jairo
Velasco
second
of
Cogame of the first
$100,000 U.S. Pro Tennis Championships at Longwood Cricket lombia 6-3, 6-0, and seventh- set, then closed out the scoring governor's office.
County attorney Sid Easley
Club in Brookline, Mass., re- seeded Raul Ramirez of Mexico by taking the second-set tieserved as the master of
turned from a week away from scored a 6-4, 6-3 victory over breaker 7-4.
In other first-round matches, ceremonies for the event.
the pro tour and overpowered NCAA champion Billy Martin
The 1956 Murray American
of
Balaza
Palos Verdes, Calif.
Taroczy of Hungary deJose Higueras of Spain 6-2, 7-5
In a first-round upset, Juan feated John Yuill of South Af- Legion team was intrtxluced
in a first round match Tuesday.
"I took a week off last week Gisbert of Spain saved three rica 7-5, 6-1 and Vijay Arnrit- They won the State Chamand now I feel pretty good," match points and defeated No. raj of India beat Charlie Owens pionship but were eliminated in
Tournament
said Vilas. "I was so tired I 16 seed Brian Gottfried of Fort of Tuscaloosa, Ala. 6-3, 1-6, 6-2. the Great Lakes
that
Carolina.
year
in
North
Top-seeded Chris Evert easily
was ready to fall over. I needed Lauderdale, Fla., 2-6, 6-3, 7-6.
Members of that team were
Gisbert won the third-set tie- defeated Gail Chanfreau of
the rest badly." ,
Meanwhile, 37-year-old " Rod breaker 9-7 in the 2c2-hour duel. France 6-2, 6-1 in her first Tommy Wells, Thurman Baker,
Big Vic Amaya scored the match in the $75,000 women's Dick Stout, Ted Billington,
Laver, a five-time winner here
first
upset of the $50,000 Tennis tennis tournament at the West- Jerry Buchanan, 1.9rry Jetton,
on his way to becoming tennis'
Tommy McClure, Glen Brewer,
all-time leading money winner, Week Open by defeating fourth- chester Country Club.
Fifth-seeded Julie Heldman Nelson Shroat, Dan Pugh and
bounced back from a tough seeded Sandy Mayer of Menwas extended to three sets be- Jimmy Futrell. Coaching the
fore beating JoAnne Russell, team were Lubie Veale and
Naples, Fla. 6-1, 2-6, 6-1. And in Gene Cohoon.
an upset, Pam Teeguarden of . The coaches of the seven
Los Angeles outlasted sixth- teams in the Great Lakes
seeded Marcie Louie of San Tournament were introduced
were
and
squads
the
Francisco 6-4, 5-7, 6-3.
recognized.
Paly in the tourney begins
Sign Cleveland
this afternoon at Holland
PHILADELPHIA ( AP
Stadium and will conclude
The Philadelphia 76ers have Sunday. The winner goes to the
S215
signed rookie Charles Cleveland World Series which will begin in
from the University of Ala- Rapid City, South Dakota. on
Si 15
bama to an undisclosed con- September 1.
tract.
SOCCER .
51 25
At 6-foot-5, the 24-year-old
SAN JOSE, Calif. - Soccer
Cleveland, a third-round draft superstar Pele, forward for the
choice, played both forward New York Cosmos, was named
and guard at Alabama and is to the North American Soccer
expected tot y out at both posi- League's All-Star team.
tions with
National BasketTENNIS
ball Association club.
BROOKLINE, Mass. - TopCleveland, who was named seeded Guillermo Vilas of Ardefensive player gentina defeated Jose Higueras
outstanding
68
On Highway
last year in the Southeastern of Spain 6-2, 7-5 in opening
In Aurora, Ky.
Conference, averaged
15.8 round action of the $100.000
points a game in his three var- U.S. Pro Tennis Championships
sity seasons at Alabama
at Longwood.

Vilas Thinks Rest Has Added Spark

SPECIAL

7 Days A Week

Boneless Catfish Dinners
All You Can Eat
'A Orders
Childs Plate

Kentucky Lake
Lodge Rest.

littAZ, Austria (AP)- Mark
Donohue, the shy Brown University engineering graduate
who never lost his boyish good
looks, died late Tuesday of
brain injuries suffered in a racing crash, just eight months
after ending his retirement as a
driver.
Donohue's body was to be returned to the U.S. later this
week. Funeral arrangements
were incomplete.
Donohue, 38, who had lived in
Reading, Pa., died of complications following surgery for
a blood clot, triggered by a
freak knock in the head during
the crash, which left him otherwise unscathed.
Donohue, a $1 million career
winner, left behind a string of
racing honors achieved by few
others in the sport's history.
His most prized
accomplishment was a victory in the
1972 Indianapolis 500.
He retired after winning the
International Race of Champions in February 1974, saying
he wanted nothing more from
racing.
But Donohue was lured out of
retirement when no suitable replacement could be found for
the late Peter Revson, for
whom Donohue had been developing Roger Penske's new For-

mula I car. Berson was burned
to death in practice for the
South African Grand Prix in
March 1974.
Penske, who with Donohue
formed in 1966 one of racing's
longest and closest car-ownerdriver associations, was at
Donohue's bedside, along with
Donohue's bride of eight
months, Eden, and his father
Mark Sr.

sciousness and was unable at
times to recognize friends.
Donohue was rushed from the
Oesterreichring track to Landes
Krankenhaus in nearby Graz
where Dr. Fritz Heppner, a
noted professor of neurosurgery, directed an operation that
lasted more than three hours.

Two track marshals were injured, one fatally, in Donohue's
crash. Manfred Schaller died
"This is a great personal earlier Tuesday. He was hit in
shock to me," said Penske, the stomach by debris from the
adding Donohue's wife was also crash, which started with a
badly shaken.
punctured tire.
Doctors said Donohue's heart
Donohue's team leader Heinz
and breathing stopped several Hofer said Donoghue, who was
times during his last hours. Me- walking around under his own
chanical devices had been used power after the crash, told him
to maintain Donohue's vital the left front tire punctured on
signs since emergency brain a sweeping turn, one of the
surgery Sunday.
fastest on the track.
Donohue underwent a lengthy
He went skidding off the
emergency operation after
course, through four rows of
complaining of a severe head- catch
fences and through some
ache after crashing in practice
billboards lining the route. It is
for the Austrian Grand Prix. At
theorized a support post from
first, it was thought his injuries one
of the signs caught Donowere nothing more than a mild
hue's helmet.
concussion.
The car was destroyed, but
But the headache became he suffered no other injuries.
worse and turned to conDonohue is survived by his
vulsions. Fellow American driv- wife and his two sons, Michael,
er Mario Andretti said Donohue 11, and David, 9.
was lapsing in and out of con- His death was the second this

Red Fans Counting Chickens
Early, HoteffAll Booked Up
Mrs. Eckert's group will go nearly every room in town.
By BILL VALE . .
Associated Press Writer
beyond that. They will have an However, the Reds Were unable
C;NCINNATI
(API-Con- expanded hotline service to all to catch the Los Angeles Dodgventions are good, but "there's inns in Dayton, and surround- ers in the Western Division of
nothing like a winning big ing cities in Northern Kentucky the National League in 1974 "so
the funeral directors had everyleague baseball team."
and Ohio.
So glowed Steve Mullinger, "We'll operate just like we do thing to themselves," she said.
Meanwhile, the winning Cinpresident of the Greater Cincin- for the jazz festivals," she said,
nati Hotel and Motel Associ- "We'll even book people into cinnati Reds continue to fill up
the city's downtown restauation.
private houses if they want."
"We do a $30 million a year
The hotel situation in Cincin- rants, bars and hotels in their
convention business in Cincin- nati was further complicated march to a second straight two
nati," said Marijune Eckert, by the closing of the downtown million plus home attendance.
The Chamber of Commerce is
manager of the Cincinnati Con- Sheraton-Gibson Hotel two
already funding plans for daily
vention and Visitors Bureau. years ago.
"If the Cincinnati Reds get into "Last year we were worried downtown entertainment during
the World Series as well as the too,- said Mrs. Eckert, noting the playoffs and World Series
National League playoffs, it that the National Funeral jdi- plus bunting decorationb.
will mean millions of dollars rectors convention had booked
birs:..Eckert said the 10,000
more for the city."
downtown rooms have been
filled by baseball fans in July
She speculated more than a
million persons will be drawn
for a four-games series with
Los Angeles and the weekend's
to the city's downtown one way
series with the Pittsburgh
or another because of baseball.
Pirates.
The National League's smallest
"This is really going to be a
city has a population just over
fun thing," she said.
400,000 but nearly two million in
the metropolitan draw area.
However, lodging facilities in
The State Champion Murray
the downtown and near down- High Tigers will have their
town are all but gone already, annual kickoff banquet at 630
not because of the baseball but p. m. September 2 at Holland
because of 10,000 rooms booked Stadium.
by the National Rehabilitation
Tickets may be obtained from
Association convention Oct. 13- the Murray High cheerleaders,
15.
Murray Federal Savings and
The World Series is scheduled Loan or the Bank of Murray.
Oct. 14-15 in the National
The Tigers are scheduled to
Box 243, Murray, Ky.
League team city.
open the season September 5 at
Telephone 436-5539
But the hotel and convention Reidland.
people are telling out-of-towners not to be discouraged.
"There is no problem with
the playoffs," said Oullinger,
noting
that October
is
traditionally a big convention
month.
"Sure, we'll be a little tight
All Boys
.on rooms for the World Series,
Short Sleeve
but we don't want to discourage
Boy's
All Boys
anyone from coming.
Knit
"It's always the same way: if
a person wants to see someBriefs S,1-Shirts
thing, he will get there some
Off
by Hanes
way, they always do."
Sizes 3-20
The hotel-motel association
Oft
will set up a hotline for all
•
member innkeepers to keep the
One Group
others advised of openings, he
Boy's
New Shipment
Good Selection
said. This goes into operation
Boy's Maverick
Boy's
Sept. 1.

Tiger Kickoff
Banquet To Be
September 2

week among top racing drivers.
Popular NASCAR veteran Tiny
Lund died Sunday in a stock
car race. Last week, promising
road racer B.J. Swanson died
of head injuries from a violent
crash.
xocreze=o-o-oc:-=.54>ceo-oc

Standings
By The Associated Press
National League
East
W I. Pct. GB
Pittsburgh
68 55 .553 1
Philphia
67 56 .545
1
2
St. Louis
2/
66 58 .532
M 59 .520 4
New York
58 68 .460 111/2
Chicago
1
2
52 70 .426 15/
montrea!
West
Cincinnati
40
675
83
Angeles 67 57 540 16/
1
2
Los
61 63 .492 22/
S.Francisco
1
2
San Diego
1
2
56 68 .452 27/
56 70 .44.1 TVs
Atlanta
47 81 .367 38/
Houston
1
2
Tuesday's Results
Los Angeles 2, Chicago 1
Atlanta 6, Philadelphia
Pittsburgh 4, San Francisco 0
Montreal 5, San Diego 0
St. Louis 2, Cincinnati 1
New York 6, Houston 3
Wednesday's Games
Los Angeles (Messersmith 1411) at Chicago (R. Reuschel 913)
Philadelphia (Christenson 64) at Atlanta (Morton 15-12).
San Francisco (Halicki 7-9)
at Pittsburgh (Rooker 8-9), (n)
San Diego (Jones 16-7) at
Montreal (Carrithers
(n)
Cincinnati (Norman 8-3) it
St. Louis (Reed 11-9), (n)
New York (Webb 5-5) at
Houston (Roberts 7-14), (n)
Thursday's Games
NO
_ games scheduled_
-aottricon League
East
W L Pct. GB
75 49 .605
Boston
Baltimore
66 56 541
8
New York
62 60 .508 12
Milwaukee
56 68 .452 19
Cleveland
55 66 .455
Detroit
50 74 403 25
West
Oakland
74 50 .597
City 67 54 .554 5
Kansas
/
1
2
60 63 488 13'.'2
1/2
Texas
61 65 .484 14
Cetixicaasg°
Minnesota
58 67 .464 14/
1
4
California
57 69 .452 18
flings Tuesday's Results
Texas 2, Cleveland 1
Chicago 7, New York 6, 11 in Boston 5, Kansas City 0
Minnesota 5, Baltimore 2
inn
CianIgifsornia 5, Milwaukee 4, 15
Detroit 3, Oakland 1
Wednesday's Games
Milwaukee (Slaton 11 13) at
California (Fiyan,.12-12)_
Detroit (bare 7-7) at Oakland
(Siebert 2-3)
Chicago (Wood 12-16) ft Nem,
York (May 11-8)-(0)
Boston (Tient 15-11) at Kansas City (Leonard 8-5), (n)
Baltimore (Grimstey 8-12) at
Minnesota (Hughes 11-10), (n)
Only games scheduled
Thursday's Games
Chicago at New York, (n)
Cleveland at Kansas city, (n)'
Oakland at Milwaukee, (n)
Baltimore at Texas, (n)
Only games scheduled

r-r It's tax deductible. That's just
, one good thing about our plan
to help build your
retirement income
Let me tell you more.

Life of Georgia
Dews low

te800000000800erl
Back-To School Specials
Sport
Shirts
20V0

Shirts

Cut By Eagles
CHESTER, Pa.(AP)- Five
players, including second-year
defensive end Willie Cullers,
have been cut by the Philadelphia Eagles of the National
Football League.
Also put on waivers Tuesday
were third-year guard Mark Ellison, formerly of the New York
Giants, and rookies Keith Rowen, a guard from Stanford;
linebacker Ed Shubert of Drexel; and tight end Bob Bozeman of Mississippi State.
The cuts left the Eagles with
55 players in the Widener College camp, meaning Coach
Mike McCormack has 12 more
cuts to make to reach the regular season limit.
GOLF . .
.
FORT WORTH, Tex. - Jim
Dent won the Tournamemt
Players Division Long Driving
contest for the second year in a
row with a drive of 317 yards, 3
inches.

I

Good Selection
Men's & Boy's

Underwear Canvas Shoes
10%

Jeans

Socks

Sizes 6-18

by Hanes

Belts

Boy's
Lightweight

Jackets

Odd Sizes
Broken Lots
1,4
iz Price

Sizes 12 mos.
to 18 years

Shop Settle-Workman, Quality Merchandise
Reasonable Price. We Appreciate Your Business
New Shipment
Girl's

Socks
By Mercury
& Hanes

Good Selection
Girls

New Shipment
Girl's

Panties

Jeans
& Tops

Sizes 1-14
New Shipment
Girls

All Girls

Sandals
20% on

One Group
Girl's

Saddle Canvas Shoes
Values to S199
Oxfords
79'

At

A

All Girl's

Canvas
Shoes
20% On
Good Selection
Girl's
Lightweight

Jackets
Sizes 2-14

Settle-Workman Co,
306 Main

Phone 753-2447

EtiMeeeileilee.

PAW a sin 101\MIRA I, ray., at°Gut
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Rea
Req
We Reserve the Right to Limit Quantities
We Accept U. S. Government Food Stamps

Prices Good Thursday, August 21 thru Wednesday August 17

Kraft

Gold'n Crisp

79

Orange
Juice

Dixie Belle

Kentucky
legislation
thorough c
before real
granted ir
continous tr.
are issued,
the
prof(
knowledge
techniques
handling of
sections.
Realtor
Tucker Re
tended a tw(
Board of
Kentucky
Realtors re
calls for 0
applicants fi
and college

Potato
Chips

/
1
2Gal.

Saltine
Crackers

Super Value

1lb. Box

3..$1oo.

8 oz. Twin Pack

Bread

Robbins

20 oz. Loaf

390

In Alcohl

Dixie Fresh
Grade "A"
Medium

Harts
Red Sour Pitted

Farland
participate(
stinence ci
Dallas Augi
Robbins,
firm of Robt
S. C., was a
representat:
religion arx
to prepara
mendations
by the Edu
of the Stat
Responsibl
Alcohol.
ECS is a
prbtitOrgan
45 states, F
Virgin Isla]
further a ci
among
s
legislators
help solve]
concern.
memb4
Directors a
for the Al
Men's Res
Robbins is
Vanderbilt I
•Robt
Elwin, hay
reside at
Street, May

Drinks
Your Choice
10 oz.6 bottle
Carton

Pie Cherries
16 oz. Can

With $10 or more order
Limit 2 doz. at this price please

Barna
Peach or Strawberry

With Bottles or Deposit

Preserves
Shedds
Soft

Pine-Sol
Liquid

New Texixe

Coronet

Margarine

Disinfectant

Towels

1 lb. Tub

28 oz.

Glass
Plus

Big Rolls

59' 2 89'

22 oz.

594

Rolls

Lipton

If You Don't Know Your
Meat Ask One of Our Butchers

Armour
Test Tender

Lean Meaty
Beef

Tender Tasty

Club Steak *I Chuck Steak :1* Short Ribs *
*

994

* 9

*
*
*
4 lb. *
.1b.
lb.
:--..
•
$1 49
*****************4**************************
***********
Campfire
*
*
* ARMOUR SLICED

Wieners

*

12 oz. Pkg.

*1

Slab Bacon $14,:)
.1

;
*

*

594

Fresh Lean

*

Armour Star

*

Fresh Sliced

Tea Bags

Pringles

48 Count

New Fangled
Potato Chips

T1j
J

794 594

i

Garden Fresh Produce almost all our produce
comes direct from garden to you, it must be
fresh
• Frosty Acres
No. 1 Red

Potatoes

10 lb. bag

FROZENFOODS
Orange Juice
394

99'

12oz• can

*

Garden Delight

Carrots 1 lb. cello bog 2 for 29' • French Fries

2 lb. bag

394

Frosty Acres Heat 8, Serve

6 oz. cello bog

Thompson White Seedless

Fk

picked u

PRODUCE * 4) FAST FUXIN'

Radishes

10'

Waffles s oz. pkg. 5 for $100
Frosty Acres Breaded

49' • Shrimp
* * "IF YOU MATCH OUR QUALITY .... YOU CAN'T BEAT OUR PRICE" * *

7 a.m. to 9 p.rh.
6 Days A Week

Bathroom
Tissue

$51

Ruby Red

Located in Downtown
Shopping Centers

Si

Retell

Softex

89'

ARMOUR TEST TENDER

*********************************************************

BAD

Salmone
found in
poultry an(
by dirty h
from one f(

10 oz. Box

No Iv
drinks set
just sa
alligators
fighting I
destroyed
through°
Amen
figured S
85.000J
damages.
Chlf
to pick ar
if Spain
Florida. ;
And was
You k
our citize
for thing!
And it sti
Today
with U.S.
And at ti
let you hi
Easily. A
Thu h
Ein the I
Man, Of I
you hank
You !CCUt
and more
can add u
Sd ma
start this
Because.
have to fi

No• F Eloed,
to mtst.tr of

vte
lout 000.0 h
Ethrred Nati

Home Owned
and
Home Operated
Joe M. Parker
and
Sammy Joe Parker
Owners
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•
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▪
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Realtors Urge College Degree
Requirements For Some Licenses

"4
:4

Eligible Students Can Get
Up To $1,400 Through Grants
Students looking for ways to
finance their education after
high school (and how many
aren't these days?) may be able
to receive up to $1,400 a year in
Federal grants in time for the
next school year.
Under the Basic Educational
Opportunity Grants (Basic
Grants) program sponsored by
HEW's Office of Education,
eligible students may be
awarded anywhere from $200 to
$1,400 a year to help meet their
educational expenses. The U. S.
Government does not require
repayment of such awards.
Students who have begun
their post high school education
after April 1, 1973, and attend at
least half-time can qualify.
They may attend any one of the
over 5,000 eligible schools.
These include not only
traditional
colleges
and
universities,
but
also
vocational, technical
or
business schools, and hospital
schools of nursing.
To apply for a Basic Grant a
student must first complete and
submit an "Application for
Determination of Basic Grant

McPherson Attends
Army ROTC Training

Eligibility" for the 1975-76
academic year. These forms
are available from high schools,
colleges,libraries, or by writing
Basic Grants, P. 0. Box 84,
Washington, D. C. 20044.
Within 4 to 6 weeks the applicant will receive a "Student
Eligibility Report", which tells
whether the student has
qualified. When the report is
received, it must be submitted
to the financial aid officer at the
school in which the student is
interested in enrolling. The
financial aid officer will then
calculate the amount of the
Basic Grant award.
A Basic Grant may not cover
more than one-half of the total
cost of education. This includes
tuition, fees, room and board,
books,
supplies,
and
miscellaneous expenses.
In addition to qualifying for a
Basic Grant,a student may also
be eligible to receive any one of
four other financial aid
programs sponsored by the karma NATIONAL WEATHER S VICE
Office of Education. The
THIRTY-DAY WEATHER OUTLOOK—This is the 30-day
financial aid officer is the best
source in checking out these precipitation and temperature outlook tor the nation ac(AP Wirephoto)
other forms of aid.
cording to the National Weather Service.

Ft. Knox, Ky.—Cadet Michael
J. McPherson, 19, a 1974
graduate of Murray 'High
School, attended the basic
Army
Reserve Officers'
Training Corps ( ROTC) camp
here.
Cadets received six weeks of
practical military training
designed to prepare them for
advanced ROTC courses when
they return to school in the fall.
Cadet McPherson is a student
at Murray State University.

who wish to be licensed as real be employed in Kentucky real
estate salespersons.
estate offices.
-'-'Even those of us exRealtors and salespersons
perienced in handling real already in the profession will be
estate transactions will be required to take courses on a
required to take courses regular plan to up-date their
regularly so we will be kept real estate knowledge. The
informed on new developments proposed legislation provides
in real estate, and thereby that, in every three year period,
provide even greater service to the licensed real estate broker
our clients," Realtor Tucker or salesperson must complete a
explained.
minimum of thirty classroom
The local Realtor stated a ten- hours of instruction in
year plan which calls for a specialized courses approved
gradual increase in educational by the Kentucky State Real
requirements will be presented Estate Commission.
SUMTER, S. C.—John M.
to the General Assembly next
Over fifty Realtors from all
Robertson, son of Mr. and Mrs.
January with the full support of major communities of KenFlavil Robertson of 211 S 13th
Realtors throughout Kentucky. tucky attended the meeting at
St., Murray, has been assigned
The plan provides that by the which the plan was adopted. In
to Shaw AFB, S. C., from Korat
late 1980s, a minimum two-year addition to Realtor Tucker,
Royal Thai AFB, Thailand.
associate degree from a other Realtors in attendance
Robertson, an Air Force
recognized institution of higher from Murray were Edna
sergeant,
is an aircraft
Robbins Participates
learning will be required of all Knight, Loretta Jobs, John
mechanic with the 21st Tactical
candidates for the Kentucky Neubauer, Ray Roberts, Guy
Airlift Squadron.
In Alcoholism Seminar real estate broker's license. Spann, Pat Mobley, Jack
He attended Murray High,
Even new salespersons must Persall, Fred Barber, Tripp
School. The sergeant's wife,1
Farland Robbins, Mayfield, complete at least six credit Williams, Bailey Hendricks,
Sheila, is the daughter of,
participated in an alcohol ab- hours of real estate courses Ron Talent, Prentice Dunn and
Howard Anderson of 315 Vine
stinence conference held in before they will be permitted to Bob Rogers.
St.,
Murray.
Dallas August 10-13.
e
Robbins, an attorney in the
firm of Robbins and Robbins, P.
•11111111••••711111•1111111110111111111111111O1
S. C., was among more than 60
LIIII1 W1
representatives of government,
religion and business who met
to prepare specific recomGirl's Bikini
mendations for consideration
II
—.=
by the Education Commission
MIIIIIMIIIIIIIII
111111•11
11111.M11
of the States' Task Force on
1•111•111•111L =is ow II III IIII._._ mill _11111_110
Responsible Decisions about
II II l'"
,
Alcohol.
Sizes 7-14
II r
li
r.ri i II2E1-.11111 LT
ECS is a Denver-based, nonprbrit Organization composed of _ 1 Ef
4111-11•11111111111111511111115055 • ril•11
45 states, Puerto Rico and the
Pkg. of
LAI ••
11 II_11
11.011111.111.11.
Virgin Islands. Its goal is to
7 Asst.
furTher a working relationship
ColorS
111
governors,
among
state
11 1
legislators and educators to
1 11
Ladies Prewashed
help solve problems of mutual
u s
N ll
concern.
Denim
••
member of the Board of
11r-ras•• 11 • as IN RI • we 1. lea
Directors and General Counsel
•11•1111.•111110111111•11111•••••1111
for the American Business
HIGHWAY 64I---MURRAY KY
Men's Research Foundation,
Some items not exact! -as ictured
Robbins is a graduate of the
by Wrangler
Vanderbilt University School of
Law. Robbins and his wife,
2 Panels Approx.36" x 87"
have three children and
Granulated Sugar
reside at 1405 South Tenth
Substitute
Street, Mayfield.
Box of 100 Packets
Special Group
Lady Wrangler
BAD BACTERIA • WI Cr
We atilt have a
Ladies
Salmonella, a bacteria
nice selection
found in raw meat, fish,
of ladies
poultry and eggs, is carried
surfaces
hands
or
by dirty
from one food to another.
Kentucky Realtors are urging
legislation which requires
thorough college preparation
before real estate licenses. are
granted in Kentucky, and
continous training after licenses
are issued, so that members of
the
profession
will
be
knowledgeable
of
new
techniques and concepts in the
handling of real estate transactions.
Realtor Donald Tucker of
Tucker Real Estate who attended a two day meeting of the
Board of Directors of the
Kentucky Association of
Realtors reports the new plan
calls for college degrees for
applicants for brokers' licenses,
and college training for those

Robertson Assigned
To Shaw AFB, S. C.

re•-•r-

Bed
Sheets

ir

-

Pa.

I ••••••

Plastic
Drapes

Sweet 'n Low

,
sr -

,
111-1
' Metal box's with

Reg.$4.17

pint thermos bottle.

Aladdin School
Lunch Kits

Sweat
Shirts

Loafers

88
sale$2

Reg. 56.99

decorated cartoon characters. Complete with 42

Spain
Retires FROM
Pringles
Potato
Chips

Florida.
OR.HOW

AMERICA

5 In 1 Thar. boob
oh* ••••••
••

Nifty
5 in 1
Theme Book

Nifty
Filler
Paper

Paper Mate
Ninety Eight
Power Paint

Scripto
Long Lead

Pen

Pencil

Writes smooth at any
angle.
Reg. 98t

picked upIZORIDAfr
Twin Pack 9 oz.

99

$1099 to$1299

Crayola
Crayons

$5 million.

Panties

Bic
2 Color

Pen
"4=

And Lead Pack
No. B-319

Regular Rule No. 5839 or College
Rule No. 5839. 150 Sheets

Writes Blue and Red. No. M698
Reg.69e

•
No luxury hotels. No
drinks served at the pool.
Just sand and palms and
alligators. And a lot of
fighting for it that
destroyed property
throughout Florida.
Americans in Florida
figured Spain owed them
$5.000.000 in property
damages.
Out government offered
to pick up the tab for Spain,
if Spain would retire from
Florida. Spain accepted.
And was out.
You know, money from
our citizens helped pay
for things back then
And it still does.
Today, you can help
with U.S. Sayings Bonds.
And at the same time, they
let you build savings.
Easily. Automatically.
Thu happens when you
1015 the Payroll Savings
Plan, or but Bonds Acre
you hank. 'tear after year.
you accumulate more
and more savings. And it
can add up to a bundle.
So/ maybe you'd better
start this week.
Because. someday. you'll
have to retire, too.

7•

Shop Early &
Save on all
Your Fireplace
Equipment

Hanging
Baskets
Sirup

v•Dog Irons
Grates
Fire Screens
,..Stove Pipes
Wood Holders

Some items below last yrs. price

WO years at the same location
71 •

Garbage
Bags

Pint-Qt.s.
L'2 gal.Bag to Hold
6 to 10 lbs.

30-33 Gal

5 for874
Wastebasket
20" x 22"

Great for Back-To-s( h .1 decorating

Schaver 6 amp-6 or 12 Volt

Rose
Trellis

Battery Charger
$21476 AMP Automatic
10 AMP

All Aluminum
Reg. $6.59

6 or 12 Volt

$597

$25"

12 Volt Only

6 or 12 volt Motorcycle Battery Charger $10.37
Woodchuk

Noe F Bann far 61 aterest vb. hell
to anent, of S •oas (4'4% tie bra
•savNt to ttttt
an I•ttrest
loud mane alas .4 kOrs1 is. sat be
*Ferrel astol relearnoo

stock
mAmerica.

Freezer
Bags

Wood
Stove

Plastic

•
I
.
U•
.

Ice Cube
Trays
Reg. Size 3 per Pkg 694

Only
•
•
• II

Ito
Sell

w Ideal for
'it

Mini Cubes 3 per pkg./

Thermos Bottle

a•

l imumusemommusuousumumusemvvvemanownonvoi111-V6V
us m•mummuumumummuumsmomumumumumumumswi
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Corn Crop Damage Continues
Despite Long-Needed Rains
WASHINGTON(AP)-Darnage to the corn crop in the upper North Central states is continuing, despite last week's
long-needed rains, the Agriculture Department says.
"Rains eased stresses in
many parts of the corn belt
during the week, but above-nor-

mal temperatures kept topsoil
moisture supplies short for
much of the area," the department's weekly weather and
crop bulletin said Tuesday.
The department is counting
on huge crops of wheat and
corn to calm fears over rising
food prices which may result

Crossword Puzzler

3 Quadrupeds
4 River in
Germany
I Cheer
4 Advantage
5 Noise
6 Hinders
In bed
7-Strict
12 The sell
13 Food program 8 Changed
14 Run easily
9 Neckpiece
10 Slender finial
15 Ventilate
16 Amuse
11 Lair
18 One defeated 17 A state iabbr )
19 Printer's
20 Great Lake
21 Printer's
measure
measure
22 Before
22 Sea eagle
24 Latin
20
conjunction
•est
23 Har,
Russian ruler
27 Harvest
Danish
25
island 33 Exclamation
goddess
26 English baby 36 Part of "to be'45 Ripped
29 Bitter vetch
37 Slender
46 Close
carriage
securely
27 Kiln
30 Man's name
38 Hot
31 Three-toed
28 Fiber plant
47 Siamese
40 Urged on
sloth
41
Piece
for
native
29
out
Symbol
tantalum
32 Man's
30 Baker's
48 Hurry
,
nickname
49 Suffix like
product
43 Article
32 Repeat
44 Former
33 Help
50 Greek letter
34 Sun god
9.(;::4
Zip
9
il6
7
10 1 1
2
Declare
35
37 Pronoun
12
ASS 1 4
38 Man's
4..4
1111
nickname
1
IS
39 Domesticate
40 Girt's name
19
III
:
1;:•:'..;:;:'
;:$;.:
41 Preposition
.4:4,4 C4•:
:4.44
EN
42 Rant
Mil24 111 26
_„Igav4.4sy, 2 i
m22
44 Fruit cakes
Vh:00:0.0.4
%Xi:
47 Three-sided
gg.
27 WI
30
figures
2.9•
51 Fish eggs
52 Female
31
35
412,::lal
relative
'4Vill
N.VIIIM
53 Girl's name
:40:3:4I
39
40
K..4
name
Man's
54
4 55 Arrow poison
46
43
IS Loved one
57 A state (iptir )
ACROSS

gliq
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WrIME100
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MOMM Oarm ORO
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ANOTHER
MILICSAAKE FOR
SPIKE?

40VRE GONNA SPOIL.
THAT 006!

San Francisco Mayor's Home
Is Scene Of Bomb Explosion
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FOR HIRE.
BY ANYONE WHO CAN
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PROFESSIONAL
TERRORISTS. CAN
YOU GET ENOUGH
"BUS/NESS";

ONE OR TWO JOBS
A YEAR ARE ENOUGH
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DAMASCUS, Syria ( API - A
Czechoslovak jetliner carrying
128 persons crashed into a
sandy knoll and exploded early
today while trying to land at
Damascus airport. Alinbrities
said there were only three survivors, two children and a man.
It was the worst air disaster
in Syrian history.
- The four-jet Ilyushin 62 was
coming in for a landing after a
flight from Prague when, at
1:15 a.m., it dipped below the
flight path and ripped into the
hillock about 12 miles south of
Damascus, an official at the
.airport control tower said.
"When it hit it, the plane
jumped up and exploded," the
official continued. "The wreckage came crashing down. Those
who were not killed in the explosion were killed in the fire."
Fire trucks rushed to the
open plain from the airport and
doused the blaze within a short
time, officials reported.
Officials said there were 117
passengers and a crew of 11
aboard the plane, which was on
a flight from Czechslovakia to

Purchase Area
Hog Market

Dan-scus, Baghdad and Tehran.
Rescuers at first found only
two survivors, a man and a
child, and the first announcement from civil aviation authorities said 126 persons were
killed.
But the rescue teams later
noticed movement among the
bodies lying where they had
been hurled by the force of the
crash. They pulled out a small
boy who was taken to a hospital with serious injuries, officials reported.
They said first reports indicated most of the passengers
were Syrians, Iraqis and Iranians and that a few Czechoslovaks were among them.
There was no report of any
Americans aboard.
CSA, the Czechoslovak airline, said the pilot had given no
indication of any trouble before
the crash.
The worst previous air crash
in Syria occurred in 1965, when
54 European tourists were
killed in the crash of a Jordanian airliner.

ORGAN DEDICATION
CONCERT REPRISED
SYRACUSE, N.Y. (API
Music at Syracuse University
Federal State Market News Service
this summer, which includes
August 20. 1975
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Matket (Mt1r00T
flTert, Master
Report Inctudes fl Buying Stations
classes in organ and violin and
Receipts. Act 597 Est 400 Barrows &Gilts
guitar and jazz ensembles, will
'25 lower Sows steady
be capped by an organ week.
$57,00-57 50 few 57 75
US 1-20300lbe
US 1-301134051bo
1156 75-57 25
The highlight of the week,
US 2-4 240-290 Ilm
00-56 75
which celebrates the 25th anniUS 34 200-20 lbs
t5-5 50-56 00
versary of the installation ,af
Sows
DS 1-2770-350 Its
$4550.49 50
the Holtkamp organ in Crouse
US 1-3300450 lbe
ke 50-49 SO
College, Will be a restaging of
US I-34504501bl
$4950-50 50
DS 2-3300-500 lbs
947 50-411 50
the organ's dedicatory concert.
Boars PIS 00-4000

Approsunately 12,000 sq. ft. of
rental space available at 2nd
and Poplar Streets Western

ig

TOM)
cent
Stab
E., 11

pie

the front porch of the Alioto held out little hope that the
home, but officials said no one board would come up with an
was injured.
acceptable offer. He said the
Alioto's wife, Angelina, who union had no plans to meet
was in an upstairs room, again with the board until later
-seemed stunned - dazed," today.
said Bill Ftolph, a security
"All essential police services
guard in the Presidio Terrace are being performed, and there
neighborhood where the Alioto is no existing present danger,"
home is located.
the mayor assured the city's
Alioto rushed to the house 677,000 residents. He vowed
from the hotel where negotia- that unless the strikers began
tions were being held, and reporting for work,"we are gostrike negotiations were post- ing to begin dismissal proceedponed until later today.
ings against all of them."
Al4oto4-- news,
- • 'The strike-by an'eStiinated
secretary, %aid the hand-let- per cent of the 1,300 rank-andtered sign fond after the bomb file policemen in the 1,935-ma
n
exploded at 12:15 a.m. also car- department entered its second
ried-a swastika symbol.
day without major traffic ANTIQUE SHOW. Pen- Alioto said, "No, I don't be- tieups or outbreaks of lawlessnyrile Mall, Hopkinsville.
lieve the police or the police ness. Supervisory personnel
September 17,18, 19 and
strike had anything to do with continued to man telephones
20. For information write
it."
and keep about half the city's
Zajac Presents, 1832
.Visibly shaken, he added, 60 prowl cars on the streets.
Sylvania Avenue, Toledo,
"We have a lot of people fishThe possibility that the bells
Ohio or call collect 419ing in troubled waters. We have of cable cars would be stilled
473-2641.
a lot of sick people!:
and fire protection severely
Alioto, who strolled through curtailed also faced the city.
the seamy Tenderloin district Transit workers have set a
at nightfall Tuesday, had said midnight Thursday strike deadearlier that leaders of the line and firemen continued to
strike faced arrest if they con- take a strike vote of their own.
tinued to ignore a court order
Alioto said the city was
Termite
directing a return to Work.
adopting a "get-tough attitude"
Inspection
"We are going into-court and toward the strike and argued
ask for a warrant of arrest or that San Francisco could not
Avoid Costly
an appearance before that afford the $13 million price tag
Home Repairs
court," he said in a special ad- required by the police wage dedress broadcast Tuesday night. mands.
Who would arrest the striking
He said, "We'll do whatever
policemen remained an unan- is necessary
to vindicate our
Termite &
swered question.
basic belief that policemen
Alioto caucused with local la- don't have
Pest Control
the right to strike."
bor leaders and members of
The police walked off the job
the board of supervisors late Monday
after the supervisors
into the evening, and board approved a 6.5 per cent
pay
president John Feinstein said raise - half.what police and
they were awaiting a police firemen had demanded. The
de1005. 13th St.
response to an unspecified manded 13 per cent increase
753-3914
Phone
offer.
would boost salaries of rookies
But Gerald Crowley, head of- from $16,044 to $18,216
Flies, Roaches
and
the striking Police Officers As- those of captains
Silver Fish Shrubs
from $25,544
sociation, said earlier that he to $29,316.

125 Killed In Syrian
Air trash This Morning

NOTICE

Dark Tobacco Packuig Carp.,
Murray,Ky.,Phone 753-3342

FREE

0-2.0

753-2202

LATEX HOUSE paint sale.
Two gallons for $14.95.
Hughes Paint Store. 401
Maple St.

753-7753

FIRST SOLO-David Hill, 1205 Melrose, made his first solo flight as a student
pilot at the
Murray-Calloway County Airport August 8. Hill, a reporter and photographer for The
Murray
Ledger & Times, is a student in the Thorobred Flying Service student pilot program, with
instructions in a Cessna 150. Johnny Parker is the flight instructor.
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When yea need siniefies,
/nwepseent ee service call
es. Mewing is whet we
knew best. We bey. stews
dowsers wed ether clewing
a/papillose fer reirt.
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SAN FRANCISCO (AP)- A
pipe bomb exploded early today
at the home of Mayor Joseph
L. Alioto as he attempted to
mediate a pay dispute which
sent most of the city's police on
strike.
A sign was found on the front
lawn saying, "Don't Threaten
Us," but Alioto said he did not
think thereNwas any connection
between the explosion and the
police strike. The mayor had
threatened large-scale dismissals and arrests of strike
le4dezt,if the two-day walkout
continued.
The blast shattered windows
and severely damaged the front
door and concrete pedestals on

W. man

"Cleaning Is
Our Business"

--wasersolie-

31

400

JOIN A LEAGUE!
We have women's,
men's & children's
leagues. Special tournament,too.

Corvette Lanes
)
1,15111
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THE MOTHER EARTH
NEWS is here! For
subscription information
contact: Larry Riter, 1503
W. Main, 753-6030.

SERGEANT SCHULTZ, WHAT
ARE YOU 00016 HERE?
"1 5EE NOTHING, COLONEL
HO6AN NOTH/A1666

I-IEY. OUR
TV IS GONE!

DOES IT BEST
2 Notice
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r47!k
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1171IF

from new grain sales to the Soviet Union.
Corn is one of the main feed
grains for animals that produce
the meat that .so heavily influences U.S. families' food
bills. If dry weather makes a
severe dent in the corn harvest
the effect would be felt in higher prices at the grocery store.
The department last week reduced its estimate of the corn
crop for the year by 196 million
bushels. While the department's
revised estimate of 5.85 billion
bushels would still be a record
harvest, agriculture officials in
some states have said the federal corn crop estimates for
their states are overly optimistic.
The department said the
spring wheat harvest.last week
"made excellent progress as
combining passed the one-third
mark." The harvest of the
much-larger winter wheat crop
is 91 per cent complete.
It also said, "prospects for
this year's soybean crop are
more encouraging as rain fell
over much of the growing area
... development of the crop
continues ahead of 1974 and
normal in most states."
The department also said
that despite large crops expected in the United States,
droughts elsewhere are expected to prevent world grain
reserves from being rebuilt.
The new projection placed
the total at 103.3 million metric
tons, an increase of only 3.7
million tons over carryover
stugks. this June
Amonl
ago, the department's Foreign
Agriculture Circular had projected stocks of 111.2. million
tons for reserves.

Yesterdays Puzzle Solved

PAO

A WANT AD

4
t00.110a

IF YOU have a burden, let
us share it. NEEDLINE,
753-6333.

The Murray
Us hammy
ass
Arnekpe-Chlta
Funittara
106 N.6th Street, Murray.Ky
Buy Gold & Silver
Estate Appraisal.
Phone SCSi business 753-0140,
night 753-9232. Store hours Monday 1-6, Tuesday-Saturday 10-6.

LYNDIA
COCHRAN
Dance Studio. Dance
classes and baton. Age 4
ancf-ttp.--PPne 753-4647.

Give your car a new
image. Time for a
check-up,
tighten-up,
tune-up, iron out all
those little wrinkles.

Hutson Texaco
W. Main

5. Lost And Found
REWARD for Coinmaster
I. T. R. Metal Detector,
lost
August 5, at
Fairground gate. Phone
753-7293.

6. Help Wanted
ENGINE
SMALL
mechanic. Write P. 0.
Box 32K.
LINGL CORPORATION,
Paris, Tennessee, has
immediate openings for
experienced draftsman.
With background in
mechanical or machine
design drafting. Call
Manfred Kollman at 6429161 for an appointment to
discuss this opening.
FULL AND PART TIME
sales clerk. Send resume
to P. 0. Box 32M. Starting
salary $2.10 an hour.

I WILL NOT BE responsible for any debts other
than my own, after
August 20, 1975. Jerry
Minness.

OLD
(Owe
Newl
condi
753-08

TWO 61
Good]
rims.
AVON
Call
MIXE
$12.01
Call
VERY
with
back
cabin
Oak ri
Sycar

WANTED RESPONSIBLE
lady to live in private
home and care for elderly
lady. Call 753-8850 between 8 a. m. and 5 p. m.

NORG
wash
Less
753-9f.

BRICK LAYERS wanted in
Hopkinsville, Ky. Call 8868169, 8 a. m. to 4 p. m.
PAGI.IAI'S PIZZA. j510
Main Street. Personal
interviews only.

If You
Need Them:

WANT SOMEONE to stay
at night. Call 753-5560.

Fire
753-1441
Police
753-1621
Rescue
753-6952
Ambulance
753-9112
Hospital Emergency
753-5131

EXPERIENCED
WAITRESS, full time
work. Kentucky Lake
Lodge Restaurant on
Highway 68 in Aurora,

Comprehensive Care...
753-6622
Poison Control 753-7588
Senior Citizens 753-0929
Need line. . . 753-NEED
1,earn to Read . 753-2288

8. Storage Buildings

Social Concerns
Committee and
The Ledger
Times

CONCI
sterec
addin
6907.

MONTI
ft. chi
condi
436-23

el

beginning Aug. 28

OLD
B001
year
300r
Box
Tens

HELP WANTED
National Company has
openings in Sales
Department (Not Insurance Work) Excellent commissions,
Send Resumes to Box 32L
Murray, Kentucky.

Hair Stylist
will be employed

Phone for appointment
753-6474 or 753-8766

TELEI
cabin
condit
7763.

16. Hu

Paulette
Steele Reed
Doris
Beauty Salon

753-7780

5 4-S I
pane
and
maI
Bath
$45.0
decoi
sheet
plywi
eight
$3.25
toPPL
foot.
paint
Fiber
cents
foot.]
$5.75
Truck
Box
Phoni

K

CUSTOM-BUILT Portable
buildings. Maintenance
free. House type conetruCted. Free delivery.
Built on treated skids.
Many in stock., 'Any size
built to order. See to
appreciate. Or? Hicks
Cemetery Road. One mile
south of Cherry Corner off
Highway•121 ,South.

DOUB
trami
Good
Call

16,500
ditior
$50.
$40.CP
$10.0C
131
ELEC
and
Mora
day

SINGI
sews
for w
halal
Cent
Cent

Man
Burg
build
Part:
posit
musl
Mr.
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12 Insurance

The sooner you coil,
tip sooner
FA
you save
sale.
[4.95.
401

Phone 153-0489 fosimaki-,
RUUD 00 MTH

14 Want To Buy
ft a
2nd
stern
corp
2

AN
nce
;e 4
647.-

TOMATO STAKES,54", 15
cents each. Redmon
Stake Company, Hwy. 94
E., Murray.

780

CONCRETE MIXER, FM
stereo 8 track tape player,
adding machine. Call 7536907.

1111
INE
P. 0.

OLD FARM WAGON
(Owensboro
make)
Newly painted, good
condition. $125.00. CO
753-0891.

TON,
, has
rs for
sman.
I in
whine
Call
it 642tent to
;.

TIME
sume
irting
•

19 Farm Equipment
CASE FARM tractor. VAC12. 3 point hitch. $875.
Call 436-5414.

TWO 600,12.30 fifteen inch,
Goodyear tires on Ford
rims. Call 753-3808.
AVON IMYTTLES and cars.
Call 489-2538 or 753-9441.
MIXED FIREWOOD.
$12.00 a rick, delivered.
Call 753-9618.

20. Sports Equipment

22. Musical
REPOSSESSED COLOR
T.V. and stereo. Balance
due. J. & B. Music,
Chtstnut Street, Murray.

SOUND SYSTEM
For Sale
K200 KUSTOM
4 mike head has separate
volume bass, treble and
reverb 5 columns has 4
11 speakers All rolled
and pleated Priced right
Call Frank Gonzales 1531919 or 153-2314 alter 6

VERY OLD DRESSER,
with mirror, $70. Ladder
back rocker, $40. Kitchen
cabinets with roll top, $80. ONE SMALL drum and
case, used 1 year in
Oak rocker,$10. See at 609
elementary
school.
Sycamore.
$100.00. Call 436-5690.

16. Home Furnishings

ha]
iles
InEx,
32L

IBLE
ivate
deny
betp. m.

K1 in
886m.
510
nal

stay

ime
a ke
on
tra,

able
ance
conrery.
kids.
size
! to
icks
mile
off

MONTGOMERY WARD 20
ft. chest type freezer. A-1
condition. $150.00. Call
436-2306.
DOUBLE BED, hollywood
frame, mattress, springs.
Good condition. $20.00.
Call 753-8054.
NORGE HEAVY DUTY
washer. Harvest color.
Less than a year old. Call
753-9538.
16,500 BTU AIR conditioner4100.00.
Stove$50.00, clothes dryer.
$40.00, refrigerator •
$10.00. Call 753-6107.

FORNIICAL SALE. Odd lot
laminated plastics for
cabinet tops. Solid colors
and patterns 40 cents a
square foot. Murray
Lumber Company, 7533161

MUSIC LESSONS
Piano-Organ-Guitar

J. & B. Music
753-7575

BALDWIN PIANOS and
organs. Rent to purchase
plan. Lonardo Piano
Company, across from
Post
Office, Paris,
Tennessee. Also The
Antique Mall, 4th &
Sycamore, Murray,
Kentucky.

PIANO TUNING, repair
and rebuilding, prompt
service. Rebuilt pianos
ELECTROLUX SALES for sale. Ben Dyer 753and service. Call Tony 8911.
Mongtomery,
753-6760,
24. Miscellaneous
day or night.

17 Vacuum Cleaners

18 Sewing Machines

16'60 AM!' Electric service
pole, complete. Call 753SINGER CABINET model,
0870.
sews batkwards and
forwards. $38.00 full
TWO STORY oak log barn.
balance. Murray Sewing
Excellent condition. Call
Center, Bel-air Shopping
753-0870
Center.

Another View
!BROADWAY

BROW511.16
c,„. .7 *1.25
PER1ON

C=l

CZ:Do

27 Mobile Home Sales
TRAILER WITH large
room attached. Located
at Well-Vera Resort on
Kentucky Lake. Fully
furnished, air
conditioned, and electric
heat. Write or call Bill
Oakley, 420 Schenkel
Lane, Frankfort, Ky.
40601, phone 502-875-1900.

D-6 CATERPILLAR dozer
977 cat loader, 4 storage
tanks, and diesel fuel,
Backhoe, 1971 2 ton
Chevrolet dump truck.
Good shape, good price. 1972, 12 x 37, 2 bedroom, all
electric. $2500. Located on
Call 753-9807, 354-6392 or
Highway in Bell City.
97
354-8301.

FIVE SPEED 26" racer.
TELEVISION, B & W,
$70.00. Call 753-0252.
cabinet style, good
condition, $50.00. Call 753- GIRLS 26"
BICYCLE,
7763.
excellent condition, no
speeds. Call 753-2965.
OLD FASHION COOKBOOK. Reprint of 100
1975 DELTA PRO BASS
year old cookbook. Over
boat. 85 Mercury Locator,
300 recipes. $2.00. P. 0.
trolling motor, power
Jackson,
Box
3432,
trim. Call 753-3932 or 753Tennessee 38301.
3226 after 4.

aster
Ttor,
at
'hone

24 Miscellaneous

GOOD USED SINGER
touch and sew in cabinet.
Payments of $12.00 per
month for full balance of
$177.00. Murray Sewing
Center. Bel-Air Shopping
Center.

54-SELECTIONS
of
paneling 4 x 8 sheets. $2.75
and up. Moulding to
match
paneling.
Bathroom vanities from
$45.00 and up. 12-designs
decorative paneling 4 x 8
sheets $4.25 each. 42" CD AGRI-PRODUCTS is now
plywood $4.95 sheet. Five
taking orders for fall
grain bins. We also have
eights inch Particle board
$3.25 sheet. Cabinet
gooseneck grain trailers
in stock. Miracle Span
topping at 25 cents square
farm buildings are ready
foot. Interior latex white
for delivery. Call 753-2958.
paint
$3.95
gallon.
Fiberglass panels at 10
cents to 25 cents square
1950 FORD TRACTOR and
foot. Luan and birch doors
equipment. New rear
$5.75 to $18.75. Ross and
tires, 1966 Buick 2 door
Truck Salvage Mdse. Inc., hardtop
Electra 225.
Box 88, Martin, Tenn.,
Needs body work. Call
Phone 587-2420.
753-7143.

15 Articles For Sale
iew
a
up,
all

18 Sewing Machines

20, 1975

PER
MAYOR RAME
NEW *kW CrIV.

t:=1

it chi.
12 Apartments FOi Rent

38. Pets Supplies

43 Real Estate

47 Motorcycles

THE QUALIFIED personnel at Guy Spann
Realty are waiting to talk
to you regarding your real
estate needs. Our time is
your time. Give us a call
or drop by the office at 901
Sycamore Street, 7537724.

175 KAWASAKI. Very good
condition. Call 435-4165.

1973 YAMAHA 750 chopper.
Excellent condition.
$50.00 and take over
payments. Call 753-8046.

51 Services Offered

51. Services Offered

CARPENTRY
WORK.
Remodeling, room additions, any type of home
improvements. Free
estimates. 436-5840.

WILL MOW lots. Calr 7531980. D. 0. Parks.

ALUMINUM SERVICE
COMPANY siding by
Awnings
by
Alcoa.
Howmet Aluminum or
Rigid Vinyl. No down
payment. Free estimates.
Call Will Ed Bailey, 4928897, Bobby Lawrence
492-8879.

VERY NICE, 1973, 12 x 50 1975 YAMAHA 125 MX.
Call 436-5335 after 5:00
mobile home on 100 x 320
p.m.
lot on Highway 280 East of
Murray about 3 miles.
Home is completely 49. Used Cars 8 Trucks
furnished, including
GRAIN TRUCKS for sale.
appliances.
Moffitt
One 1971 Dodge with 13' WILL PUT PLASTIC
Realty Company, 206
dump. 1965 Chevrolet with
under your house. Also
South 12th, 753-3597.
15' dump bed. Call 435will do small carpentry
4301.
jobs. Call 753-1603.
OWNER LEAVING state,
anxious to sell this neat 3
1969 MUSTANG MACH 1,2 ROY HARMON'S Carbedroom, 1 bath frame
new tires, power steering,
penter Shop (old ice
home, near University.
V-8, 4 speed. Call 753-6965.
plant).
Complete
Has electric heat, some
remodeling and repairs,
carpeting, formal dining
cabinets, paneling, doors,
area, fireplace, above EXCEPTIONALtY NICE,
locally owned. 1968 Buick
formica work, finish
ground swimming pool.
Skylark, two door, power
carpentry, contracting.
$29,500. Contact BOYDand air. If interested call
Phone 753-4124 or 753-0790
MAJORS
REAL
753-5970.
nights.
ESTATE, 105 N. 12th, 7538080.
1967 CUTLASS SUPREME.
HUTCHENS'
JOHN
Two door, automatic,
Plumbing and Electric
ROBERTS REALTY
8500. Call 753-1777.
Repair Service. No jobs
located on South 12th at
too
small.
436-5642
Sycamore
has
five 1973 THUNDERBIRD air
anytime during day.
licensed and bonded sales
conditioner, AM, FM
•
PlIF90449l.1,9.....servo _you - storeeN tabisseheei, -power - -, IPAi•
CLEANING,
plus twenty yekrs exwindows, vinly roof. CARPET
experienced,
very
clusive real estate exRadial tires, low mileage.
reasonable rates,
perience. Call 753-1651 or
$3,500. Call 753-9997
references, free
come by our office. We
estimates. Quick drying.
like to talk REAL 1971 VW,low mileage, new
Call Handyman, 753-9618.
ESTATE.
tires, one owner, good
conditioner. $1,350.00.
44 lots For Sale
ROY HARMON'S CarCall days 753-0388, nightly
penter Shop (old ice
753-2906, or 753.2738.
3.3 ACRES LAND located 8
plant).
Complete
miles west of Paris,
remodeling and repairs,
1956 CHEVY. All original
Tennessee on blacktop.
cabinets, paneling, doors,
equipment. Call 753-9510.
Also 65' x 12' mobile
formica work, finish
home, concrete patio and
carpentry, contracting.
carport. Other buildings 1968 GREEN VW sedan.
Phone 7534124 or 753-0790
8450.00 or best offer, late
on premises. Will sell
nights.
evenings,
Call
753-0672.
mobile home separately.
Can be seen August 24 and
25. Phone 901-247-3306 for 1969 CHEVROLET wagon.
Call 436-5366 or 436-5437.
appointment.
Also 1970 Chev. Pickup
Windom *asked
truck
FIVE ACRES of prime
and
land under new fence with
replaced.
3 bedroom brick home. 1975
GMC
PICKUP
Sutlers Cleaned
Two outbuildings and
TRUCK. In good ConWe
furnish all material
large oak tree in yard. dition, low mileage. Will
and equipment needed
One metal barn with
sell for $4,300 or best
lights and water, 116 x 40
offer. Call 436-2374, 436block utility building with
5638 and 436-2227.
lights and water. Three
miles from court square 1969 NOVA.Four speed, 350
on East side of town, engine, vinyl roof, power
under $40,000. Call 753- disc brakes. Needs some
CONTACT
SHOLAR
8500.
body work. $625.00. Call
Brothers for all your
753-3068.
bulldozing, backhoe work,
$10 DOWN, will buy a large
or trucking needs. Phone
(100' x 200') Kentucky
1969 PLYMOUTH custom
Aurora, 354.8138 or 354Lake access lot. Total surburban station
wagon.
8161 after 7 p m
price of $2995 includes
Full power, air concentral water tap in.
ditioning. $575.00. Phone
Phone, 436-5320 or 436Chain link fence
436-5485.
2473.
Clethesine pees

PROFESSIONAL
JANITORIAL
service.
Daily service, carpets,
floors, walls, furniture.
Call collect 502-335-3506.
CUSTOM DOZER Work.
Cat D7E, A big machine
for big jobs. Ralph
Stewert 901-498-8860
M&B CONSTRUCTION
landscaping,
CO.,
backhoe work, general
hauling, bush hogging,
plowing and &acing. Call
436-2540.

ONE TWO BEDROOM DOGS
sale.
FOR
DO All YOUR LAUNDRY
furnished, electric heat.
ONLY $350.00 down and
Registered pointers 3
Available
FASTER FOR LESS
September 2nd.
take over payments on
months to 1 year. Call 901Call 753-2736
this beautiful 1973 mobile
247-3232 between 8 a.m.
AT THE ALL
home. 12 x 65 foot, three
and 4 p.m., 901-247-5570
WASHER
bedrooms, two baths. ONE, ONE BEDROOM
between 9 p.m. and 10
EQUIPPED
apartment, air conAlmost completely furp.m.
ditioned, electric heat.
nished with select house
Available immediately.
type furniture. Washer,
PARADISE KENNELS dryer, dishwaser, central
Boarding and grooming,
heat and air conditioning,
Pick up and delivery
underpinning, and
Nice New
service now available.
OPEN 8-AM 109-PM
decorative fireplace in
Call 753-4106
Efficiency
spacious living room.
WASH 35' DRY 10'
May be seen only by an
Apartments
Central Highlander
41 Public Sales
appointment. Payments
64I-N
far
.
are unbelievably low:/63- l'ARerISALE
-PartyPitons 753-5163
9844 after 5:30 p. m.
yard sale - men's,
WILL • BABYSIT in my
or 753-5108
women's, boys. Paper
home. Phone 753-6325.
TWO BEDROOM mobile
back books, lots of
home, 11
/
2 baths, carpet,
miscellaneous. 602 Vine
EXPERIENCED ElecUNFURNISHED
air condition. Located on
St., Thursday 7:30 a. m. to
trician needs work. 30
APARTMEN
near
T'
lot 113 in Shady Oaks
5:30 p. m.
years dependable service,
753-7472.
Providence.
Call
Trailer Park. $1,975 for
homewiring, remodeling
quick sale. Call 753-1651
YARD SALE, Saturday,
repairs, service changes,
August 23. From 9-5, L.
daytime, 753-3924 after 5. 33. Rooms For Rent
grain bins & dairy barns.
mile West of Stella.
All work guaranteed. No
ROOMS FOR boys nice and
Clothes all sizes, shoes,
24 x 52 HOMETTE. Three
Job too small. Call 753private. Central air and
purses, toys and dishes
bedroom, 2 baths, un7488.
heat. Kitchen, half block
also aquarium with all the
furnished, central heat
from campus. Call 436- %accessories. Bunk beds
and air.-Call 753-4827.
WINDOWS WASHED, also
5479with chest to match.
yard
work
done,
29 Mobile Home Rentals
reasonable
rates. All
34 Houses For Rent
BIG CARPORT SALE,
equipment furnished. Call
WE BUY used mobile
Saturday August 23, 9-5.
753-5320.
NICE HOME on quiet
1711 Keenland. Hundreds
homes. Top prices paid.
street. Excellent for
of items. Good Christmas
Saddle and Spur Trailer
faculty members. All
EXPERIENCED Weegifts, clothes, and odds
Sales, Paducah. Call 442electric, bricic, 2,200
trician needs work. Free
and ends. Don't miss this
1918 or 443-8226.
estimates. No Joh too
wquare feet, with 2 car
or you'll be sorry'
attached garage. Will
small. Call 753-7488.
31 Want To Rent
consider renting with
YARD
SALE,
August
22
SETTLED, MATURE
KIRBY CARPET CAREoption to buy. Can help
and 23, 9-5. South 16th
student-to-be needs house
cleans rugs of all kinds. In
with financing. Call 753Extended. One mile west
near Murray. Write Larry
business, homes, and
7241.
of
Doran
Road.
Many
Brenton, Route 7, Benton,
institution. Rugs come
items, clothes of all sizes.
Ky.
clean by steam cleaning.
SMALL FURNISHED
Free estimates. 24 hour
cottage near Panorama
GARAGE SALE. Friday
answering service, 500
Shores reasonable rates
MOVING FROM Texas
and Saturday, 8:30 a. m.
Maple. 753-0359.
Call 753-7765.
looking for house to rent
to 4 p. m. 1504 Dudley
with some acreage. Need
Drive. Furniture, clothes,
LICENSED
ELECnot be in top condition A QUIET PLACE IN the
odd dishes.
TRICIAN - Prompt,
hills. Modern 2 bedroom
willing to repair. Please
efficient service. No job
country home with peach
call collect 314-441-0058.
YARD SALE. Friday and
too small. Call Ernest
and apple orchard, also
Saturday, 9 a. m. to 4 p
White. 753-0605.
grap arbor. Bedrooms
32. Apartments For Rent
m. New merchandise,
and bathroom carpeted.
Junior and Misses wear,
GUTTERING BY Sears,
ONE BEDROOM furnished Two rock fireplaces.
at reduced prices. 112 Ash
Sears seamless gutters
refrigerator
Stove
and
apartment. Adjacent to
Murray.
Street,
your
installed
per
fare gees
1975
THUNDERBIRD,
University CAmpus. Air furnished. 13 miles from
Structural pipe
specifications. Call Larry
Sale
Homes
Murray.
For
46
month.
$200
per
GARAGE SALE, 1902
6,009 miles with moon
conditioned. Very nice
Portable pew yerds
Lyles at 753-2310 for free
and clean. Couple only. Call 753-7987 or 901-352- .Gatesborough
Circle,
roof. Call 753-6156.
for
estimate
HUNTING?
3805.
HOME
You
Phone 753-3805.
Friday afternoon August
Perheble dog pens
will find a large selection 1948 PLYMOUTH with 1973
Pavel weave few*
22. All day Saturday,
54 Free Column
Supplies
Livestock
head Gothic weed few'
in all price ranges at
FURNISHED
APART• 31.
August 23 All sizes of fall
V-8 engine, completely
Tones
caret
fence
Wilson Realty, Auction
MENTS. One or two FOR
restored. Call 7534156.
and winter clothes, some
ONE AND A HALF year
SALE CORN fed beef.
Decides weed fence
and Insurance. Across
bedrooms. Zimmerman
real nice used furniture
old, Spayed female dog.
Gates hoe ell sizes
500-600 pounds. Call 753from Post Office, Phone 1965 BUICK
many
Apartments South 16th
other
and
Has had all shots. Honey
LA SABRE.
1980.
AAA
FENCE
SUPPLY
753-3263. Nights and
miscellaneous items.
Street. 753-6609.
colored, _mixed breed,
Power, air, brakes,
Highway 60 Welt 444-6Afi.3
Holidays. Wayne Wilson, steering.
medium sized, short
$350. Call 753NICE FULLY furnished TWO MEDIUM SIZE GARAGE SALE. Two
753-5086, Ron Talent, 753- 0703
haird,
Needs a gentle
ELECTRICAL
ponys. Mother and filly.
WIRING
air conditioned one
1607, Ronnie Pea, 345miles out Highway 121,
owner. Call 753-4307 after
home and industrial, air
Call 753-2736.
bedroom apartments.
2343, Loretta Jobs 753- 50. Campers
Meadow Green Acres
5
conditioning
and
Call 435-4578.
6079. Member M. L. S.
Subdivision, Friday. Men
refrigeration, plumbing
BLACK SADDLE MARE,
and womens clothes,
CAMP-A-RAMA
CARPETED, 4 rooms
Sales.
and heating. Call 474-8841 nvo 6 weeks old kittens
very gentle. Sixteen
electric
guitar.
hair
FOR
SALE
owner.
by
Coachman, Trail Star,
and bath, air conCall 753-8245
or 753-7203.
hands high. call 753-2960.
Beautiful spacious, 3 Fold down, unique, Good
curlers, electric can
ditioning. Adults only
opener,, infant seat,
bedroom home at 1409 used trailers, 42 mile east
Call 753-0548 after 5.
HORSE-QUARTER horse
miscellaneous items.
Dudley. Call /53-4381
of 68 and 641 intersection.
mare. Gentle and well
Draffinville, Ky. Phone
TWO
BEDROOM
trained. Also big horn
COLDWATER, 1 year, 527-7807.
APARTMENT for rent.
*PRESCRIPTIONS
saddle and bridle. Call 43 Real Est, io
new, large 3 bedroom
Furnished, can be seen at
*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
1975 SELLS 8 FT. over cab
901-479-2696.
house.
lot,
2
Extra
large
416 N. 8th after 5 o'clock.
*LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
TO BUY or sell Real
car attached garage, camper for L2 ton pickup.
or
call
Estate.
see
us
at
Approximatel
y
9
x
$1,200.
38. Pets Supplies
patio, separate laundry
NEW TWO BEDROOM
Fulton Young Realty, 4th
12 Weezel ten with
room, central air and
APARTMENT.
All
& Maple Streets, phone
Coleman stove and 3 cots.
THREE
heat,
built-in
range
TOY
and
Poodles,
carpet, disporl, range,
753-7333. We have local
575.00. All excellent
black. AKC registered.
dishwasher. Exdishwasher, washer and
out of state buyers
and
condition. Call 502-247Call 437-4528.
traordinary.
Must
see
to
dryer hookup. Central
and handle property of all
8755 after 5.
I.
489-2493
appreciate.
Call
heat and air. Patio.
kinds, in both Kentucky
BROWN
TO14,
$150.00. Call 753-7550.
Tennessee. We need BY OWNER: 3 bedroom 51 Services Offered
and
CHIHUAHUA, male.'
your listings now. Home
bath, den, large living
Registered, shots. $60.00.
phones Fulton E. Young,
room, fireplace, formal EXPERIENCED
NICELY FURNISHED
PAINCal 753-0856 after 6.
753-4946. Ishmael Stinson,
dining room, 11
apartment, air condition,
/
2 miles SE TER will do interior or
753-3744
of Murray. 753-6956
$50.00 per month. At New REGISTERED, FEMALE,
exterior work by the hour
Concord. Call 436-2427.
or job. 753-8343,
Australiam puppy. Call
Avoid Costly Home Repairs
FIVE ACRES set up for NICE TWO BEDROOM
7534872 after 3.
mobile homes. Located
lot,
3
large
frame
house,
LIGHT
HAULING.
THREE ROOM furnished
near fiamlin, Ky. only a
miles south on 641. Only
Livestock hauling and
apartment, carpeted, MINIATURE
from 'Kentucky
mile
$9,500. Galloway In- small appliances. Call
garbage disposal, lots of
SCHNAUZER puppies, 3
Lake Fifteen mobile
surance and Realty, Call 436-5844 or 436-5472.
closets. Couples onlY. Can
months old. $25.00. Call
home pads already in
Neese swiped eel operated ever 70 yews De set sip
753-5842.
be seen at Owens Food
oasivert
753.3455 after 5 p. m.
mos*,is finished
with space for several
HUTCHENS'
JOHN
Market, 1407 W. Main.
more Extra large deep NEW HOME for sale in ,Plumbing and Electric
COCKER SPANIEL PUPS,
100 South 13th St
Phone 753-39l4
well. Four septic units.
Gatesborough, 1,-2 story, No jobs too small. Call
MURRAY MANOR - All
registered, blonde and
FI,•% Pooches 5rh.e,F,4f, and Shrubt
Electric poles to many of
anytime.
436-5642
contemporar
y
styled.
new, all electric, one and
golden, shots,8 weeks old.
the sites Here is an opFour bedrooms, three
two bedroom apartments.
$65.00. Call 753-5605.
portunity to buy a mobile
baths. Many extras in HAY HAULING!' Truck
Stove, refrigerator, and
home court reasonably.
and crew furnished.
house including cathedral
water furnished. On AKC REGISTERED boxer
John ' C. Neubauer,
Reasonable rates. Call
ceiling, balcony, central
Duiguid Road. just off 641
puppies. Call 247-2502
Realtor, 506 Main Street,
David Benton, 753.7699 or
vacuum and intercom
eSSOC141100
North 753-8668.
MayfieV after 5.
Kentucky.
Murray,
Call 753.9208
753-0123.

MAYTAG
SELF-SERVICE
LAUNDRY

1

753-5320

VVALLIS DR

FREE
Termite
Inspection

,A

Kelley's Termite & Pest Control

Management Team
Man and wife needed to operate new $60,000 Tasty
Burger Store in your town (new concept). Will lease
building, equipment on a percentage basis to the right
party. School you in our procedures, place you in a
position to earn High, High Income. Interested parties
must have $4,000 CASH working capital to start. Call
Mr. James Collect 615-373-2414 inunediatelY.
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Deaths and Funerals
Marvin Billington
Dies This Morning
At Local Hospital

Mrs. Phillips Dies
At Richmond; Was
Former Countian

Robert Lee Orr Of
Puryear Dies With
Rites Held Today

Robert Lee Orr of Puryear,
Marvin C. Billington of
Word has been received of the
Murray Route One, Rob Mason death of Mrs. Brooks Radford Tenn., died Monday at six p. m.
Road, died this morning at 8:05 Phillips, formerly of the at the Puryear Nursing Home.
at the Murray-Calloway County Kirksey community, who died He was 82 years of age and a
Hospital. His death at the age of at her home in Richmond, Va., retired farmer.
The deceased was a member
65 followed an extended illness. on Wednesday, August 13.
of
the North Fork Baptist
The Murray man, a retired
Phillips,
Mrs.
age 84, was
farmer, was a Member of the preceded in death by her Church. Born February 13, 1893,
Sinking Spring Baptist Church husband, F. L. Phillips, in 1953. in Henry County, Term., he was
and the Sturdy Soldiers Sunday Also preceding her in death the son of the late Samuel and
School Class of that church.
were two sisters, Mrs. Mittie Mandy Stiler Orr. His first wife,
His wife, the former Willie Hughes of Kirksey and Mrs. Doshie Swift Orr, preceded him
Mae Richerson, died April 8, Gray R. Story of Detroit, Mich., in death. He lat?.r married the
1974. Born March 29, 1910, in and two brothers, Tom Radford former Chester Swift in May
Calloway County, he was the of Detroit, Mich., and Homer G. 1936 and she survives. One
sister, Miss Betty Orr, preceded
son of the late James M. Radford of Kirksey.
Billington and Maggie Kelley
The deceased was a retired him in death.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Billington.
elementary school teacher and
Survivors are one daughter, resided in Berea, Ky., for about Orr; two daughters, Mrs. Opal
Mrs. Ronnie ( Wanda Faye) forty years before moving to Kennedy and Miss Shirley Orr,
Walker, Murray Route One; one Richmond, Va., about a year both of Puryear, Tenn.; one
son, Mason Billington, 1515 ago. Mrs. Philips was the stepdaughter, Mrs. Katherine
Henry Street, Murray; three daughter of the late Nick Stewart, Paris, Tenn.; four
grandchildren, Sarah DeLynn Radford and Alice Feezor sons, Nathaniel Orr, Cottage
Walker, Jon Mark Billington, Radford of Calloway County. Grove, Tenn., and Telus, J. B.,
and Phillip Billington.
Mrs. Phillips is survived by and Orval Orr, all of Puryear,
Also surviving are two one daughter, Mrs. Len Schultz Term.; one sister, Mrs. Letha
sisters, Mrs. Sallie Williams, and two grandsons of Rich- Harding, Cottage Grove, Tenn.;
Murray Route Six, and Mrs. mond, Va. Local survivors six grandchildren; four great
Maude Cook, Murray Route include a niece, Mrs. J. R. grandchildren.
Funeral services are being
Two; six brothers, Rev. D. W. (Lynn) Smith of Kirksey, and a
Billington, Cadiz Route Four, nephew, Bun H. Hughes of held today at two p. m. at the
chapel of the McEvoy Funeral
Alvis Billington, Murray Route Backusburg.
Six, Henry Billington, Murray
were
Funeral services
held Home, Paris, Tenn., with Bro.
Route Three, Calvin Billington, Saturday at the Wray Funeral Billy Turner of Jonesboro, Ill.,
South Ninth Street, Murray, Home, Berea, with burial in the officiating.
Serving as pallbearers are
Jimmy Billington, South 16th Berea City Cemetery.
Freddie and Rickie Orr, Jerry
Street, Murray, and Woodrow
and Larry Kennedy, Tommy
Billington, Akron, Ohio.
PASS CPA EXAM
Veazey, and Benny Fries.
Funeral arrangements are
Two persons from Murray Burial will be in the Paschall
incomplete, but friends may
call at the Blalock-Coleman have passed the Certified Cemetery.
Putierai Heme after seven p.m, Public Accountantaxaminatiore,
according to an annou.n&ment
tonight (Wednesday),
from the State Board of Accountancy. They are Donald R.
Lett and Robert B. Wright.
Revival services are now in
progress at the Russell's Chapel
LAKE DATA
United Methodist Church and
Kentucky Lake, 7 a. m. 356.6 -- will
continue through Friday,
Worship services will be held up 0.1.
August 22.
Below
dam 301.8, no change.
at the almo Heights Pentecostal
Dr. James A. Fisher, Sr.,
Barkley Lake,7 a. m. 356.4, no minister
Church on Thursday, August 21,
of the First Church,
change.
starting at 7:30 p. m.
Murray, is the speaker for the
Below dam 303.3, down 0.7. services
Bro. Earl Ledford of Camden,
at 7:30 each evening.
Sunset 7:44. Sunrise 6:17.
Tenn., will be the speaker. The
The church and the- pastor,
Moon rises 7:24 p. m., sets Rev.
public is invited to attend, a
Ronnie Gordon, invite the
6:11 a. m.
church spokesman said.
public to attend.

Russell's Chapel
Holding Services

Services Planned
At Almo Church

Grain Frauds Causes Buyers To
Pay For Federal Inspections

Flat Pattern
Class Slated
For Evenings
An evening flat pattern class
will be offered during the fall
semester by the Department of
Home Economics at Murray
State University as an accommodation to people who
cannot attend regular daytime
classes.
Dr. Alice Koenecke, chairman of the department, said the
course
entitled
Home
Economics 521, Flat Pattern
Design, is open for either
graduate or undergraduate
credit or for audit to anyone
who knows the basic principles
of sewing.
To meet from 6 to 9 p.m. on
Mondays beginning Aug. 25 in
Room 405-N of the Applied
Science Building, the course
will be taught by Miss Sue
Fairless, assistant professor of
home economics.
She said the course will help
students to understand grain
lines, pattern fittings and
alterations. Each student will
design and make a costume as a
project for the class.
Registration for fall classes
on the campus is scheduled
Monday and Tuesday, Aug. 2526, with the registration process
to continue until 6 p.m. Aug. 25
for the convenience of people
who cannot register earlier in
the day.

NEW ORLEANS(AP)-The
great ripoff along the grain
docks here has upset foreign
customers to the extent that
many export buyers now pay
extra just to make sure they
get what they pay for.
Harlan Ryan, chief of the
U.S. Department of Agriculture's grain division here, said
40 per cent of the grain shipped
out of New Orleans these days
is federally inspected.
"It's working us to a
frazzle," said Ryan.
Normally, his 57 inspectors
merely spot check the accuracy

of private USDA-licensed
agencies which grade and inspect corn, wheat, soybeans
and other grains loaded onto
ships in this port area.
Full federal inspection was
unusual.
But criminal profits in the
millions are reported skimmed
off the $14 billion worth of
grain exported annually and a
continuing federal investigation
of theft and fraud has resulted
in indictments against 48 men
and four companies at New Orleans, with more expected.
In reaction, some buyers for

Evening Courses Scheduled
By Creative Expression Dept.

Fourteen evening courses will
offered during the fall
semester to begin the week of
Aug. 25 at Murray State
University by the College of
Creative Expression.
Dr. Joe N. Price, dean, listed
these evening courses to be
available along with their
meeting times, places and instructors:
Monday-Speech 161, Basic
Speech, 6 to 9 p.m., Room 307,
Wilson Hall, Dr. Carroll
Harrison; and Speech 585,
Survey of Rhetoric, 6 to 9 p.m.,
room 307, Wilson Hall, Dr.
James Biggs.
Tuesday-Speech 573,
Theories of Argumentation, 6 to
9 p.m., Room 312, Wilson Hall,
Dr. Vernon Gantt; and Music
154, Wind Sinfonietta, 6 to 8
p.m., Rbbrn 216, Price Doyle
Two persons from Murray, Fine Arts Center,
Paul Shahan.
Jetta Carol Culpepper and
Thursday-Journalism 670,
Quava Smith Honchul, received
degrees at the August 16th Research in Philosophical
commencement exercises at Concepts,6 to 9 p.m., Room 15,
George Peabody College for Wrather Hall, Dr. Robert
Teachers at Nashville, Term. McGaughey; Music
120,
Miss Culpepper, daughter of Beginning Guitar, 6 to 8 p.m.,
Mr.arid Mrs. Palmer Culpepper Room 214, Price Doyle Fine
of Murray Route Eight, Arts Center, Elmo Reed; Music
received a Specialist in 153, Brass Choir, 6 to 8 p.m.,
Education degree in library Recital Hall Annex, Price Doyle
Fine Arts Building, David G.
science.
Mrs. Honchul, wife of Delbert Elliott; and Speech 540, History
Honchul, received a Master of of the Motion Picture, 6 to 9
p.m., Room 310, Wilson Hall,
Library Science degree.
be

Degrees Granted To
Local Person At
Peabody College

Lawrence Suff
Monday-Wednesday-Art 457,
Modern Architecture, 7 to 8:15
p.m., Room 431, Price Doyle
Fine Arts Center, Trond Sandvik; Art 557, Modern Architecture, 7 to 8:15 p.m., Room
431, Price Doyle Fine Arts
Center, Sandvik; and Music 123,
Orchestra,7 to 9 p.m., Room 216
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center,
Neale Mason.
Tuesday-Thursday-Art 404,
Drawing,6 to 9 p.m., Room 513,
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center,
Luke Oas; and Art 504,
Drawing,6 to 9 p.m., Room 513,
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center,
Oas.
One evening graduate class in
the fall, Art 604, Drawing, also
to be taught by Oas, will have
time and place arranged.
Each of the courses carries
three semester hours of credit
except the music courses, which
carry one semester hour of
credit each. The 600-level
eourses are for graduate credit
only, while the 500-level courses
may be taken for either
graduate or advanced undergraduate credit.
Registration on the campus is
scheduled
Monday
and
Tuesday, Aug. 25-26, with the
registration process to continue
until 6 p.m. Aug. 25 to accommodate students
registering for night classes.

export have taken to making
"federal appeals" in order to
bypass private grain inspectors.
It costs an extra $2.25 per 1,000 bushels for federal inspection, plus $18.30 per overtime hour, with inspectors
working 15 hours a day.
The hours are often unpleasant, since private inspectors
go through the motions of the
job right beside the federal
men. Ryan calls it "a true exercise in futility."
A ship that recently took
aboard 1.4 million bushels of
Iowa corn had a federal inspection bill that totaled
$22,203.
The $22,203 bought federal assurance that the ship was
clean; the corn not sour or infested with weevils; that it was
of good No. 2 yellow grade, not
a lesser grade palmed off as
No. 2 at the same price; and
that there actually were 1.4
million bushels in the holds.
Foreign buyers have long
complained about short weights
and misgrading, but they had
little recourse once it was delivered.
Sen. Dick Clark, D-Iowa, attached heavy political significance to the fact that sheer
market pressure already had
forced a private inspection system to become 40 per cent federal.
"It goes to show that somebody, like the customers, believes in a federal inspection
system," said Clark.
His reform bill to create such
a system, financed by fees, has
drawn opposition from the Ford
administration, on the grounds
that there is a need for less
federal regulation, not more.
BOND SALES
The sales of Series E and H
Savings Bonds in Callow,*
County during June were
$15,080. Sales for the first six
months of the year totaled
$182,143 or 46.3 per cent of the
annual goal. The county's annual goal is $392,900. Sales for
the same period last year were
$176,993.

Mrs. Housewife:

Why You Should Buy Freezer Beef!
Because

1. YOU WILL SAVE MONEY ON YOUR FOOD BUDGET
2. YOU ARE GUARANTEED TENDER, DELICIOUS
MEAT AT EVERY MEAL.
3. CONVENIENCE: IT IS EASIER TO PLAN MEALS BECAUSE
YOU KNOW WHAT YOU HAVE ON HAND.
ELIMINATES DAILY SHOPPING.
4. STEAKS FOR OUTDOOR BARBEQUES WILL BE IN
SHORT SUPPLY AND EXTREMELY HIGH THIS
SUMMER AND FALL •

Why
Pay
More?

Hind
Quarter

Guarantee
All Our Meat

Guaranteed for
Tenderness and
Flavor
If not sotisified
your order will
be replaced package
for package
WITHIN 10 DA YS

90 DAYS SAME AS CASH
CHARG
IT
E
BEEF HALVES Sic

Why pay
Morem
10 lbs.
Mots.

*We

Customers
lb
first
lo Purchase...MEI
*0

Charge te

Avg. Wts. 300-575

Front
Quarter

Here's how it works, 90 days same as cash.
Payments 30 days apart - first payment 30
days after purchase - or take up to 6 months to pay.
To-All Who Qualify

59c

84C
Avg. Wts. 165-225 lbs.

We're
Proud
Of What
We
Sell

ALSO AVAILABLE

Avg. Wts. 165-225

Primal Cuts 99' - 1149

WEIGHT DEPENDS UPON CATTLE AVAILABLE

and many more bargains
for home freezers

for remodeling and
closed
be
will
We
til Sept. 27.
27
Aug.
from
vacation
the price of beef
before
now
Call
goes up.

FREE...

30 lbs. Pork Variety for 350 lbs. of Primal Cut.
. 70 lbs. Hog Cuts with 600 lbs. Primal Cut Order.
10 lbs. Pork with 175 lbs. Primal Cut Order.

STOCK MARKET
Prices el stock at local bewail at n(1!:
EDT,•today, harniahed lo the Ledger
nines by First dlichlpa, Corp., at
Malmo,are as Mown
U S. Homes
Kaufman k Broad
Ponderosa *stems
Kimberly Clark
Union Carbide
W. R.Grace
Texaco
General Elec.
GAY
C•graacitic
Georgia
Riser
Jim Walters
Kirsch
Disney
Franklin Mint

54
7%
64 -4
TM
5111% -1%
254 +.
24 -4
43% -4
54 -411
214 4
254 -1
IV"

-1

14 +4
40%
24% -4

Prices et gado it teed Went at Boom
today hrnished to the Ledger it Ileses by
I. M.Simon Cs. are asteams:
17% -1%

Airco
Amer. Motors
Ashland Oil
AT&T
Boise Cascade
Ford
Gen. Motors
Gen. 71re
Goodrich
G Lilt Oil
Pennwalt
Quaker Oats
Republic Steel
Singer
Tappan
Western Union
Zenith

5'1,
11

-;i1

19% 4
47% 4
214 4
37% -4
441% -14
14% -4

ier..
,

20 --.
22% -1
164 one
304 -44
11%
5% -4
12% -"4
22% -2,4

Mrs.
produce

Ft Riley, Kan.- Cadet Sandra K. Hargrove, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. James R..
Hargrove, Route Z Murray,
completed Officers' Training
Corps camp, here.
She participated in six weeks
of practical military exercises,
including communications, intelligence processing, and
self-defense. Upon successful
completion of the program,
she was to be commissioned
a second lieutenant.
She is a student at Murray
State University.
(U.S. ARMY PHOTO)

Prices Guaranteed
Now thru August27
Only Due to Fast
Changing Beerrearket

Call Now
153-0020-753-0021
For Appointment
WATCH YOUR
BEEF
PROCESSED
WHILE YOU
WAIT
Hours
10 o. m.-8 p. m.
Mon. thru Fri.
Sot. 10 a. m.-6 p. m.
CLOSED SUNDAYS
DEAR CUSTOMER
All Beef sold hanging weight sub)ect to average waste 10% to
oepenchng on your culling preterence

- Call Now
7510020 or
753-0011
For
APPoinfinent

LYNN'S BET
TER
ME
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641 South of Murray at the old Murray Auto Auction Lot.
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Board Of Ethics Drafts Code
Of Behavior For Legislators

The Murray Ledger & Times
Sectitin 7.1c() - Page.1.3

Wednewlm. -Iugust 20. 197.;

KKK Told Not To
Carry Guns At Rally

....34% -1
.... 14 +%
_4144 -45
24% -44
at noon
& Times by

MAYFIELD, Ky.(AP) — Ku
Klux Klan members planning a
rally near here on Friday have
been told that they won't be
allowed to carry guns and that
those who do will be jailed.
Graves County Atty. Benjamin J. Lookofsky said Tuesday that Klansmen will not be
allowed to carry weapons.
He issued the order after
Phillip Chopper, grand dragon
of the Kentucky Ku Klux Klan,
said some members planned to
carry "rifles and shotguns to
protect Klansmen from fanat-

..17% -I%

Pat Hearst
Look- Alike
Is Sought
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Mrs. Thelma McDougal displays the huge tomatoes she
produced in the Senior Citizens Community garden.
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, FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The Legislative Board of Ethics
believes it finally has come up
with a satisfactory code of behavior for state legislators.
Any reasonably prudent legislator can live with it," said Al
ics, if necessary."
Lookofsky said he told Chop- Dix, a Frankfort newspaper
,.)er that any unauthorized per- publisher who helped draw up
son displaying a weapon at the the fifth and final draft of the
measure which won unanimous
rally would be jailed.
"If guns become a problem. approval of the board Tuesday.
Sen. Ken Gibson, D-Madisonit might help your boys out to
tell them not to have them," vile, the chairman, said the
Lookofsky told Chopper. "We draft attains a double aim—
might not have room for them "acquainting legislators and
legislative candidates with the
up here."
type of conduct expected of
would
rally
Chopper said the
be peaceful but that he had no them and letting the general
control over persons who might public know what's expected of
those they elect."
conceal weapons.
Kentucky never has had a
Graves County Sheriff Burl
Youngblood discounted Chop- comprehensive statute on legisper's statement that Klan lative ethics. Until almost two
members needed protection, years ago it never had a group
saying his officers could take supervising such behavior.
Since the board of ethics was
care of the situation.
"That's all right if you will created in 1974, it has been disstand out there and keep some cussing what it should do and
fanatic from shooting a half what it should allow legislators
to do.
dozen of us," Chopper said.
Matters such as outright
The Klan leader had, been
subpoenaed to testify con- bribery were simple to list,
censure and assign penalties.
cerning the rally.
Lookofsky said he looked for But the subject ,g,, what cona satutory reason to prevente stittitis. conflict of interest
the rally but could not find one. caused endless wrangling, and
He said Chopper was called the board even heard a case
to testify "to make sure no with such overtones.
It declared last March that
laws are to be violated."

Cracks In System
Cause Readmissions
"follow-up is done only if the
By WILLIAM BRADFORD
patient does it — -comAssociated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — prehensive care doesn't."
The over-all readmission rate
all the state hospitals is
for
State
Kentucky
An Eastern
Hospital official says because around 65 per cent, said Ashar
of -many cracks ... in the sys- Tullis of Louisville, head of the
tem" his facility readmits 75 to Kentucky Association for Men80 per cent of the mental tal Health.
Dr. Don Ralph, an assistant
patients it discharges.
The problem is that com- to Health Services Commissionprehensive care centers don't er William McElwain, said
follow up on discharged most comprehensive care cenpatients well enough, Dr. Mi- ters do well on follow-up. He
chael Schaffer told a special said all the centers have strong
legislative committee on men- follow-up policies.
The centers are operated by
tal health facilities Tuesday. He
corpovernmental
semi-go
Eastern
Ls medical director at
rations, with substantial state
State, located in Lexington„
Efforts to improve in-house and federal funds.
John Gergen, who became
care at the hospital has had
commislittle effect on patient read- deputy health services
commusaid
week,
last
sioner
that
missions, he said, adding
the
the problem could be in the nication is poor between
centers.
the
and
hospitals
state
prepares
way the hospital
probpatients for release and turns He said he is certain the
six
within
corrected
be
will
lem
centers.
care
to
them over
months.
If a patient does now show up
Schaffer said Eastern State
at a comprehensive care center
has discontinued the
Hospital
the
on the date scheduled by
hospital, the center doesn't try practice of putting everyone
into one
to find out what happened, he from a certain area
ward. Patients now are assaid.
of
"If the patient doesn't keep signed according to the type
need.
they
care
that one appointment, he's lost
The committee, headed by
... until he has trouble again
Sen. Clyde Middleton, RState
and is readmitted," he said.
the
Dr. John Uzzrnan, medical di- Covington, had criticized
a
in
approach
unit
geographic
HospiState
rector at Kentucky
tal at Danville, agreed that preliminary report.

•

LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — A
spokesman for the FBI says the
federal agency is interested in
interrogating three persons for
whom the Kentucky State Police issued an all-points bulletin
on Tuesday.
State Police issued the bulletin after a stolen credit card
was used to buy an automobile
in Frankfort
Police said the owner of the
car lot Said the vehicle was
purchased by two men and a
woman and that the woman
"looked" like fugative Patricia
Hearst.
Officers said one of the two
men is wanted for questioning
in connection with the slaying
of Diane Louise Klaas, 18, of
Rockford, lll., last week.
The girl was beaten to death
with two rocks and a State Police detective said it was the
most brutal slaying he had seen
in three decades.
State Police said they had no
evidence,other than the car lot
owner's description, that the
woman might be Miss Hearst.
And the FBI spokesman, who
asked not to be identified by
name, said it is routine for
agents to question persons
whenever someone claims to
have sighted Miss Hearst.
"Every time we get a report
on anybody who looks like Patricia Hearst we immediately
send out agents," the FBI
spokesman said. "We've already had agents in Frankfort
and down here, where we got
the call to begin with."
He said a jewelry store clerk
in Louisville had called the FBI
earlier in the day about a woman customer resembling Miss
Hearst.
"At the present time, it's a
look-alike, and at the present
time we have no leads on
where they are," the spokesman said. "We would be very
interested when they are picked

V

MurrayHome&Autoquill/ace
Texas Instruments

II/AMU/kW

A "ittiss/avis

mURRAY get Air Center
1011111711
MAYFIELD On The Square
PADUCAH Downtown Minnen's II.
8 Crossroads

20" Rotary Mower
Reg.
$109.95

CHRISTEN

8-DIGIT
CALCULATOR

PAPER LOG 11998
ROLLER

Adds, subtracts, multiplies
and divides. ..and fits in
F X22
your pocket.

Makes newspapers into fireplace logs; requires no liquid
additives. 57-700-3

SOLID-COLOR
LATEX STAIN

REG. 8.95

Home 8. Auto
Coupon

Murray

55

99

7GAL.
Lasts twice as long as conventional oil stains. Brings out beauty,
enhances texture on rough or
smooth wood, indoors and out.
Resists blistering, fading. In 21
rustic flat colors at this price.

A_Wf.$15PJ)
-Lottiist 7

Extra Special

so ft. Vinyl
Gorden Hose

RU TEST

pp

Pre-Washed

leg. 12.99

Murray Home & Auto
—
—Coss

1799
GAL.
Ar
Custom Colors Higher
Gives a rich, scrubbable finish to
walls, ceilings. Covers most surfaces in just one coat. Applies
easily, dries fast. Painting tools
clean easily in soap and water. 48
decorator colors and white.

18" PICNIC
GRILL

299

Legs slide in to use, slide
out for compact storage.
Three-position grill.
116

Special

994

ragjeans!!
Reverse Stitch T-Shirt '11
Sizes S-M-L

Fast-growing • provides
quick cover at low cost'
Laboratory -tested blend,
crabgrass free 48786

Big V inside diam solid
brass couplings T666 6G

SAT-N -HUE FLAT
INTERIOR LATEX

FLAT INTERIOR LAID

Sizes 5-13

QUICK-GRO
GRASS SEED99

Nylon -reinforced for strength

SAT-N-111 E

$16

$1175°

Our most popular—for good
reason! Powerful 3-hp engine, easy-lift starter, full
underdeck baffling. Blade
disc prevents scalping; 5
position height adjusters.
Many safety features.
Comes assembled. 60-T204

1988

1 thirnIN
tittrr41,
OpP// Nighn

HARDWARE STORE

Phone 753-2571

Chestnut Street

REG. 9.98

up,',

Sen. Kelsey Friend,- D-Pike- course of conduct which will that fall within conflict of interville, committed "no-actionable not tend the raise suspicion est and what a lawmaker
wrong" in voting in 1974 for a among the people of the com- should do if such exists.
For example, under the problack lung lawyers' fee bill monwealth" that they are viotheir
a legislator may intrust.
lating
posal
firm
law
Friend's
though
even
troduce but not vote for a bill
is a prosperous practitioner of
Then it spells out ethical be- in a conflict of interest situsuch cases.
The 22-page proposal corn- havior, indicating the bounds ation.
lanes all existing statutes pertaining to legislative conduct
and also attempts to serve as a
code in simplified form.
It now goes to the Interim
Committee on State Government, which will decide whether to prefile it for the 1976 session.
The board decided against
gaining some control over lobbyists, although such control
recently has been suggested by
several lawmakers.
However, the lobbyist-legislator relationship is mentioned,
and some of the heaviest penalties—a five-year prison term
and a $5,000 fine—are proposed
fer lobbyists who violate specific provisions.
Dix said the board also decided against severely limiting
how legislator earns money outside the General Assembly.
He said that since Kentucky
does not have annual sessions
the lawmakers are not paid
enough to forego various other
THAT'S A CUKE—Oscar McLain of Hazel Route 1 grew this
compensation.
16
inch cucumber in his garden this year. Displaying the long
The draft calls for legislators
is McClain's grandson.
cucumber
a
pursue
to
to "endeavor

Valvoline
lOw-40
Special
Reg.'
$59.99

99
39
$

REMINGTON "NYLON 65'
AUTOMATIC 22 RIFLE

Durable Nylon stoc‘ .ightweight Holds 1.4 Long Rifle
cartridges. Top-of-gnp thumb safety. Weather resistant

Pbce
CB-133
ot

l

Reg. S124.95
Special

95
99
$

:
Atati
r
a

7- .el
, .0111

VALVOLINE
Limit
10 qts.

Motor
Oil
Weel-end
Special

Our Bridal Registry
is open
Please Come By
New Shipment

Indian Jewelry,
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Grade A Large

CASH POT

Eggs

This$
Week
Win
Last Week:

Del Monte

6'2 oz.
Can

Limit 3 Please

Limit 2 Doz. With 1.50 Add Pur. Excluding lob & Dairy Products

We Reserve The Right
To Limit Quantities
Eversweet

BEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER

Prices Good Thru Aug. 25th

$14
9
One Pound Pkg.

Tuna

Bacon

39c

Arrowheads Wieners
Swiss
Steak

Reelfoot

BEA
Portui
jured.

49

Cc

12 oz. Pkg.

Family
Pack
Riverside

English Cut

Tissue

Cut Up

,cHoic-f)

Edon
4 Roll
Pkg.

Barbara Drake
Murray
Card Not Punched

99c Bologna

Notit

Chuck Roast..

10
-

Showboat

Pork & Beans
,a!1[
, 00

Lean Bonless

•

Chuck Steak

CHOICE

Stew Meat
Scot Lad

16 oz. cans8

Merit

Showboat

Spaghetti

Pringles

Or. Juice

4

Coronet

3 11 oz!100
Cans
Limit 3 Please

Towels
Root Beer
Dad's

Heinz Strained
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Jai
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Steak Sauce
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Peanut Butter Tomato Juice
COUPON
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[lipid'''.

Dove
-
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Bot.
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Exeyes 8-26-75
Good Ohl .M Storeys

;
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•
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0B-3254-5
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Breakfast
Drink
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sl°

Expires 8-26-75
Good Only At StOre s _

49.
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Can

COUPON
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043685

'COUPON
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I I "1 1
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042605 '

N42606

Easy Off

Window
Refill
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Expires 8-26-75
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600d Only
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Spray

Sani-'
Flush
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IL
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Bread
pipe 00 $100
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Pack

Loaves
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#29052

Betty Crocker

Potato
Buds .

79
Expires 8-26-75
Good Only At Storeys

COUPON
Limit 1 Per Family
N08086

COUPON
Limit I Per Family

COUPON
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008087
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Nature Valley
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Tuna
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UK Sociologists
To Study Problems
Facing Kentucky

ANNUAL AUGUST
Diamond Cluster Spectacular

A statewide survey of public
community
opinion
on
problems, government spending, and vital issues facing
Kentucky is being conducted by
sociologist at the University of
Kentucky.
The purpose of the survey is
to provide state and local
government officials with accurate information about the
needs and wishes of Cornmonwealth residents regarding
government policies and services. The survey is being
directed by Babel J. Burdge
Warner.
and
D.
Paul
from the Diamond
We made hug. pi/ft/Rises months ago
increases. This
sociologists with the University
price
Centers of the world, prior to sharp
reductions for
of Kentucky College of
price
traditional,
our
fact, coupled with
passible.
savings
Agriculture.
these
our Annual Diamond Sale make
Budge and Warner plan to
use a questionnaire to gather
public opinion. During the week
of August 18, questionnaires will
be mailed to a random sample
BEATEN AT RALLY—Participants of a Communist Party Rally in a sports arena in Alcobaca,
of 5,000 adults throughout the
inseriously
was
He
rally.
the
opposed
which
Portugal, beat and kick a man who was in a group
Commonwealth. Because of
jured.
scientific procedures used in
(AP Wirephoto)
selecting persons to complete
the questionnaire, results of the
survey can be used to accurately represent the opinions
of all Kentuckians.
The questionnaire will ask
people their---opinions on
problems in their community,
on what programs they think
governments
fees now are inadequate to al- state and local
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — the state licensing boards.
and
The committee sent back to low it to hire the number of should be spending money,
Consumer cooperatives — in
some of
what
they
about
think
it
addition to producer co-nps — subcommittee a bill to transfer— sanitation inspectors needs.
the major issues facing Kenwould be created in Kentucky funds from 26 state professional
The committee approved for
under a bill approved for pre- licensing boards to the state prefiling with no expression tucky today.
The survey covers a wide
filing by an interim legislative treasury, beginning July 1, bills that would:
range of topics, according to
1978. The bill would require
committee.
—license shorthand ( court)
Burdge and Warner. People are
A group of citizens in Berea each board to submit a ,budget . reporters and
asked.ta "give their iipiniciris
WRY DIAMOND IS
asioN.for 04tattsi-otthe cur- . awd be -funded rfrorn thp Statr— rrici
such varied subjects as the
TIME TESTED
rent state law so they could get treasury, like other state
--Put money from uncashed
condition of roads, the state of
roe CUT
federal funds to build a cooper- agencies,
parirnutuel tickets into „a fund
folrel
the
OM co., 0
The committee approved for to pay for medical expenses of the local job market,
ative retirement home.
...nod OW owl
on.the
spent
money
of
amount
The bill approved by the In- prefiling with a favorable ex- jockeys, parimutuel clerks,
and whether
rat =tat
terim Committee on Business pression a bill to increase Ii- "backstretch" and other race public schools,
oppose strip
or
favor
they
'
F-.—.
'
deer en .1"
Organizations and Professions cense fees for barber shops track employes needing such
also be
—a-..'
on Monday would not‘apply to from $10 to $20 and annual bar- help. That money now goes to mining. Questions will
asked on how people are willing
Poe ctaarrr
banking, insurance, labor un- hers' licenses from $12 to $20. A the state treasury after two
Ow rm.Yip..
change their way of living in
to
mi..pocno.
ion, rural co-op or railroad op- board spokesman said license years.
meadrie 11••
order to conserve energy and
erations.
the environment.
protect
The committee approved the
The results of this survey will
bill for prefiling with no expublished in booklet form
oe
pression as to whether it should
and distributed to state and
-*is in the 1976 General Aslocal government officials and
.-dembly.
interested citizens. Preliminary
The panel approved for preresults are expected at the end
filing with a "should pass" ex_
of the year.
pression a bill prohibiting exLOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — cause that was a $2,500 class. I
being
I
like
from
derued'
great.
just
taking this
convicts
don't feel
"His attitUde is
to couldn't ask him to be any bet- horse off and.showing him just
lie employment or a
East Side of Square
to be winning a blue ribbon.
practice a profession or occulpa- ter.*
Murray. Ky.
"He's an important horse,
non. The only exception would
Bill Wise isn't a football
be if the crime involved were coach, although similar state- and you know, Cassius Clay
Open 9 A M to 5 P M
related to the position sought.
ments are made every fall doesn't fight every Friday
l
P
edoed
7
ArlfZ
benight,"
practice
Wise
quipped.
A federal court recently ruled when pre-season
that the State Board of Barber- gins.
ing could not deny a license to
He was talking about a horse,
someone solely because the ap- a black gelding that has won August 16, 1975
plicant was an exconvict.
the five gaited grand charirpion- Adults 112
The committee also approved ship at the Kentucky State Fair
ursery 6
for prefiling, with no ex- Horse Show fit the past two
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
We Reserve The Right
pression, a bill to create a com- years.
Baby Girl Henson (mother,
To Limit Quantifies
SALE STARTS WEDNESDAY—ENDS SATURDAY
mission to screen spplications
Wise is a horse trainer, and Rebecca Ruth), P. 0. Box 1132,
for new professional or occupa- he says the horse he trains, Paris, Tenn.
tional licensing boards.
Surefire, is at its best this year.
Nifty
DISMISSALS
Paper Mate
Four of the seven commission
"This horse, he's more sure
Miss Barbara Aline Robertmembers would be private citi- of himself, he's strong, he's son, Route 2, Box 25, Murray,
98
avobri
zens, one would be a legislator healthy, he's a perfectly fin- Mrs. Barbara Jean Smith and
g
Power Point
CRAYONS
and one each would represent ished horse," Wise commented. Baby Girl, Route 1, Box 64,
Writej
the attorney general and state
"He's working great and he's Puryear, Tenn., Mrs. Clara
Rex of 64
finance commissioner. An advi- fresh," Wise continued. "He's Geneva Feltner, Route 2, Box
brilliant
Different
Regular Rule No. 1213 or
et soy angatt
sory council attached to the ready to go to a horse show."
347, Murray, N. G. Towery, 502
colors with built-in sharCollege Rule No. 1063. Pack
Reg. 98'
commission, without voting
And Surefire will appear at S. 9th St., Murray, Cleatus B.
pener
of 300 sheets
rights, would represent each of the fair Wednesday night, in Fair, Hamlin,, William Dewey
Scotch
the gelding stake.
Fox, Route 1, Dover, Tenn.,
Sole
Magic Transparent
The animal won the stallion- Hamp Isabel, Route 1,
Your
gelding stake and the five- Springeville, Term., Mrs. Flora
Choice
Ilthe
at
championship
gaited
M. Brittain, 829 Hurt Dr.,
No. 104.102" x450
linois State Fair earlier this Murray, Mrs. Dorothy Nell
who
not
hove
105 %"x300
Subscribers
No.
month..
Murray,
Higgins, Route 7,
'0
Sale Your Choke
received their home-delivered
Clairol
a
"He won without even
Nifty 5-1
Robert Perry Hornsby, 813
copy of The Murray ledger I
workout," Wise said of that Olive, Murray, Miss Joyce
>11
, Times by 5:30 p. rn. ore urged
event.
Kendall, F-3 Murray Manor,
to call 753191b between 5:30
The trainer added that Sure- Murray, Mrs. Bessie M. Wells
'p. m. and 6 p. m. to insure
Elmer's
Regular Rule No.5839
fire hasn't received the recogni- ( expired), Route 3, Murray,
or College Rule No. 5849
, delivery of the newspaper.
tion he deserves.
Mrs. Katie Irene Potts exInvisible Hair
150 Sheets
"I'm not blue-ribbon _hun- pired), Route 1, Kirksey, Baby
Cells must be placed before 6
gry," he said. "We showed him Girl Henson (expired ), P.O
.
Net
Dries Clear, Fast
at the Illinois State Fair be- Box 1132, Paris, Tenn.
and strong

A Startling Announcement

Committee Approves Many
Measures For Pre-Filing

Each & Every Ladies 8, Gents Clusters
Discounted For This Gigantic
Annual Cluster Sales Event!

Bel-Air Shopping
Open Till 8:30 "Fri. Nite
Diamonds Slightly Enlarged to Show Exquisite Detail

His Attitude Is Great
Horse Trainer Reports

NC

Hospital Report

C

N

Stop, Shop
and Save

rayola Crayons

lirtrio4r4
6.1 •
‘twitprom,`.

FILLER PAPER

Filler
Paper

Tape

Miss Your Paper?

26.49'

Final
Net

8 oz. Bottle

This Is It!!

otAl

Afk
0441RS
GLUE All

Cover-Girl
Make-Up

And

Glue-All

ea
Reg. 1.25

Spring & Summer Shoes

-Br Nouns*"
of Make-Up
,r, -sect powder

$4

tie a :c

49'
Pringles
Twin Pock 9 or

Thetas Bo*
. iill+01t•

Flicker

Reconstituted
Lemon Juice
24 oz. Bottle

Ladies
Safety
Shaver
by Pe,some

76' 58'
Scope
Mouthwash
& Gargle
, Sore

Paris, Tenn.

40

lucy's Shoe Box Simmon'Ohoe Store

4°Hie

Sole
Your
Choice

Realemon

Reg. $2.00

Nancy's House
Of Shoes
,
101 South 1st
'Union City, Tenn.

8 oz Bottle

Potato Chips

AllSales Final

102 W.Washington

Theme Book

5 Itle.ies

96'

King
Size
5 or
Tube

Brylcreem Hairdressing
Grooms and conditions hair naturally. Keep,
hair natural looking
•

204 South 14th
Humbdldt, Tenn.

Reg. 1.59
S.

94'

Kills fleas up to 4 months
Choice of Dog or Cat collar.
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American Who Survived
Soviet Torture Writes
DOLGUN'S
ALEXANDER
STORY: An American in the
Gulag. By Alexander Dolgun
with Patrick Watson). Knopf.
370 Pages. $10.
Out of the pages of Solzhenytsyn's towering "Gulag
Archipelago" has stepped the
A.D. who, for safety's sake,
had to be anonymous then. His
is a story whose pages are
crananed with the most intense
human drama, relieved occasionally by flashes of an indomitable sense of humor and
by touches of tenderness that
fleck a relentless sea of cruelty.
Dolgun's story is one that
should be widely read by Americans in these days of detente.
It may be prudent to remember
that the Politburo members
now ruling the Soviet Union
were favorites of Joseph Stalin,
whose era produced cruelties so
monstrous as to defy the imagination of a George Orwell.
Dolgun is now a real flesh
and blood person, an individual
who suffered mind-boggling torture and hardship and — unlike
millions of other victims —
lived to tell it in a searing indictment of official Soviet
crime.
This is another tour of hell on
earth from a stream of them
out of Russia, but this one different. It is also the story of an
American abandoned by the
embassy and nation he served.
He'd still be in the Soviet Union
now if a noncareer diplomat
hadn't been able to see him as
something other than a diplomat ic inconvenience and
worked to get him out. He
came home to America after 23

years, eight of them in an almost unrelieved nightmare of
prisons and prison camps.
He survived through sheer
courage and strength of will
even incarceration in a notorious torture prison from
which few others ever emerged
alive.
Dolgun was the son of a Polish-born American who accepted a 1933 offer to work in the
Soviet Union as a technician,
brought his family and was
caught there by the war. Young
Dolgun got a job with the U.S.
Embassy, and his nightmare
began in 1948 when strange
men accosted him and kidnaped him from the street.
"When the hand of a secret
police officer closes on your
arm, it is like the hand of an
evil god who needs no excuse,"
he writes. "And you don't resist."
He nearly died from torture a
number of times. A prison hospital would pull him through
and he would reason it would
be illogical to do so if they
were just going to "turn around
and murder me." But nothing
much was logical in the mad
world of Stalin's Soviet Union,
where they packed prisoners
like sausages into stinking
trains or carted them around in
vans labeled "Soviet Champagne" or disguised as meat
trucks.
The MGB demanded Dolgun
confess he was a spy. He had
nothing to confess, but anyone
arrested had to be imprisoned
and might be killed, guilty or
not, because, as Dolgun was
told, the secret police "never
make mistakes."
This is a book that defies you
to..ptit, -it - aside. You-Anew,it
wouldn't have been written if
the author hadn't survived, but
the suspense is in the wonder
how he possibly could do so.
You are there with him, almost
feeling the pain, knowing horror will be succeeded by horror, wincing when the interrogator thunders, "I will beat
you to death if I do not get
your confession."
William L. Ryan
Associated Press

CHEMIST GETS
PROTEIN FROM OATS
RACINE, Wis.( AP) — In the
continuing quest for new
sources of protein, a University
of Wisconsin chemist has developed a method of extracting
foraist
-n from oats.
Wisconsin Agriculturist,
ral magazine, reports that Vernon Youngs is able to extract
protein from oats by a simple
method in which water is the
only chemical used. Youngs
BUGLE HEAD—Face of hulls the oats and then mills
young bugler is hidden them into four and bran. He
then makes a water slurry of
behind the bell of his bugle, the oat flour and the bran
and
leaving only the top of his hat centrifuges the mixtures. Each
and plume showing, as he yields a high protein layer of
belts out a selection during more than 50 per cent protein,
preliminary competition for which could be used to fortify
the American Legion's junior snack foods and bread. A side
benefit is a residue bran that is
drum and bugle chamabout 19 per cent protein and
pionship.
could be used in breakfast ce(AP wirephoto) reals.

Leisure looks...
tailored to your
campus life.

National Bicentennial Event To Be Hosted By Ft. Donelson

• The National Park Service both the military front and the
"grasshopper" cannon.
field stands or on the grass into a unified picture. Again the
has assembled 65 young per- home front during the
The evening presentation, watching the events unfold empahsis on
the actions, and
is
formers and stage technicians Revolutionary period. The
which begins at 9 p. m., is in a within a setting
created by the opinions which motivate
to present "People of '76," a great names of history are
more theatrical format with the grouping the village elements them,
Bicentennial Living History notably absent for this
of the inhabitants of the
is the audience seated on the football and the
military encampment imaginary village of New
presentation which opened a story of the "People of '76."
pilot
tour
in
Concord,
The afternoon presentation
Massachusetts, August 5, and contrasts with the evening
closes in San Francisco, show. The daylight showing,
California, September 14. which will be open to the
public
Hosted by Fort Donelson from 1:00 p. m. to 4:00 p. m.
National Military Park, af- provides an opportunity for
the
ternoon and evening per- visitor to wander through
a
formances will be given locally small colonial village,
chat with
at Stewart County High School, the citizens and learn of
their
Dover, Wednesday, August 20. daily experiences dusing
the
The artists have come war)the period is 1778,
well into
together from 16 states and such the conflict), to see some
of the
diverse towns as Monte Sereno, crafts which sustained
the
California; Cutchouge, New people and the army during
the
York;
Angelton, Texas; struggle, and to particiapte
in
Frederick, Maryland; St. the political arguments
which
Peterburg, Florida; arid 28 characteriztd the times.
others. Auditions for the
In a second segment of the
company were held in a number afternoon experience,
the
of universities noted for their spectator visits tfie camp
of a
professional theatre programs. small military unit
in witness
Military and craft specialists soldiers of the Continental
rounded out the cast.
Army going about their daily
The production reflects the duties. Military drill includes
lives of ordinary Americans on firing
of
the
unit's

<2)CP1

The Store For Men
Tow Avtitieriled Iletetty SOO Deolee

Oel-AirSh.)pping Center
'02HOU'S: Mon.-Thurs. 10-6, Fn. 10-9,Sat. 10-6

Co

Brighton.
Both the afternoon and
evening performances are free
to the public on a first come first
served basis.

State Health Insurance To
Cover Education Workers
Beginning Oct. 1, 1975, all fulltime certified employees of
Kentucky's school system as
well as full-time non-certified
workers will be csivered by the
Kentucky state employee's
health insurance contract.
In making the announcement
of the added benefits, Gov.
Julian Carroll noted that almost
57,000 Kentucky school system
employees will receive the
insurance vverage,_
, In addiflon to providing
coverage for educators under
the state insurance program,
the remainder of the state's
employees will also receive
increased benefits from the
expanded insurance program.
Gov. Carroll noted that the
increased benefits for state
employees will enable them to
receive the same coverage as
educators. Citing the fact that
the cost of health care has risen
40 per cent faster than the
Consumer Price Index and that
hospital charges have risen 80
per cent faster than the index,

Gov. Carroll said it was imperative that the Commonwealth take the learI in
providing adequate coverage
for its employees.

"Home Burglary Prevention"
is the topic of Commonwealth
Call-In, Monday, August 25, at
8:30 p. m.(CDT) on Kentucky
Educational Television i KET).
The live, studio phone-in
program, presents Don Dentinger, associate director of the
Kentucky Office for Crime
Prevention, who will show,
•'Target for Terror."
Members
of
Crime
Prevention ynits, Sgt. J. L.
Thomas, Lexington-Fayette
Urban County Police Department, and Detective Bob
Jefferson - County
Police Department, appear on
the panel
"What To Do Before The
Burglar Comes," a crimeprevention pamphlet, will be
sent to viewers who call
Commonwealth Call-In,
Monday, August 25, at 8:30 p. m.
(CDT) on KET.
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The addition of the educators
to the state health insurance
contract and added benefits for
other state employees will cost
an estimated $11.6 million. The
October, November
and
December premium payments
will
made by the Kentucky
DepOrtment of Education. Gov.
.Carroll will ask the 1976 General
Assembly to make a supplemental appropriation to cover the premium cost for the
remainder of the fiscal year.
In all, some 37,000 certified'
school personnel will be eligible
for the health insurance
coverage. An estimated 20,000
non-certified full time school
board employees are also expected to quality. A full time
non-certified employee is one
who works at least 80 hours per
month.

Don't miss a precious minute of your family's summer
by spending it in the kitchen.
Complete family meals, with appetizers and vegetables,
are ready every evening at Jerry's Restaurant.
Where you can sit down together
as a family in a pleasant atmosphere and be
served by a friendly waitress.
And you can go to Jerry's just as casual as you like.

fliskifical Novel Billed
As First Of A Series
THE WORLD FROM ROUGH
STONES. By Malcolm Macdonald. Knopf. 535 Pages. $8.95.
It is Aug. 26, 1839, and Nora
is fleeing the Manchester produce market after learning that
her boss in the market, whom
she has tried to bribe, plans to
have her killed. At novel's end
— an improbable but single
year later — poor, dirty and
ragged Nora has become a lady
married to a man apparently
destined for power in 19th-century England.
One can only say "apparently" about Lord John's future
since the reality of it is left to
further books about Nora and
John. For this is what the puhlisher is advertising as the first
in a series of sagas about a
family during England's period
of industrial growth.
But in the year of this novel
Lord John Stevenson — the
"lord" is not a title but a nickname — manages to go from
being foreman of sandhogs digging a railroad tunnel to an upand-coming contractor. And
Nora drops her rags and, in a
blessing to the reader, is dropping that accent she had back
in the Manchester market.
Nora's natural cleverness and
head for figures has supplemented John's natural cleverness to help him achieve his
ends. And later novels may tell
where he gained the confidence

Then
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Relax. Dinner's ready
atJerry's
when you are.

and mastery that fascinate
such men as Walter Thornton.
I Thornton, educated, an engineer, with a large sexual appetite, and his naive wife, Arabella, are the other family of
this saga.) But all the keys to
Lord John's character won't be
found in these 535 pages. Those
presumably will be discovered
by the reader with a zest for
more of 19th-century England.
G.G. LaBelle
Associated Press

RESTAURANTS

When it's summer and
you'vegot a family
depending on you...
You'll be gladyou've gotJerry's
South 12th Street
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Cooperative Provides Market For Farm-Grown Produce Items
oon and
are free
come first

were
growers
Some
discouraged last year because
of low prices," he noted. "It
often happens, however, that a
good year follows a bad year.
Vegetables have been in short
supply in supermarkets this
year, and this short supply has
resulted in much better prices
being paid to growers."
Tomatoes making the number
one grade (about 75 percent of
those grown by co-op members
make this grade) have
averaged about 22 cents per
pound this year. The average
yield is about 10,000 pounds per
acre, with top growers getting

There are a lot of farmers in through the co-op, and pay five
south central Kentucky who are dollars per year in dues. They
enthusiastic about growing also buy plants, fertilizer, and
tomatoes, cabbage, and pep- chemicals through the co-op at
pers. They have found that they reduced prices.
can make money on these Larry Snell has served as
crops, and one reason they can manager of the co-op since the
make money is because they time it began operation. He
works on a year-round, full-time
have a market.
Their market is a cooperative basis, and his chief responknown as Cumberland Farm sibility is to line up buyers for
with the co-op's products. Most ef the
Inc.,
Products,
headquarters in Monticello. The products go to large superco-op began operations in 1969, market chains and vegetable
with gross sales of $90,000 the brokers in Kentucky, Ohio,
first year. Sales climbed to Florida, and other states.
$575,000 last year, and the area Snell saidpat 1975 has been a
served by the co-op has become good year for co-op members.
the one of top areas in the state
for commercial vegetable
production, according to C. R.
Roberts, Extension vegetable
specialist at the University of
of
College
Kentucky
Agriculture.
This year, 550 farmers, most
of whom reside in Casey,
Clinton, Cumberland, Russell,
Pulaski, and Wayne Counties,
signed contracts to grow crops
for marketing through the coop. Altogether, they have grown
some 50 acres of cabbage, 125
acres of tomatoes,and 400 acres
of peppers this year. They are
charged a ten percent commission on the produce they sell

Drama To
Encore On
KET Show

for peppers are similar to those members are graded by a
for cabbage. Most of the pep- federal inspector from the U. S.
pers grown by co-op members Department of Agriculture.
are sold on contract for com- They are also cleaned, sized,
mercial processing, but some and packaged at the plant. After
are packaged and sold by the packaging, they are we-cooled
co-op for fresh market. Pepper and stored Until they are
prices this year are expected to shipped out in refrigerated
average over $100 per ton, with trucks.
yield averaging five tons per
The co-op employs 50
acre and top growers getting seasonal workers at the plant
ten tons per acre or more.
during the peak operating
The co-op's receiving and period. Another 50 high school
packaging plant at Monticello students work at the plant
can be a busy place during the during the summer as part of a
summer, especially during the Neighborhood Youth Corps
tomato harvesting season. project.
Representatives of several
Tomatoes brought in by co-op

yields of 20,000 pounds per acre
or more. Snell estimates the
labor requirement for growing
an acre of tomatoes to be 400-600
man-hours, with out-of-pocket
costs amounting to about $600
per acre.
Cabbage prices this Year
averaged about five cents per
pound, with yields averaging
20,000 pounds per acre. Top
growers obtained yields of over
60,000 pounds per acre. Cabbage
requires about 50 man-hours of
labor per acre, with out-ofpocket costs averaging about
$300 per acre.
Costs and labor requirements

LET KROGER...

YOUR FOOD COST

With these Money-Saving Mini-Mizer Prices!
Rich

STORE HOURS

Educational
Kentucky
MIL&TE
t1ET.1
Te:14visioi4
presents..
AMERICA
IN
Langford- Wilson's awardwinning drama,"The Rimers of
Eldritch," Wednesday, August
27, at 8 p.m.(CDT).
The encore of "Rimers" stars
Frances Strenhagen, Tony
nominee for best supporting
actress, with "Dylan's" Will
Hare, and Tony winner Rue
McClenahan, as Theatre In
America translates outstanding
regional theatre to the
television medium.
With the implication that a
murder has been committed,
the play delves into the personalities of the "Rimers"—
parasitic survivors of the
lifeless, listless town of
Eldritch—who ring out their
own death knell by feeding off
mutual misfortunes.
The circumstances of the
murder spin out in shuffled time
sequences and the drama
climaxes at a moment of
shocking and unexpected truth
on KET's Theatre In America,
Wednesday, August 27, at 8 p.m.
1CDT.
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PF( Thurman H. Foster, 112
North 7th Street, Murray, has
completed training as a
Military Policeman at fort
Gordon, Georgia,
PfC foster a 1973 graduate
of Murray High School
enlisted in the U. S. Army in
March 195, acCorcbrog to SfC
A. Work, Army
Jerry
at the
Representative
Mayfield Shopping Plaza.
PFF Foster was selected as a
Honor Graduate of the
Military Police School and
received a promotion to his
current rank. PFC Foster will
be assigned to Fort Bragg,
North Carolina,for duty.
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sifooD CHIPS
IN OVERSUPPLY
PORTLAND,Ore.( AP) — An
oversupply of wood chips has
caused the giant Weyerhaeuser
Lumber Co. to stop buying
them.
It has been estimated 90 to
100 mills in the Pacific Northwest will be affected by this decision. Some mills have predicted they will have to shu1
down, because in recent montlo
sale of the chips has been i
bread and butter item. At oni
point chip sales were so strong
and lumber sales so slow that •
prime logs were fed into the
chipping machines.
Other chip buyers have announced they are cutting back
buying by at least 30 per cent.

dig/Th

Agnets and state and area
Extension specialists from di.
University of Kentucky College..
of Agriculture conduct an
educational program for co-op
members each year. The
purpose of the program is to
keep the members up-lo-date on
scientific crop production
methods.
At the present time, Kentucky
ranks rather low compared to
many other states in the
production of horticultural
crops. But farmer-members of
Cumberland Farm Products...
Inc. are finding that these crops'
can be grown successfully in
Kentucky, and that they can
add a sizeable amount of income to a farming operation.

the
including
agencies,
University of Kentucky's
Cooperative Extension Service,
the Office of Economic Opportunity, and the Farmers
Home Administration, worked
with farmers in organizing the
co-op. A 30-year loan from the
FHA was used to construct the
packaging plant and purchase
equipment for its operation. A
grant from the 0E0 was used to
cover initial operating expenses. Payments on the FHA
loan have been made on
schedule, and the co-op is now
planning to construct a new
packaging plant which will have
twice the capacity of current
plant.
Local County Extension
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4-Hers Mark Bicentennial
With All American Foods
CHICAGO—From 'New..
England's Indian pudding to
New Orleans' jambalaya,
American foods reflect a
diverse ethnic heritage and
the bounty of the land.
To celebrate the nation's
bicentennial, young cooks -in
the national 4-H food-nutrition program are dishing up
some of America's favorite
regional fare.
What's more, they are
gaining a 200-year perspective
New
cuisine
World
on
American
through "All
Foods." This 4-H members'
manual contains easy-to-cook
recipes spiced with anecdotes
about characters out of history and folklore—like Pecos
Bill, Johnny Appleseed and
Squanto.
The manual is one in a
series of educational aids provided by General Foods Corporation, sponsor of the
food-nutrition program for
the 15th year. Under the
supervision of the Cooperative Extension Service, nearly
770,000 boys and girls from.
9 to 19 take part in foodnutrition projects.
Learn-by-doing projects
4-H'ers may "shop" the
newspaper ads, plan a week's
menus on the basis of cost
and nutrition, then do the
actual purchasing. They'll
learn how to store foods properly. And ,when they're
ready to cook, they'll be
'.taught basic culinary techniques plus the 'rujes of safe
'frintTfrancHtti.
Prbjects stress good eating
habits that last a lifetime.
Health, physical fitness and
appearance all depend on a
daily diei that,includes foods
from each of the four major
iroupS: meat, cereals and
bread, fruits and vegetables,
and milk and milk products.
As they learn by doing in
the food-nutrition program,
4-H'ers can work for awards
donated by General Foods
and arranged by the National
-4-H Service Committee.
This year, $800 college
scholarships will go to six
national winners, selected
from among 50 state winners
NV ho will receive expense-paid
trips to the 54th National 4-H
Congress, Nov. 30-Dec. 4 in
Chicago. Up to four medals
of honor will be awarded in
each county.
All winners are chosen by
the Extension Service on the
basis of their records of
accomplishment. More information on the national 4-H
food-nutrition program is
available from county extenSion agents.
Flavorful jambalaya
4-Wers enjoy preparing

PAGE
granted inmates at Blackburn, the inmate, along with the
which houses only minimum- person who picks him or her up,
risk offenders. An additional 25 must sign an honor code before
per cent have gone to inmates at being released.
the state's other minimum
In addition, the inmate also is
security facilities—Frenchburg
making
responsible
for
and the Bell County and Harlan
provisions for getting home and
County forestry camps.
returning to the institution.
Still, more than a dozen inHolmes said he will ask his
mates at the state's maximum
research department to conduct
security prison at Eddyville
a study of the furlough
have been furloughed, with
program, detailing the types of
about 20 inmates from the
inmates being released, how
medium security reformatory
jobs while on
at LaGrange and 50 from the many find
furlough and the number and
state's women's prison near
of any incidents.
Pewee Valley also getting nature
furloughs.
"Luckily, we don't have many
Holmes said the people ap- incidents to report.. If only we
proved for furloughs are can keep it that way, we'll all
generally the prison system's stay in great shape,' Holmes
most trustworthy inmates. But said.

Bureau Of Corrections' Furlough
Program Appears To Be Successful

At each level of the process,
FRANKFORT, ky.— program, aria we didn't intend
Nowadays people are normally for it to be," the commissioner the inmate's background,
more than happy anytime they said. "There are a lot of prison record and references
get nearly 100 per cent return on legislators, prosecutors and from the community to which
citizens who are watching it he will be returning are some of
an investment.
State Corrections Com- closely to see if it will work." the factors given close conThe application process is an sideration.
missioner Charles J. Holmes is
indication of how tightly conHolmes said it would be
one of those people.
Holmes' "investment" was trolled the program is. Every difficult to estimate the permade last November when he application must go through the centage of applications that are
ordered implementation of inmate's caseworker, the prison rejected but added that most of
Kentucky's first-ever furlough superintendent and the deputy those reaching his desk are
program for minimum-risk commissioner for institutions approved.
The majority of furloughs—
inmates on good behavior and before it finally ends up on
about 40 per cent—have been
within three months of the end Holmes' desk.
of their sentence or parole.
Since the first 13 inmates
were furloughed over the
Thanksgiving holiday, some 200
men and women have gone
home for brief visits with their
families and an additional 100
men have been released for job
interviews.
So far, only one inmate out of
the 300 or so has not returned in
the allotted time.
James Breeding, a 39-yearold Knott County man,failed to
return to the Blackburn
Correctional Complex near
Lexington after a two-day
furlough over the July 4th
weekend.
Holmes said "there has to be
a first tirne,''Adding that it was
unfortunate since Breeding was
nearly the end of his stay at
America —you've made us your No. 1
Blackburn. But the one incident
does nothing to dampen his
favorite. More of you wake up to Instant
enthusiasm for the program, he
Maxwell House'than any other instant coffee.
said.
Holmes attributes much of
And stay with us all
through.That's easy to
the success of the program to
understand.You know every cup tastes as
the conservative way in which it
+Ms been adrtitaistered:
. good as yourfirstcuptrfthemorfring - "It's not.opmerly Ambitious

Save 33C

Enjoy America's favorite instant coffee.

During America's bicentennial, young cooks in the national
4-H food-nutrition program are preparing and serving
dishes
with an American flavor. While they learn by doing in
the
Cooperative Extension Service conducted program, 4-H'ers can
work for a series of awards donated by General Foods Corporation.
jambalaya, a savory skillet
meal influenced by early
French, Spanish, African and
Choctaw Indian residents of
"fhetnrtitt
lowing recipe Calls for groUnd
—
beef but could be varied by
substituting cooked ham or
shrimp.
Melt 2 tablespoons butter
or margarine in skillet over
medium heat. Add 'A cup
diced onion, /
1
4 cup diced
green pepper, and 1 pound
ground beef. Cook, stirring

often until meat is browned.
If a large amount of fat cooks
out, spoon off excess. Drain 1
can (1 lb. 12._oz.) fomatoes,
frO
juice to make lit'cups. Add
the liquid, tomatoes, 1 teaspoon salt, /
1
2 teaspoon sugar,
% teaspoon thyme, and 1
small bay leaf to mixture in
skillet. Cover and' simmer 5
minutes. Then stir in I 1/3
cups precooked- rice, cover
and simmer 5 minutes longer.
Discard bay leaf before serving. Serves 4 to 5.

Dance Classes Keep
70- Plus Teacher Joyful
LANSING, Mich. (AP — In
her mid-70s, Virgiline Simmons
expresses joy for life by continuing to teach ballet and painting colorful flowers.
Known to thousands of former students in and out of Lansing, peppy and vivacious Miss
Simmons is happy with the way
life treats her.
"I knew I wanted to dance
and eventually teach dancing
when I was 9 years old and
that helped a lot — to know
early where I was going," Miss
Simmons says.
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SAVE $1.53
New Black and White
Saddle Thick crepe
Wedge Our Reg $6 97
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"Each of us has art within
us. We just have to let it come
out," says the diminutive Miss
Simmons.
She and two assistants teach
in two studios with mirrored
walls and chrome ballet bars
on the first and second floors of
her home. She lives on the
third floor, approached by a
hand-carved stairway leading
past beveled glass windows into
a setting of family antiques.
There is also an artist's studio
with a north light.
She wears a dark leotard and
short skirt when teaching. She
dons a svelte sweater, slacks
and a bright chiffon scarf when
off-duty.
Miss Simmons graduated
from Lansing Central High
School, studied dance in Chicago and eventually joined a
vaudeville act with a male
partner.
When she traveled back to
Lansing, she opened classes in
the old Porter Hotel — now
part of the Capitol Park Motel
complex — and since has
taught thousands. Eleven of her
pupils went professional.
"There are lots of girls in my
classes, but only two little
boys," she says. Her evening
classes are for adults 18 to 60.
"Some dance to keep limber,"
she says.
Her still-life paintings of flowers and fruits provide warmth
and color for the walls of her
four-story, turreted old house.
There also are reproductions of
painting by Degas, who immortalized delicate, poignant
ballerinas with a brush, and
black and white photographs of
ballet scenes.
She's active in Zonta Club
and Matinee Musicale and
says, "I love these two clubs
and my friends in them.
"But I must admit the most
I've gotten out of life has been
love for my work. It's more
than dancing; it's communication. To see the response
from my students, that's the
thrill," she beams.

Here's 33'off your next jar
of Instant Maxwell House!

day

So cash in on our coupon now.Save 0¢
off your next jar. Just think of it as a little"houseWarming" presentfrom Instant Maxwell House.

Woman To
Work In
Minorities
PORTLAND, Ore. ( AP) —
The Oregon National Guard has
appointed a former director of
the Northwest Coalition for Minority Women as equal opportunity specialist.
Mrs. Maria Hutchins, 35, will
coordinate prograTs for Spanish-speaking Americans in her
new role and believes opening
lines of communication is a key
to maximizing the Guard's affirrnative action program.
"Too many manpower programs spend a large portion of
their funds for administration
because they fail to go out into
the community and work on referrals," Mrs. Hutchins said.
"People need to know what resources are available to them,
and about programs providing
opportunity to realize an education."
In her job, Mrs. Hutchins will
work with the Chicano community, which makes up the largest minority group in the state.

.1111111W. REMO

STORE COUPON

Save
33C

Gov. Orval Faubus called out
the Arkansas National Guard in
1957 to prevent integration of
Little Rock schools. President
Dwight D. Eisenhower sent in
Federal Regulars to protect the
black students.

I

MR GROCER General Foods Corporation will
redeem this coupon for 33e plus 5s for handling
you receive it on the sale of Instant Ma swell House
Coffee and,if. upon request you Submit evidence
thereof satisfactory to General Foods Corporation.
Coupon may riot be assigned or transferred.
Customer must pay any sales tax Void where
prohibited, taxed or restricted by law Good only
U.S.A. Cash value 1(204 Coupon will not be
honored if presented through outside agencies.
brokers or others who are not retail distributors of
our merchandise Or specifically authorized by us
to presentcouponsfor edem ph on For redemption
Of properly received and handled coupon, mail tc
GENERAL FOODS CORPORATION,COUPON
REDEMPTION OFFICE.P0 BOX 103. Kankakee.
Illinois 60901

on any size jar of
Instant Maxwell House' Coffee.
GENERAL FOODS CORPORATION

Girls
KNEE-HI Socks

Suedeine
Shoulder Bag
SAVE `477
$1.20

Pr

Our Reg $497
Asst d Col s

Reg $1 49
Asst d Color'

Prices GOe'

",aturoay

*Use Tour MASTER CHAPIGE Card
Bel-Air Shopping Center
Murray
10-7 Mon

9-$ Sat

Thurs

104 Friday
14 Sun

Get to know us: wolflike us.

Good only upon presentation to grocer on purchase of
any un ar of Instant Maxwen House
Coffee, Airy other use constitutes fraud.
COIPON EXPNIES MT /1. fen.

Ty Holland Stadium August 26-31 7:30 P.M.
Special Music By The

Sunihower
Sponsored by the Baptist Churches
of Cal101un v County
•

I

CI

County-wide Crusade
Evangelist

HOME STEEL DOOR
TREND CONTINUES
MIDDLETOWN, Ohio (AP)
A continuing and growing
trend to the use of residential
steel doors is reported by door
manufacturers around the
country, according to Armco
Steel Corp.'s marketing department.
Introduced to the market in
1964, the steel door has grown
in popularity ever since. In
1968, for example, the steel
door accounted for 11 per cent
of the residential door market.
Recently reported 1974 figures
show the steel door was used
for over 30 per cent of the interior-exterier doors in new
homes constructed:

Take this coupon to your grocer now.
rth 33. when you buy any size ;a r of
Instant Maxwell House Coffee. Offer
limited to one coupon par purchase.
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Searching For Treasure
Creates Exicitinglife

Farm Family Chosen
Amateur Musicians Of '75
tion at home, will be joining
group performances in the future.
While music is a central part
of their lives, the Wagners are
also busy with farm related
chores arid activity groups.
Since Wagner holds down a
full-time job as science teacher
at Bucyrus High School, all the
youngsters have regular chores
around the farm. In addition,
the older ones have various
livestock to care for, which are
shown at state fairs and 411
events. These include sheep
and dairy cows kept by the
girls; hogs, sheep and feeder
cattle kept by the boys.
Mary Ann and Carol are also
veteran of expeditions that have
developing their gardening
TREASURE HUNTER—H. Beasorn
him all over the world in
skills with both flowers and
taken
30-foot
the
Painter, shown aboard
The Wagners were selected vegetables through their 4-H
of archaeological artifacts.
search
his
of
in
front
sits
that
junk
Chinese
from among 70 families nomi- group.
, Wash., is a
Richland
in
home
nated from 33 states, all of
Witn all their school work,
whom make music together.
farm chores, daily practice sesTom Wagner, his wife, Rose- sions for the various band and
mary, and five of their six chil- orchestra groups, and church
dren are active amateurs. They choir practice, the family alplay a total of nine instruments ways makes time to play toand are members of commu- gether — preparing a special
nity and school instrumental program for a church service,
groups.
entertaining at a County
When not rehearsing for a Trustee meeting or for special
good thing that happened to me
NEW YORK (AP) — Come- daytime. You can go to a movspecific musical event, they'll functions in nearby commuJack ie in the afternoon but you in nightclubs was meeting my
funnyman
says
dy,
gather for a family jam session nities.
can't concentrate on the film wife in one."
Douglas, is protest.
— with 24-2-year-old Tommy,
humorthe
it?"
is
because you're thinking about 't "Benedict Arnold Slept Here"
else
"What
who's too young to be an "acan interview. "It's the show that night. The only is published by Putnam./
DANCES
in
N
asked
ist
AMERIEA
"leadmusician
tive amateur'
CELEBRATE
a complaint told in a funny
ing" the group and one of the
TENNIAL
EN
SIC
way. Mark Twain once exfamily pets "singing" along.
NEWPORT,R.I.(AP) — Bal- plained humor as the difference
The Wagner youngsters' par- let Repertory Company, ap- between the right word and the
ticipation in musical activities pearing under the auspices of wrong word. To me it's the difcomes naturally. Tom and Ballet Theater Foundation, of- ference between lightning and
Rosemary, who met through a fered the only dance events at the lightning bug."
Douglas began complaining
music group, were both active the Newport Music Festival
in the late 1930s through thei
amateurs during their high this year.
school and college days and
The company did four new -mouths of Bob Hope; Gro
Still perform- with Community works by American choreogra- Marx, Red-SkeItOn andothf
bands today.
phers to music by Arneeican top bananas of the time. He
They encouraged the children composers, to celebrate the Bi- wrote many of their monologues. Through the years he
to study instruments of their centennial.
choreo- has created barbs for Johnny
was
own choice, although four of
"Mosaics"
the youngsters began piano in- graphed by Kevin Haigen, born Carson, Woody Allen, Garry
struction at home with Mrs. in Miami, to Howard Hanson's Meore, Danny Thomas and
-Wagner.
"Piano Concerto." Hanson, Jiriany Durante. Television
-Music is an excellent way born in Wahoo, Neb., is profes- viewersliwill remember him as
for us to enjoy doing things to- sor emeritus at the Eastman Jack Parr's early late-night
sidekick.
gether," say the Wagners. "We School of'Music.
Douglas says he "protests
Richard Englund, born in
all love music and it gives us a
almost everything." At
common bond so that we don't Seattle, recreated "Krazy about
he's griping about
have to go in separate direc- Kat," a ballet choreographed in the moment,
he got to know
people
comsome
a
to
Bohn
Adolphe
by
1922
and
other
tions. We enjoy each
in Maine. Two
living
while
Alden
John
by
score
missioned
playing together."
he and his Japanese
In addition to piano, family Carpenter, who was born in years ago,
wife, Reiko, and their two
members also play ()igen, Park Ridge, Ill.
young sons bought a hotel in
phed
choreogra
was
"Kouros"
celbaritone,
clarinet,
trumpet,
Rangeley Lakes section of
the
in
born
Banos,
Margarita
by
lo, trombone, sousaphone and
Pine Tree State, intending
the
Texan
by
music
to
Angeles,
drums. Unusual,for these days, Los
a home.
Andre Rudin. Linda Crum, who to convert it into
nobody plays guitar.
As Douglas explains it, after
Several times a year, they'll teaches dance at Eastern Michtitle to the deed, they
appear at special church serv- igan Untversity, choreographed taking they would have to run
learned
a
by
music
to
615"
Code
•',Ifloea
ices — as a family group, as a
resort complex as a hotel
brass ensemble featuring Wag- group of composer-in- the
eleven
The
the people of the comists.
that
and
strumental
ner, Allen, 17, Mary Ann, 15,
Carol, 14, and Charles, 11, or members of Area Code 615 are munity depended on the hotel's
for cello and piano duets by from Tennessee and .write and Financial failure as a primary
perform on a variety of in- source of income. The DougMrs. Wagner and Mary Ann.
, music inspired by lases also learned that the hotel
struments
Seven-year-old Dale, who has
folklore.
had had six owners in as many
American
recently started piano instrucNorwalk 2 Pc. Gold Velvet
years and that, as Douglas
self-deto
fixed
was
"It
says,
stroy."
Living Room Suite
While Douglas aims at laughter in a book he has just writKroehler 2 Pc. Gold Tweed
ten about his hotel misadventure, "Benedict Arnold
Living Room Suite
Slept Here," he himself is not
amused. He has initiated several law suits in the matter.
Bassett Desk
Hotel owning is only the latHe
.
professions
Douglas'
of
est
was born in Tahiti, the son of a
Kroehler
cable engineer, and began his
professional life at age 14 playSwivel Rockers
ing drums in a band. He soon
a
for
s
drumstick
his
dropped
Bassett
pair of boxing gloves but before
he sprouted cauliflower ears,
Dining Room Suits_
he tureed to writing comedy.
He became a monologist and
Lighted China, Table & 6 chairs
remembers playing Liverpool.
England, where he found that
his mettle wasn't srong enough
Bassett Blue Denim 3 Piece
for British audiences.
"I worked there in vaudeville
Bedroom Suite_
for a couple of years," he reare
lates. "Liverpool audiences
the toughest in the world. The
Lea 4 Pc. "Cherry"
theater I played in had a steel
balcony in front of the stage,
Bedroom Suite
and if the audience didn't like
and
your act, they'd throw nuts
Admiral 15 Ft.
bolts at you. It got so I started
dreaming of rotten tomatoes
and old eggs."
Chest Freezer
Douglas says he wants to be
knowri as a humorist. "What irAdmiral 20 Ft.
ritates me is when people call
me a 'gag man.' You're a gag
Chest Freezer
man when you write for a dollar a joke. I've done that, but it
was a long time.ago."
He never finished high
school, but he has a lifetime
contract to teach comedy writing at the University of Maine.
"When we were living in
Maine," he explains, "I taught
one semester on the 'Craft of
Comedy' and the university
president sent me a contract
for life. I taught students how
to write for laughs, which is
kind of a laugh itself since I
...Fur-Itrintipted and iiiftwelipti
don't think writing can be
'could yogi
taught. The only way to learn
how to write is to write.
"
11V $39
,
believe it .0
His first writing job was on
Bob Hope's radio show in 1939.
"Be paid me 50-bualts a week,"
.Douglas recalls. "I was afraid
•to write for myself until I did
the standup comic routine on
the nightclub circuit in the Us.
"I never did like working
nightclubs. You have to sleep
late because you work late.
And you really can't enjoy the

KALAMAZOO, Mich.(AP) —
Beethoven down on the farm?
Tom Wagner, his wife and five
of their six children play
Beethoven on their farm in Edison, Ohio, along with Sousa‘
'Bach, Kern and their own arrangements -tif Dixieland and
contemporary tunes.
Wagner and his family have
been selected Amateur Musical
Family of the Year by the
American Music Conference
here. This is the fifth year for
the national citation, given by
the nonprofit national music
group. The selection is aimed
at spotlighting a family that is
representative of the nearly 38
million Americans who are
amateur musicians.

Jack Doues.Finds Humor Even
In Hotel Business Misadventure

RICHLAND, Wash. (AP, —
The Pacific Ocean is 200 miles
from the home of H. Beasom
Painter, but the 30-foot Chinese
junk that sits in front of his
house — with its intricately
carved dragons and teak decks
— is not out of place if you
know the man.
For he is a treasure hunter
who has been to "The Sacred
Well" on Mexico's Yucatan
Peninsula; searched for sunken
gold intended for Jamestown;
and slept with natives on the
jungle floor, braving snakes
and nine-inch tarantulas.
Besides being an engineer at
the Fast Flux Test Facility at
Hanford, Painter is a member
of Expeditions Unlimited, a
Pampano Beach, Fla., corporation specializing in recovering valuable archaeological
artifacts.
Although the company still
conducts expeditions all over
the world, Painier's last trip
for it was in 1968 when he directed excavation of a sacrificial well in the old city of Chichen liza, built by the Mayan
Indians. He said the well was
used by the Mayans more than
1,000 years ago to pay tribute
to their rain god, Chac.
To satisfy Chac, the Indians

threw in great quantities of
gold and jewels — and children. The expedition found remains of 400 persons.
"Most of the ones we found
were those of young boys, and
not virgins as depicted in history," Painter said as he fingered a small gold ring recovered from the well.
He said most of the jewelry
and artifacts recovered are
now on display in Mexican museums.
"It's hard to put a value on
those artifacts," he said.
"Many archaeologists consider

be done," said Norman Scott,
Unlimited
Expedition
president, in a telephone interview. "I need people who will
keep their cool and stay
together, even in nerve
wracking situations."

them priceless."
Painter learned his traveling
ways from his contractor father
who traveled about the world,
spending many years in China,
where Painter grew up.
Painter, who is "somewhere
over 40," wears his graying
hair in a short pony tail. He
said his job at Hanford has
allowed him more time for his
family, and he has turned down
several offers from Expeditions
Unlimited, one of which was a
search for Inca gold in the
Ecuador jungles.
"Beasom Painter is the kind
of guy who will get things done
when other people say it can't

UNSOOTHENG MUSIC JARS
APOLLO MOON MISSION
MINNEAPOLIS ( AP) — A
rock 'n' roll radio station here
temporarily threw a monkey
wrench into an early Apollo
moon mission.
An electronic device for the
Apollo command module tested
out fine at night, but unsatisfactory during the day. Then,
for no apparent reason, the device was found to be working
correctly again that evening.
Day after day the phenomenon
repeated itself, to the bafflement of Honeywell engineers
doing the testing here.
The mysterious signal that
was throwing off their tests,
they finally discovered, came
from a nearby radio station
that was limited to daytime operation. When the station went
off the_air at sundown, so did
its signal which interfered with
the engineers' meter readings.

414 SALEE.

141 NOVI{.MARKET ST

FREE:

UP TO3$,01)%00

IN MERCHANDISEWILL BE GIVEN AWAY FREE AT A SPECIAL DRAWING.
REGISTER AT OUR.STORE — NO PURCHASE NECESSARY
TO WIN — IT MAY BE "YOUR DAY" BETWEEN AUGUST
15th AND SEPTEMBER 30th.

(ASK COR RILL DETAILS AT OUR STORE)

SPECIAL PRICES
Prices Good Through August 26
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Cocktail &
End Tables

MANY OTHER BARGAINS

35,000 SQUARE FEET OF FINE FURNITURE DIRECT FROM 'THE FACTORY

FREE DELIVERY - 30 DAY LAY-AWAY
SHOP WEEKLY 8:30 A.M. TIL 6 P.M.
FRIDAY 8:30 A.M. TIL 8 P.M.

Keith Sims of Louisville will
captain Army's 1976 outdoor
track team.

'1

MARKET 414....FURNITURE

414 NORTH MARKET STREET

GERALDINE AND TERRY SYKES, MGRS.

PHONE 642-6996
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SEMI-ANNUAL SALE
Open Friday Nights
This is only a partial list of the many outstanding values you will find. Some are
one of a kind, some are Slightly damaged, and some items have been discountinued.
All

Items Subject

8 Piece Solid Mahogany

DINING ROOM
Queen Ann Style, large oval table, 2
arm,4 side chairs,lighted china.
Reg. $1990.00

TIGHT QUARTERS—Riders taking part-in the mule trail
race find themselves in close quarters as they near the finish
line during the Third Annual "Mule Day" celebration in
Dahlonega, Ga. Race was part of day-long event honoring
the mule.
(AP Wirephoto)

Your Individual Horoscope

/
1 2 price

Jamison Queen size sleeper,
multi-color Herculon with mattress

FOR THURSDAY, JULY 21, 1975
Look in the section in which reflect on the benefits you
your birthday comes and find HAVE received — especially
what your outlook is, according the unexpected ones. This is a
to the stars.
day in which to set thing,s in
perspective.
ARIES
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
I Mar. 21 to Apr. 20
There's no better time than
Curb your inborn aggressiveness now. You can attain the present to exercise your
your oblectives, even_ the latent talents, as well as more
uirryossible" one, by Using obvfoiis abilitie§: to increase
chances of advancement. Be
subtle tactics.
logical in all discussions.
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21) lr-S4
67 CAPRICORN
Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
Don't let false pride hinder
Warm-hearted
enthusiasm
your progress. If you feel
stymied in a certain area, don't for your efforts may not be
forthcoming, but they ARE
hesitate to ask advice.
GEMINI
being noticed in the right
May 22 to June 21) 11.1
9
- places. Emphasize your innate
Don't let a tricky situation artistry, conscientiousness,
dismay you. Your innate in- serenity.
tuition, which often borders on AQUARIUS
real inspiration, will see you (Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
through.
You have fine stellar ,InCANCER
fluences to help you now, but it
(June 22 to July 23) 4E0(1
will be HOW you use your
Indications of stepped-up abilities and advantages that
action in certain areas. _Study will determine the caliber of
well and be prepared to grasp your gains. Only your best!
any opportunity to advance PISCES
your status.
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
LEO
Experiences of the past may
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
give you the clues as to proper
New prospects highlighted. handling of this day's action.
What you consider an "ob- With correct procedure, you
stacle" to your plans is only an should do well.
illusion. Proceed with confidence.
YOU BORN TODAY are
VIRGO
endowed with tremendous
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
%. mental and physical strength;
Better advantages than you in the latter connection, would
may realize at first. An make a great success as an
especially good period for athlete. You learn easily, are
revitalizing projects which you highly imaginative, courageous
may have considered dropping. and original in handling all your
LIBRA
undertakings. Your wit is
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23 .11.4r1
-outstanding, and you would
Common sense and a make a brilliant entertainer.
philosophical attitude will help You have a great love of beauty
you through this somewhat and, if you do not take up one of
mixed day. Don't disrupt your the arts as a career, may do so
schedule to indulge in frivolity. avocationally. Birthdate of:
SCORPIO
Jean Baptiste Greuze, Fr.
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
painter; Princess Margaret, of
If you feel people or events England; Count Basie, modern
have let you down somewhat, jazz musician.

3410

evA9A

44:4A.

nVelr.

3 Piece Solid Maple

BEDROOM

BEDROOM

Triple dresser, mirror, low poster
bed, Queen size, chest on chest, 3
drawer nite stand
Reg. $1500.00
1/2

price

Country French lighted curio
with glass shelves

399"

Jamison red tweed Herculon
queen size mattress, wing back

399"

Nylon floral queen orange &
gold with mattress

44995

Queen size sleeper copper, gold
& brown Herculon plaid with
arm pillows, with mattress

269"

349"

599"

599"

Queen size, wing bock printed
nylon, green-brown & gold floral 449"
Loose pillow back, queen size,
copper, navy & white plaid with
mattress
1-Floral nylon green, gold 8.
orange attached back
1-Lawson style loveseat red &
gold cotton floral with red
velvet welts
1 -Early American with wing back
loveseat, green, copper L white
tweed Herculon
1-Queen size, gold, brown, &
white plaid Herculon
1 -Straight arm loose pillow back
green plaid Herculon, queen size

Solid oak server, slate top. . ..

399"
449"

329"

369"
449"
49995

8-Pt. Bassett pecan cane carved
oval table and six chairs, glass
door china

7999,

59995

449"

8-Pc. Stanley Antique white
with blue striping cane back
chairs with blue velvet covering

1,695"

10095
,
77

8-Pc. Stanley pecan double
pedestal oval table cane back
chairs lighed china

1,499"

1,09995

8-Pc. American of Martinsville
oval table cane back chairs,
lighted china

1,599"

1,09995

399"
299"
299"
299"
229"
299"
299"
399"

Imported sandlewood lined
Oriental chest
415°°

DINING ROOM

Imported French book stock end
table

Antique pine red console

300" /
12
250"
269"
299"

1 -American of Martinsville
pecan -curio, glass shelves 8.
lighted
1 -Antique
pine
tea cart ,
distressed finished with
removable serving tray
1 -Antique pine display case,
lighted with brass gallery rails
1 -Solid cherry server, Chinese
Chippendale
1-Solid mahoghany highboy,
solid brass hardware with
broken-pedimont
1-Solid pecan hall tree with umbrella rock
1 -Pine tall back bench woven
seat with storage compartment
qUirVarihe
'

Phan. /53 WI

1,595"

8-Pc. American of Martinsville
Antique Yellow oval wood top
table, cone chairs

1,595"

8-Pc. American of Martinsville
fruitwood bamboo - carved
design, curio china

1,595"

0095
1 077

1 09995
1 099"

8-Pc. American of Martinsville
Antique White French, wood top
oval table, cane back chairs,
gold velvet covers

1,59595

1 09995

8-Pc. American of Martinsville
oak oval table,cone back chairs,
china

1,299-95

99995

1-48" pine sofa table heavy turnings, two drawer & shelf

269° /
1
2
12
179" /
419" 1/2
320°' 1/2

249"

499"

3-Pc. solid cherry triple dresser,
mirror chest on chest, cannon
ball bed

699"

499"

3-Pc. Kimball dark antique
maple triple dresser panel bed
with foot chest on chest

799"

599"

3-Pc. American of Martinsville
all wood dark oak triple dresser,
twin mirrors, door chest & headboard

899" 59995

4-Pc. solid Mahoghany triple
dresser large mirror shell carved door chest, queen size pencil post bed & nite stand floor
sample

1,995w

1,499"

3-Pc. Sumter solid maple, triple
dresser mirror, ladder back bed
with foot, chest on chest

799"

59995

999"

799"

3-Pc. dark pine, triple dresser
with hutch mirror, cannon ball
bed (queen or reg.)door chest

1-Fairfield tuxedo style sofa,
multi gold stripe Herculon

399"

1-Fairfield quilted floral gold 8.
olive print

399"

1-Lawson arm red &
culon tweed

olive

Her-

39995

1-Cap arm attached back woven
floral brown, rust & blue
449
"
1-Two pc. black vinyl wing back
with nail trim
1-Kroehler genuine
leather pillow arm

suede

1-Highback green 8, gold stripe
nylon

399"

1-Kroehler Lawson style Martini
green cut velvet

549"

179"

1-Kroehler Lawson blue 8. gold
Herculon loose pillow

499"

179"

1-Gold velvet loose pillow bock
tuxedo sofa

4999.

1-Fairfield Chippendale
red, and gold tapestry

499"

wing

bock

345'

floral

2-Wing chairs, blue, green &
gold print with green velvet
back & welts

259'

399"
599"

blue,

199"
199"

1-Marimont gold corduroy loose
cushions

s9r 39995

199"

1-Kroehler, black, grey & white
stripe Herculon, loose pillow
back

499"

2-American of Martinsville
chairs, white green 8. gold imported tapestry

199'5 1/2

1-Kroehler beige plaid Herculon,
attached pillow bock, with arm
pillows

449"

2-Olive green crushed velvet
lounge choirs

249"

1 -Tuxedo sofa, olive & beige cut
velvet loose pillow back

599"

2399::

damaged

149"

1-Kroehler mushroom color cut
velvet Lawson style attached
bock

549"

34995

1-Gold stripe damask loose buttoned pillow bock by Henredon

0 /
360'
12

1-Kroehler attached back beige,
copper, and olive check Herculon, with arm pillows

449"

1-Tuxedo sofa, brown crewel
fabric, loose bock & arm pillows

699'

1-Lawson loveseat celery
velvet with straight skirt

399°'

299"
499"
299"

2-Beige stripe lounge chairs
loose pillow back-each
1-Green tub chair loose pillow
backs

tall

celery green

269"
•
239"

199"

1 -Fairfield Chinese Chippendale
wing, off white, red 8. blue plaid

2-Fairfield

599"

3-Pc. American of Martinsville
oak, all wood, door dresser,
twin mirrors, door chest, headboard

1-Fairfield Queen Ann wing red
floral tapestry
119"

tapestry

440' 1/2

/
1
2price

2-Matching Marimont loveseats
in blue, copper 8. white floral,
each
1-Orange S. beige floral Mattelasse Lawson style

1-Henredon lounge quilted print
with turquoise, gold and lacquer

1-Fairfield
4-Pc set tables Amer. of Martinsville, all oak two ends, octagonal and cocktail

Reg.$49993

SOFAS

8-Pc. American of Martinsville
round pedstal table cane back
chairs, grill door lighted china .

CHAIRS

Solid cherry gateleg table ..

Ch•ttnut Sfroff

229"
499"
299"

269"
299"
349"
269"

MISCELLANEOUS

Pine three drawer chest, antique blue

MURRAY HOME & AUTO STORE

269"

American of Martinsville crown
glass curio

399"

Super queen vinyl tuxedo style
glove soft saddle tan with mattress

.

Solid oak flip top bar with lock .

Jamison brown it beige plaid
loose pillow back queen size
mattress

Loveseat sleeper, brown plaid
Herculon twin mattress

Antique Pine roll top desk.

Double dresser with landscape
mirror,chest and chair back bed.

BEDROOM

MISCELLANEOUS

399" 1/2

Sor

4 Piece Solid Mahogany

SOFA SLEEPERS

Jamison queen size loose pillow
back green and brown plaid with
mattress

Frances Drake

to Prior Sole

bock

229"

chairs,

velvet, slightly

Upholstered rocker, mahoghony
with gold velvet cover
l69"
Mahoghany rocker, cane
tapestry cover

8.

/
12

169" 1/2

stripe

299"

LI

we-A
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Central Shopping Center
Open 9-9 Daily 1-6 Sun.

100% Cotton for
comfort & absorbency

Sorry None Sold to DEuraart

4 Fashion Styles
In A Bounty Of
Popular Colors . . .

Add warmtn and Coeur,
SO your home .

BOSTON
ROCKERS

BOYS'2 - 16

GIRLS'
Sizes 7-14

Fruit-of!
the-Loom*

SLACKS

BRIEFS
OR

SAVE '1

VINYL
HASSOCKS
$522

Save
5 23

radeonal Boston n=ars
oath tears brown fnepls hnean
Earty Amenoan stye that
adds warnin and beauty a
telle
your horns
welded spokes in back
amok and OVA

4-Shirts

96

29

PKG. OF 3

REG.
6.96

espy Fluitml-lbikssio

endeniest. Clime ties
package et titres briefs sr T.
AIM 1111% cotton lei
cemleit esd ebeetWect,
kWh sod T-shirts in hem'
aim 2 le 16.1bluto oak

100% Cotton for long
wear & durability . . .

FRIDAY'ONL Y
2 Pieces Fish, 2 Hush Puppies,
French Fries Slaw, Coffee or Tea

Sensational looking styles with
embroidered & beaded look
designs. western look, and more

SAVE '1

96
REG.
4.96

otmEs
SWEATER

•Durable PlasticS

592

Ladies' or teens' haedheis styled ter
today's fashion. Make war choice hum
Weston look lairs, embroidered and
..._beaded leek design, shakier straps,
Mos moot mews SIM

TRICOT PANTIES

REG. $4.94
REG.
78' pr.

99 $394

Reg. $2.47

Handbags

BRIEFS

3,299
T-Shirts
3,319
Fruilmt-tbelsom 8
Is
Irish et TiMt.. 15 100% colmisted mod tidal
min
*
too
care-fres. Pit et 3 *els is
Tobirts I toss
42,
suss it to
S,11,41111. SMite WT.

LADIES

•Dish Drainer & Tray
•Assorted Colors

Ladies or Teens

ROSES
LOW
PRICE

Soled from 6 ddterest sty* ot
arsat7r hem
Sita
isW knit lops is
is end
7 is 14. Stylis el
tool-care.
cense fer
stylise combined
e licttee scrum prints.
sta
Vi

DISH DRAINER
ENSEMBLE

Fruit-of
the-Loom.

KNIT_
TOPS

LUNCHEONETTE SPECIAL

Reg.
$1.47

MENS'

Girls' 7-14

Unlit 1 Please SuNoct To Early 11.11-Out

484

PANTY
HOSE
LARGE SELECTION

tt

SAVE $1.00

BATH TOWEL
Assortment

994
SAVE 28'

Casual or Dress Designs. .. Regular,
Calendar, or Day-Date Styles . . .
Crew Savings!...

POLACOLOR 2

Flexible and strong . .

Choice of 4 kinds . . .

POLYESTER
ELASTIC

SUAVE
SHAMPOO
ROSES
51

3

F 1
ROSES
LOW
14
PRICE
MOON from 1/4", 3/11", 1/2",
3/4", and 1". White only.

Many Items
To Choose From

Fc5iO4-*

$1 27
SAVE 72'

4.6-oz (net•vrt.) tubes of Aim toothpaste ROSES
with stannous fluoride ant)savity LOW
PRICE

Watches for your entire family.
Timm
Choose styles for boys, men or ladies. Styles
for dress, sport, or casual. Accurate and
Select regular, calendar, of
styktc
pendabie.
aoste
ite
d

10.95
24.95
TO

Gets white clothes whiter and
colored clothes brighter ...

Aim

Reg. $1.99

PRICE
ok of Suave Baby Shampoo,
Strawberry Essence, Protein, or
\Lemoe Essence.

TIMEX° WATCHES

C

64-Fluid Ounces

PUREV BLEACH
A fantastic inflation fighter in this 6441. ROSES
oz. sin of Pares /9 Bleach. Gets all white LOW
clothes whiter and men your colored
clothes bflghter. Pnce and quality you PRICE
can't beat

\.2- •
A

3r,
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JIM ADAMS FOODLINERS
Prices Good thru Tuesday August 26, 1975

NORTHSIDE
SOUTHSIDE
Chestnut St.
S. 12th St.
8 a. m.-10 p. m. 6 a. m. - 12 p. m.
Closed Sunday

THAT
COUNTS

to
cc
th
Ye

cc
au

fls

LOW PRICE
KING

U. S. CHOICE

ns
Pr
pn
the
ree

CHUCK
cou.T
ROAST

BLADE

teei
she
yee
ecc
mo
fici

FAMILY PAK

Cut-Up Fryers

Lb.

ARROWHEAD

Weiners
We Reserve The Right
To Limit Quantities.

49' 1% Pork Loin

rev
Prc
.per
moi
init
dec
ann
Ir
De
cenI
--- Per
Pric
wer
thes
four
Itt
L. B
coull
year

CHOPS
MITOD

12 oz PKG

FROZEN

Catfish Steaks

GROU3NLirDOR=
BEEF Mk Lb.
Fruit Cocktail

mid(

PrOi4

grove
lb

2/89,eter Pan Peanut Butter1201 65'

303 CAN

CARNATION

PEACHES

8:4
begii

SHOWBOAT
300
CAN

NO.2/
1
2CAN

lb
Eler
nesd
Tay]
Sti
four
folio

DEL MONTE

Prune Juice of

63'

begii
10:
begii
10:
begii
11:
begii
1:(
the
corn
these
Ch
Cart
educ
schei
Deps
will

TABLERITE SHARP

Cheddar Cheese 160=1.83

Ha
and
Augt
from
se_ssi
Th
Tues

ii
iII
FRESH GREEN

LARGE-DELICIOUS

Honey Dew Melons

JUICY

89

Red Grapes

